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PZETACE

by

Bruce L. Mouser

Anthologies on Minority Studies have generally focused on separate

ethnic or racial groups (e.g., The Black American by Leslie H. Fight',

Jr., and Benjamin Quarles; Native Americans Today by Howard M. Bahr,

Bruce A. Chadwick, and Robert C. Day; or The Chicano by Edward Simmen)

or on studies within particulbr disciplines (e.g., Minority Group

Politics by Stephen 3, Herzog; and Speaking for Ourselves by Lillian

Federman and Barbara Bradshaw, a collection of writings by authors frail

various racial, national, and religious backgrounds). To the student,

and educator, such anthologies have presented a convenient focus for-s

study. Editors have produced collections which facilitate the teaching

of specific curricula; and educators, too often ill-prepared to offer

such courses, have allowed such anthologies to dictate the structure of

their courses. ,Editors of most such collections, moreover, are affili-

ated with campuses with large minority enrollments and/or where the

total enrollment is large enough to generite`a proliferation of course

offerings for various minority groups and disciplines.

While greeted by faculty and students with initial relief and

anticipation, the flood of anthologies and specialization within col-

lections has left many faculty at medium -sized and small institutions

with the apprehension that such volumes inadequately serve their needs.

1.

Time appeared ready for a new focus, an integra

"Multi - Cultural" studies into something which

institutions could reasonably expect to fund, t

perhaps as important, to staff.

The title for-this collection of essays,

the Minority Experience; Past and Presegt, per

educators more than the editors can reasoaably

essays demonstrate, however, that American mi

won than they have differences. The developmen

the realities of protest literature, the role

growing racial and social awareness, and identi

well as social units -- all those transcend sec

Perhaps these aspects of commonality best char

Experience." Specialization of programs and is

minority group* does raise the specter, moreover

inherently neglect parallels in the minority an

Each minority possesses experiences which brims

focus and bring to Anglos as well as minority g

tion of that experience. This anthology attemp

perspective.

The origins of this kook, and more specifi

Conference on Minority Studies, took form enrout

Conference of African Historians to La Crosse,

of 1972. We were concerned about a lack of c

educators in the Upper Midwest who were attempt

convey to students the multivaried field encom

8
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Timelappeared ready for a new focus, an integration of "Minority" or

"Multi-Cultural" studies into something which medium-sised and small

institutions could reasonably expect to fund, to recruit students and,

perhaps as important, to staff.

The title for this collection of essays, Identity and Aweirenesstin

the Minority teverience: Past and Present, perhaps promises to such

educators mere than thevlitors can reasonably expemt to deliver. The

essays demonstrate, however, that American minorities have mere in com-

mon than the have differences. The development of minorities programs,. y Ye

the realities of protest literature, the role of tradition and myth, a

8-"wing racial and social awareness, and identity as individuals as

well as social units-- all these transcend social and racial boundaries.

Perhaps these aspects of commonality best characterise the "Minority
4/4

Experience." Specialization of programs and isolated study of specific

minority groups does raise the specter, moreover, that such programs

inherently neglect parallels in the minority experience in America.

Each minority possesses experiences which bring "being a minority" into

focus and bring to Anglos as well as minority groups a fuller realisa-

tion of that experience. This anthology attempts to reach that

perspective.

The origins of this kook, and more specifically of the 1973

Conference on Minority Studies, took form enroute from the Milwaukee

Conference of African Historians to La Crosse, Wisconsin, in the spring

of 1972. We were concerned about a lack of communications among

educators in the Upper Midwest who were attempting to investigate and

convey to students the multivaried field encompassed under the umbrella



designation of "Minority Studies." We were equally concc:ned about the

proliferation of conferences and meetings which dealt somewhat myop-

ically with separate group problems and with specific disciplinary

interests. Few universities underwrote educators sufficiently for them

to attend more than a sample of such conferences. As, initiators of yet

another conference, we based our decision on the belief that educators

inthe Midwest, specifically those located at smaller institutions,

would attend in interdisciplinary gathering addressed to their immedi-

ate concerns. At most, we could identify a few problems; at least, we

would become aware of collective interests.

We determined to limit and structure the first conference to

specific approaches in the offering of minority studies, both as a

collective unit and as separate entities, and more specifically to

problemss'of "Anglo" educators in medium-sized Midwestern institutions

whose administrators asked them to develop programa which would satisfy

demands for inority courses. Moreover, we hoped to provide some

answers for institutions (university, college, secondary, and elementary

levels) with dominant white populations which faced a demand from stu-

dents for awareness about minorities and their problems and which found

themselves with decreasingly mobile and:increasinglyienured "Anglo"

faculties. The conference program reflected 'these conerws, with one

session on "Directions in Minorities Programs," a second on aspects of

"Black Studies," third on "Latinos," "Native Americans," and

"Specialized Approaches," and a fourth 'on specific problems at the

secondary and elementary levels and the difficulty of keeping minority

students in school.

The first conference, attended by rope

institutions from eighteen states, demmnstr

the Institute for Mikity Studies at the

La Crosse were not uncomMen in the Midwest

that matter). But perhaps more important,

there was a growing awareness that problems;

group are not restricted to that single Br

of more than a dozen panels for an anticipi

met in April, 1974, registered a further cep

Topics for panels included such titles as:

Student Centers," "The University's Responal

dents in External Degree Programs," "ReligIM

ence," "Minority Business Development Input

"Pre-Service/In-Service Training Programs im

Racial and Ethnic. Minorities," "The Role of

Minorities Spectrum," "Minority Literature 0

demic Racism and the University Ideal:

\A
Coot

of Administrators toward Integrated Iducatid

"The Effect of Affirmative Action on tali!

and "American Minorities in International Af

also included topic panels which focuse om

specific minority groups.

The essays in this collection stem dire

at the 1973 and 1974 conferences. The editol

invited each panelist to submit a paper for

this volume. From those papers presented fol

i0
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The first conference, attended by representatives of sixty-nine

institutions from eighteen states, demonstrated that the concerns of

the Institute. for Minority Studies at the University of Wisconsin-

La Crosse were not uncommon in the Midwest (nor-in other regions, for

that matter). But perhaps acre important, the attendance showed that

there was a growing awareness that problems which face one minority

group are not reatristed to that single group. "On-the- spot" formation

of more than a dozen panels for an anticipated second conference which

net in April, 1974, registered a further conference accomplishment.

Topics for panels included such titles as; "The Future of Minority

Student Centers," "The University's Responsibility to Minorities Stu-

dents in External Degree Programs," "Religion and the Minority Experi-

ence," "Minority Business Development Input from Higher Education,"

"Pre-Service/In-Service TTaining Programs in Minority Studies," "Urbai

Racial and Ethnic Minorities," "The Role of Black Colleges in the

Minorities Spectrum," "Minority Literature and the Adolescent," "Aca-

demic Raci and the University Ideal: A Continuing Problem," "Behavior

e
of Adminis rators toward Integrated Education in Higher Education,"

y
"The Effe t of Affirmative.Action on Existing Minority Group Programs,"

and "American Minorities in International Affairs." The conference

also included topic panels which focused on various literatures and on

specific minority groups.

The essays in this collection stem directly- from papers presented

at the 1973 and 1974 conferences. The editorial board of the Institute

invited each panelist to submit a paper for possible inclusion within

this volume. From those papers presented for consideration, and from

10



the tenor of the conferences as a whole, it is immediately evident

that "Identity and "Awareness" are themes that dominated the conc4rns

of minorities and educators alike. In the introduction, George r.

Carter distinguishes between racial and ethnic minorities, delineates

the perimeters of the field of Minority Studies,,and focuses on"par-

.

allele of oppression" which have characterised the minority meperiences

in America. Few of the essays in Parts I, II, and III attempt to

specifically build bridges between the experiences of different racial

groups. Tot, as a whole, the essays act as threads which weave to

produce a better understanding than if each were to stand on its crien

merits.

The editors are indebted to the **ministration at the University

of Wisconsin-La Crosse for their encouragement and financial support

for i continuing series of conferences on Minority Sttlies from which

these papers were drawn. Special appreciation is extended to

Chancellor Kenneth Lindner without whose support these conferences

could never have been held. The list of names of persons who made *

contribution to the conferences is far too large to enumerate here,

but each of them deserve a special word of appreciation.



INTRODUCTION

MINORITY STUDIES IN THE UNIVERSITY:
minorities:, and more precisely to non-European

USES AND ABUSES
Other oppressed groups, .uch as women, national

0

An anthology which deals with the subject

awareness in the minority experience must cons

minority studies within the university. In la

a

concern for identity and awareness among minor

establishment of minority studies programs with

munity. Further, minority studies programs flee

address the minority experience in the United

the questions of identity and awareness., Thus,

what minority studies means becomes critical in

abuses within the university community.

The tern Minority Studies asused here is

ties, are omitted. While recognizing the plura

can society in all its diversity, non-Europedn

by
are singled out for special attention. The re

ness relates to the unusual nature of the histo

George E. Carter
European racial minorities in the United States

oppression experienced by these groups.

Thus, minority studies, for present purpos

concept in the sense that it assumes an amalga

American Studies, Native-American Studies, Lati

American Studies, and the related courses: into

studies. This is not to deny the individual id

to imply they are somehow less important as ind

r,



An anthology which deals with the subject of \ dentity and
ti

awareness in the minority experience mast consider the place of

8

minority studies within the university. In large part, an increased

concern for identity and awaren s among minority students led to the

establishment of minority studies rograms within the university com-

munity. Further, minority studies programs need to respond to and

address the minority experience in the United States in the light of

the questions of identity and awareness. Thus, to understand precisely

what minority studies means becomes critical in assessing the uses and
p5?

abuses within the university commupity.

The term Minority Studies as used here is limited to racial

minorities, and more precisely to non-European racial minority groups.

Other oppressed groups, such as women, nationality or ethnic minori-

ties, are omitted. While
U
recognizing the pluralistic nature of Ameri-

om. can society in all its diversity, non-European racial, minority groups

are singled out for special attention. The reason for such exclusive-

nessness relates to the unusual nature of the historical experience of non-

European racial minorities in the United. States and the degree of

oppression experienced by these groups.

Thus, minority studies, for present purposes, is an umbrella

concept in the sense that it assumes an amalgamation of Black or Afro-

American Studies, Native-American Studies, Latino Studies, Oriental-

American Studies, and the related courses, into one broad unit, minority

studies. This is not to deny the individual identity of the parts or

to imply they are somehow less important as individual, fields of

1 2



9

inquiry. In fact, the goal can be maintrnance of the individual parts

as essential elements of the broader whole.

Further, the concept of minority studies does not necessarily

ialply any acceptance of a melting pot or salad bowl. In fact, the con-

cept does not arbitrarily accept or reject these notions as valid or

invalid goals. Minority Studies should respect the individual integ-

rity of each of its parts. There is no particular merit in assuming

the individual parts of any given society must somehow fuse together to

make something new. The historical evidence in the United States for

the most part refutes such assumptions, and Minority Studies as a broad

concept should not accept the desirability of fusion for the sake of

fusion.

There is nothing inherently wrong with diversity within any given

population. The individual parts can be respected, their integrity

maintained, without destroying the society at large. Historians, among

others, have long known that the melting pot theory as applied to the

United States is a myth. Any student of American society can easily

see that Black-Americans, Native - Americans, Asian-Americans, and,

later, Latino-Americans, have not been full participants in the American

melting pq 'unless one wants to accept the idea of a melting pot in

which tse on the bottom get burned and the scum rises to the top.

74e treatment of racial minorities in the United States from the

very beginning of the country has involved racism of the worst order.

Winthrop Jordan, in his important studies on the Black experience in

early America, White rver Black and The White Man's Burden, stresses

that in searchim. toi the origins of racism in America he had to start

with an analysis of white attitudes, not onl

toward'Native-Americans. Realizing he could

the Indians. However, Jordan writes, " .

tudes toward Negroes, Indians kept creeping

Jordan makes is that white' attitudes toward

beginnings of the 'country " . . . have done

condition American responses to other racial

for present purposes is the unstated assu.
#

in the American experience there are "patall

racial minorities have had to face, both ind

minority group. In fact, 14thite treatment of

for white Americans' treatment of non-whites

At the same time, there are those who w

"uniqueness of oppression" among racial mino

it is a mistake to attempt to compare the cc

racial minorities. A,good example of thisp

Vine DeLoria's book, Custer Died for Your Si

chapter entitled "The Red and the Black."2

Studies must recognize the validity of both

important, must make students and others awa

two views, if not many more, and further tha

ness and identity will be influenced by whic

Thus, there is a good deal of confusion

well worn phrase, "American melting pot," an

minorities, racism, prejudice and discrimina

than in the antholo;ies which purport to cow

15
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is important studies on the Black experience in

Over Black and The White man's Burden, stresses

r the origins oi racism in America he had to start

10

with an analysis of white attitudes, not only toward Blacks, but also

toward Native-Americans. Realizing he could not do both, he dropped

the Indiana. However, Jordan writes, " . . . in continuing with atti-

tudes toward Negroes, Indians kept creeping . . . back in." The point

Jordan makes is that white attitudes toward Blacks from the early

beginnings of the country " . . . have done a great deal to shape and

condition American responses to other racial minorities."
1

Significant

for present purposes is the unstated assumption in Jordan's work that

in the American experience there are "parallels of oppression" which

racial minorities have had to face, both individually and as a racial

minority group. In fact, white treatment of Blacks became the model

for white Americans' treatment of non-whites.

At the same time, there are those who would argue for the

"uniqueness of oppression" among racial minorities and, further, that

it is a mistake to attempt to compare the experiences of different

racial minorities. A good example of this position can be found in

Vine DeLoria's book, Custer Died for Your Sins, particularly the third

chapter entitled "The Red and the Black.'2 A program in Minority

Studies must.recognize the validity of both views and, perhaps more

important, must make jdents and others aware that there are at least

two views, if not many more, and further that the questions of aware-

ness and identity will be influenced by whichever view is taken.

Thus, there is a good deal of confusion over the meaning, of that

well worn phrase, "American melting poi," and its relationship to

minorities, racism, prejudice and discrimination, no better illustrated

than in the anthologies which purport to cover the broad field of

15
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minority studies. Melvin Steinfield's Cracks in the Melting Pot:

Racism and Discrimination in American History, 1970, is a case in

point. In the Introduction Steinfield writes: This book is about the

Melting Pot idea and its relationship to racism and discrimination.

For most of America's history her theoreticians have painted the con-

cept of the Melting Pot in glorious terms. According to this myth,

America is the land of freedom, democracy, and golden opportunity in

which people of all races, creeds, and colors are accepted on equal

terms. Pride in the assimilation of huge numbers of immigrants is a

Vital companion to the myth of the Melting Pot."3 He goes on to dis-

cuss the historical literature that accepted the vision of harmony

inherent in the myth. However, if one looks at the experiences of

racial minorities in America, it is apparent that they were not even

part of the myth. It can be persuasively argued that the phrase "melt-

ing pot," myth or reality, applied to white immigrants or ethnic

groups, but not to racial minorities.

In fact, through most of American history there was no intention

that racial minorities should melt. Steincield notes: "While Anglos

and other immigrants from nortnern and western Europe were 'melting;'

blacks were enslaved, sold, denied voting rights, and lynched; Indians

were shoved off the paths of westward expansion and massacred, Chinese

and Japanese were excloded or interred; Hexicans were conquered and

oppressed, and other ethnic minorities were victimized. . . ."4 Note:

ethnic minorities were victizlized; racial minnrities were enslaved,

lynched, massacred, interred, and conquered.

There is an inconsistency in a book about t

devotes large sections to groups that were not t

himself, in the Introduction, realizes that raci

even part of the melting pot concept. The book,'

any melting pot or cracks therein; it is really

sion. A major weakness in the anthology is the

little effort is made to analyze the experience

to discuss the fact that they were beyond the pa

nition that the experiences of racial minorities'

the Jews were significantly different, and no of

any parallels. How can students gain awareness

minority issues when such a hodge-podge effect

field himself further notes: "In 1970 American

Melting Pot has just as often been a boiling ca

which the vehement fury of racism and discrimi

bubbling."5 Even more important, Americans must

least for racial minorities, the concept was noe

experience.

Another example of the limited usefulness

on minority studies is one edited by Leonard Di

Cople Jaher, The Aliens: A History of Ethnic M

1970. The reader comes away. from this work not

ethnic minority,is. There are sections in the

grant groups, racial minorities, and a religion

is told near the beginaing, "The persistence of

prevents national unity from emerging out of et

17
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northern and western Europe were 'melting;'

ld, denied voting rights, and lynched; Indians

s of westward expansion and massacred, Chinese

ed or interred; Mexicans were conquerod ahl

nit minorities were victimized. . . ."4 ote:
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There is an inconsistency in a book about the melting pot which

devotes large sections to groups that were not to melt. Steinfield

himself, in the Introduction, realizes that racial minorities were not

even part of the melting pot concept. The book, in fact, is not about

any melting pot or cracks therein; it is really about waves of oppres-

sion. A major weakness in the anthology is the lack of parameters, and

little effort is made to analyze the experience of racial minorities or

to discuss the fact that they were beyond the pale. There is no recog-

nition that the experiences of racial minorities, ethnic groups, and

the Jews were significantly different, and no effort made to suggest

any parallels. How can students gain awareness and sensitivity to

minority issues when such a hodge-podge effect is presented? Stein-

field himself further notes: "In 1970 Americans must realize that the

Melting Pot has just as often been a boiling cauldron of conflict in

which the vehement fury'of racism and discrimination has never stopped

bubbling.° Even more important, Americans must recognize that, at

least for racial minorities, the concept was not even relevant to their

experience.

Another example of the limited usefulness of present anthologies

on minority studies is one edited by Leonard Dinneratein and Frederic

Cople Jaher, The Aliens: A History of Ethnic Minorities in America,

1071. he reader come.; away from this work not even sure what an

ethnic minority is. There are sections in the book devoted to immi-

grant groups, racial minorities, and a religious minority. The reader

is told near the beginning, "The persistence of the minority problem

prevents rational unity from emerging out of ethnic diversity."6 But

7
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Bien the authors go on to state: "One minority, however, is indeed a

national concern today and 'minority problems' are frequently no more

than a euphemism for black problems."7 The Native-American student, or

the Chicano student, just becoming aware of and sensitive to his or her

past and cultural heritage, must cringe with such a narrow vision, and

this kind of narrowness does little to provide understanding of the

racial minority experience in the United States.

Further, Dinnerstein and Jaher seem to accept the melting pot myth

judging from the following statement: "Although American attention

focuses primarily upon the black minority today this may be a temporary

phenomenon. Just as minority groups in the pest have settled into corn*

fortable anonymity, so too, hopefully, may the blacks. If in the

future civilizee societies make minority group adjustment a central

concern, racial antipathies, riots, and tensions might be minimized or

avoided. Minority group adjustment to what? A society that still

rejects racial minOritiea whenever possible. The Native-American stu-

dent might question the statement that his or her ancestors settled

into comfortable anonymity.

The Dinnerstein and Jaher collection, while containing some useful

historical pieces, for the most part falls short because they do not

recognize the differences and the paraelels in the racial minority

experience in America. In addition, there is an impreciseness in defi-

nition in the work which leaves the reader to wonder who is not a

member of a minority group in America.

A final example of the limited value of'the current literature in

Minority Studies is Donald Keith Fellows' A Mosaic of America's Ethnic

Minorities, 1972. Fellows provides no defin

minority. There are chapters on Blacks, Mlex

Japanese, and Puerto Ricans. The book is re

ties, not ethnic groups. The reader is left

nition unless ethnic minority and racial mi

One of the purposes of this introductory ess
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assimilation, and argues that for most immig

easy, but assimilation was not. He then poi

groups did not view "Americanization either
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early nineteen seventies.10 He is actually
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of the limited value of the current literature in

onald Keith Fellows' A Mosaic of America's Ethnic
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Minorities, 1972. Fellows provides no definition of the term ethnic

minority. There are chapters on Slacks, Mexicans, Indians, Chinese,

Japanese, and Puerto Ricans. The book is really about racial minori-

ties, not ethnic groups. The reader is left with no certainty of defi-

nition unless ethnic minority and racial minority are the same thing.

One of the purposes of this introductory essay is to strongly suggest

that these two terms are not synonomous. In fact, one of the abuses

perpetrated by university scholars has been an effort on their part to

make the terms synonomous.

In the Preface to his anthology, Fellows only adds to the

confusion. He writes: "The United States has often been regarded as

the melting pot of the world -- meaning, of course, that immigrants from

other countries and Americans in minority racial or ethnic'groups lose

their unique self-identity, their culture and their heritage;\and

became submerged by the overpowering dominance of what has come\to be

called the 'American way of life.'"9 Fellows appears to be making a

distinction between racial and ethnic minorities; however, on examina-

tion one discovers he uses ethnic minority when he really means racial

minority.

Fellows does recognize a distinction between acculturation and

assimilation, and argues that for most immigrants acculturation was

easy, but, assimilation was not. He then points out that some "ethnic"

groups did not view "Americanization either necessary or desirable,"

and cites as examples mid-nineteenth century Germans and Blacks of the

early nineteen seventies.1° He is actually discussing one ethnic

19
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minority--the Germans, and one racial minority--the Slacks; yet he

consistently refers to Slacks as an ethnic minority.

Another problem with Fellows' terminology is his use of the term

"mosaic" as part of the title. The term has been used often to describe

Canadian society and the position of immigrant groups there.11 The

mosaic concept depicts Canadian society as fostering a multi-cultural

identity with the many cultures involved all contributing their unique

characteristics to the whole. The concept rejects the melting pot idea

of a homogenized ideal society. The difficulty in all this is that the

"mosaic" has been a myth in the same sense as the "melting pot" in

American society.
12

Thus, the use of the term as applicable to America

does not really contribute any meaningful insight relevant to the

American experience. In fact, it invokes another element of confusion.

Minority Studies programs need to alert the university community

of the weaknesses in the emerging literature. Those interested in

awareness, sensitivity, and identity need to confront the reality of

the racial minority experience in America. A good starting place is

the assumption that for most white Americans " . . . the minorities

themselves almost always have been viewed as the problem; indeed social

reformers continually have tried to solve the 'Negro problem' or the

'Indian problem' or the 'Mexican problem': . . . .1j1e. oppressing

majority never has endured a searching examinaftan of the white prob-

lem."13 As Carlson and Colburn aptly point out, " . . . until whites

understand why this country puts its minorities 'in their place,' there

will be no escape from that 'place' by those still outside society's

mainstream." 14
One of the goals for Minority Studies programs at

universities should include the awareness factor

all Americans aware that the race problem in the

has always been in large part a white problem.

Minority Studies programs need to strese*th

studies is not the same as minority studies. On

has arisen in the university community is the of
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cans."
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as noted earlier in discussing Winthrop Jordon,
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To discuss the immigrant analogy or the ethn
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goals for Minority Studies programs at

univer6ities.should include the awareness factor; that is, in making

all Americans aware that the race problem in the United States is and

has always been in large part a white problem.

Minority Studies programs need to stress the fact that ethnic

studies is not the same as minority studies. One of the abuses that

has arisen in the university community is the effort to homogenize all

groups under some umbrella concept. D'aiels and Kitano have stated the

case persuasively as to why it is important to separate ethnic and

racial minority studies. "What then is the nature of what we call the

ethnic crisis of our time? . . . For the first time in our history

almost all of the submerged groups in our country . . . are demanding

entrance into the major institutions of our society."
15

The causes of

the crisis are varied, but in the end the inescapable conclusion

becomes clear, namely " . . . the root cause was the pervasilm nature

of American racism--a racism which . . . consistently refused admission

into full membership in society to die vast majority of colored Ameri-

cans."
16

The fact is, American society from its earliest beginnings,

as noted earlier in discussing Winthrop Jordon, has been racist in

character.

To discuss the immigrant analogy or the ethnic analogy is to

indulge not onlyin confusion but fantasy. The analogy argument is

often used to raise the question of why racial minorities have not

"made it" in American society. The Germans, the Irish, the Poles, the

Norwegians, the Jews, have "made it." Why has the Black, the Native-

American, the Chicano, not "made lt"? The implication of the analogy

is that those who have.not "rde it" are not willing to work and
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struggle to "make it," as others have.17 The key factor in this false

analogy is the fact of color.

The white immigrant, the white ethnic group, can merge with white

America any time. The racial minority member faces the fact of a per-

'vasive white racism, a racism which has permeated every aspect of

American society for over 300,years. Herein lies the difference, and

herein lies the most difficult task for Minority Studies. The curricu-

lum of Minority Studies programs must seek to alter false images of

reality and re-assert the facts of the American experience. Minority

Studies curriculum must first and foremost separate myth from reality.

It must deal with things as they were, not as wished or hoped. And

further, Minority Studies curriculum must be anchored solidly in an

academic mold; it must maintain an integrity of its own as a discipline

which deals with the multi-racial experience of America as a fact, not

as a myth.

Whet is at stake here is not only a matter of awareness and

identity, or understanding; these are not enough. Minority Studies

must go beyond these goals in a search for realism. In one sense

Minority Studies is more than any Black Studies program, or Chicano

Studies program, or Native-American Studies program, more ,n the sense

it respects the integrity of each and also strivet' to achieve a united

front" that, by its very nature, is diverse.

The achievement of an integrated Minority Studies program at any

university or college is no easy task. any academic programs for

racial minorities established in the late 1960's were in response to a

crisis situation. any lacked academic soundness or even careful
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reflection. Promises were made and often unk t by.institutions

yielding to pressures from Minority students and hers that they were

not accustomed to responding to, or coping with. t, minority students

were promised academic majors and minors and in some c sea, graduate

prqgrams by institutions that had little chance of delive ng on such

offers. The result often was rather obvious abuses. ,.

Given the resources and faculty of most public institutions( -and,

Mlany private ones, Orwas not in the best interest of anybody to hold

out hopes of major academic programs in Minority Studies. It was

unrealistic td assume that most if not all, colleges and universities

in the country could or should field major academic programs in Black

Studies, or Native-American Studies, or Latino Studies, or Asian-

American Studies. At the prestigious Ivy League schools such as Yale

University, an Afro-American Studies Department was not established

until the fall of 1969 and required substantial financial assistance

from the Ford and Rockefeller.Foundations.
18

The kind of financial

backing necessary to support a sound program was even slower in coming

at major public institutions. Yet, promises were being made, and

student expectations were high.

There were other difficult issues. Even if a school was able to

create a program for Black students, what about programs for the other

racial minorities? In fact, this problem is still with many institu-

tions across the country. Yale University, for example, has one of the

best, if not the best, Afro-American Studies Departments in the country

today. 19 However, it has no structured academic program for Native-

Americans, Asian-Americans, Chicanos or Puerto Ricans.20

23
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By 1970 it was time for careful re-assessment. It was time to

admit that all schools were not equipped to offer majors or minors in

Black Studies, or any other racial minority studies. Schools needed to

take a stand and indicate emphatically their 3iven limitations in terms

of staff, resources, and demand. A search for alternatives was the

next step, and many smaller colleges and universities did evaluate

their programa and ideas. However, the record was and still is irregu-

lar and, in fact, abuses continue to handicap many programs. Retrench-

ment within many schools has caused the elimination of some programs

and the curtailment of others. The old adage, last hired, first fired,

was being applied on a programmatic basis, and the newness of minority

studies programs placed many in jeopardy. The process is still going

op at many institutions.

Another common abuse withi the university community has been the

decreed course or program. B administrative fiat a new course or pro-

gram is called for to sensitize students to the problems of minorities.

In Wisconsin, the Department of Public Instruction GuideLines for a

course in Humanism in Education provides a classic case. Education

departments in colleges and universities across the state were told

that all prospective teachers had to have a course in humanism for cer-

tification. A six point guide was provided stressing racial minority

issues aDrethe need for sensitivity, awareness, and understanding.21

On the surface such a requirement seems desirable; however, with closer

examination some very basic questions arise, such as, who will teach

such a course, are qualified instructors available, and, most important,

24
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is it realistic to assume a prospective teacher can be sensitized by

taking a three-credit course.

As stated earlier, the university community must take a realistic

and viable approach tovinority studies. Admittedly, the situation

will vary from school to school. At the same time, the university cos=

munity has the respon bility of facing one of the major issues in the

United States, racial misu;14rstan g and hostility. The nature of

the response will in large part determine if the minority studies

program will be useful or abuseful.

For far too many years, educators have operated in a mythical

world created in large part by the nature of their own experience and

contact. They have assumed that white middle class skills and ',Slues

are functional and successful everywhere and at all levels of life.

Such, in fact, is not the case, and minority studies should be the
"s

instrument for making the university community aware, and sensitive to,

the realities of the racial minority experience in the context of the

pervasive mythology that has saturated academia.

Without question, American society at large and particularly the

university community needs a re-definition of its racial experience.

Viable minority studies program can be extremely valuable in bringing')

about this re-definition, both for whites and racial minorities. At

the heart of the re-defining a recognition needs to occur that indi-

vidual cultural, racial, and other identities can be maintained with

pride, and et the same time a commitment to the multi-cultural, multi-

racial society can be maintained. As the Black novelist Ralph Ellison

noted some years ago in his classic, Invisible Man: "America is woken
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of many strands: I would recognize them and let it so remain. Our FOOTNOTES

fate is to become one, and yet many--this Is not prophecy but

\

description."

What g011ows are essays,,which attempt to provide integrated

o

insight on the issues of awareness and identity in the minority experi-

ence. The nature of our multi-racial society is explored from past-s'to

present using the problems of awareness and identity as a unifying

theme. Such is the 'stuff of realistic minority studies curriculum.
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Part I

THE LATINO EXPERIENCE

There is an old adage that a person who knows no history is

comparable to an individual with no armory. To be denied the existence

of one's history and heritage, to pretend that a certain group has no

heritage or history, is to deny an important part of an individual's

identity. For years Americans denied the history and heritage of

Afro-Americans, Native-Americans, and Latinos, or at least any that was

worth recalling or preserving.

The four papers presented here all deal in some way with the

question of identity and awareness in the Latino experience. The

importance of literature in the emergence of identity is stressed as

Yvette Miller writes: . . the Chicanos are determined to project

their image and cultural heritage. They are equally determined to

establish their identity as a group that will not permit itself to be

diffused into the ranks of a subdued, acculturated society." The mes-

sage of this first essay rings loud and clear, namely, Chicano authors

view elf-identity and social identity as critical to the survival of

Chicano heritage and culture.

The second essay illustrates that drama is an important medium in

a quest for identity. The two authors discussed, Louis Valdez and

Nepthali de Leon, ". . . represent both a search of social and personal

identity through two kinds of symbols . . . the heroic past of the

Aztecs and the present, represented by Ruben Salazar." Further, Pedro

25
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Bravo-Elizondo stresses that ", . the two

the roots of their content in the sources t

social and human identity."

Addressing hinaelf to a regional issue,

a peculiar problem for a racial minority in

Our Lady of Guadalupe Church at Indiana liar

church . . . cane to be the largest and most

Mexican identity." The evolution of Spanish

area came about primarily out of a .concern

identity in exile. The concern for premerm

indicates the importance of identity and the

part heritage of Alorican-Amiericans in the be

The final essay in this section illuatr

concern of Mexican-Americans. Chicano stud

respect " . . . they must first establish a c

them to respect themselves." Alvin Sunseri

thrust of the Chicano studies program at Mew

University is a matter of identity and away.

Taken together, the four essays illustra

identity and.awareness in the Latino expert.
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Part I

TIM LATINO EXPIRIINCE

adage that a person who knows no history is

idual with no memory. To be denied the existence

heritage, to pretend that a certa0 group has no

is to deny an important part of an individual'

ricans denied the history and heritage of

-Americans, and Latinos, or at least any that was

serving.

resented here all deal in some way with the
-

d awareness in the Latino experience. The

re in the emergence of identity is 'stressed as

14
. the Chicanos are determined to project

al heritage. They are equally determined to

ity as a group that will not permit itself to be

of a subdued, acculturated society." The mes-

sy rings loud and clear, namely, Chicano authors

social identity as critical to the survival of

ulture.

illustrates that drama is an important medium in

The two authors discussed, Louis Valdez and

. represent both a search of social and personal

ids of symbols . . . the heroic past of the

, represented by Ruben Salazar." Further, Pedro

25
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Bravo-Klizondo stresses that ". . . the two studied works look to fix

the roots of their content in the sources that feed the search for a

social and human identity."

Addressing himself to a regional issue, Nicolas Kandla, writes of

a peculiar problem for a racial minority in the Midwest. Writing about

Our Lady of Guadalupe Church at Indiana Harbor, he notes: ". . . this

church . . . came to be the largest and most visible reminder of

Mexican identity." The evolution of Spanish newspapers in the Chicago

area came about primarily out of a concern for protecting the Mexican

identity in exile. The concern for preserving documents in itself

indicates the importance of identity and the need for awareness of the

past heritage of Mexican-Americans in the heartland of America.

The final essay in this section illustrates the contemporary.

concern of Mexican-Americans. Chicano students believe that to gain

respect " . . . they must first establish a cultural identity enabling

the to respect thready's." Alvin Sunseri demonstrates that the main

thrust of the Chicano studies program at New Mexico Highlands

University is a matter of identity and awareness.

Taken together, the four essays illustrate the importance of

identity and awareness in the Latino experience, past and present.
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THE CHICANOS: EMERGENCE OF A SOCIAL IDENTITY

THROUGH LITERARY OUTCRY

The stentorian voice of the Chicanos is beij

profusion of publications which encompass the fi

sociology, anthropology, politics, religion, ed

folklore. Conscious of their force as the seco

the United States, the Chicanos are determined ti

and cultural heritage. They are equally determi

identity as a group that will not permit itself

ranks of a subdued, acculturated minority. Rathi

enlighten the public about their epic past and r

they have suffered--and are suffering--in an all

has attempted to engulf and subdue them. For th

by strating their social identity has become an es.

necessary by the discrimination to which they ha

Yvette Espinosa Miller The Chicano voices range from purely liters

Carnegie-Mellon University outcries with a deceptive appearance of resignat

Pittsburg, Pennsylvania ambivalent judgment of social criticism, to mill

calls for resistance to "La Reza" to join anclst

the struggle. these last two attitudes are more

writings.

The present purpose is to examine the Chica

within the scope of different Chicano anthologie

on fiction and poetry, but not excluding sociolo

study will include mainly surface analyses of th

anthologies and journals: El Espeio, Yearnings,

Aztlin, Voices, We Are Chicanos, El Grito, La Ra

Aztlefn (the journal), and Magazfn.
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by
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The stentorian voice of the Chicanos is being heard through a wide

profusion of publications which encompass the fields of history and

sociology, anthropology, politics, religion, education, literature, and

folklore. Conscious of their force as the second largest minority in

the United States, the Chicanos are determined to project their image

and cultural heritage. They are equally determined to establish their

identity as a group that will not permit itself to be diffused into the

ranks of a subdued, acculturated minority. Rather, their wish is to

enlighten the public about their epic past and reveal the injustices

they have suffered--and are suffering - -in an alien environment which

has attempted to engulf and subdue them. For the Chicanos, demon-

trat-ing-th fir -too laiidentity trar-become-arr--ersireutiarl-strp-made

necessary by the discrimination to which they have been subjected.

The Chicano voices range from purely literary accounts to muted

outcries with a deceptive appearance of resignation which hides an

ambivalent judgment of social criticism, to militant and outspoken

calls for resistance to "La Raza" to join and strengthen the ranks for

the struggle. These last two attitudes are more prevalent in Chicano

writings.

The present purpose is to examine the Chicano literary outcry

within the scope of different Chicano anthologies and journals focusing

on fiction and poetry, but not excluding sociological essays. .This

study will include mainly surface analyses of the following Chicano

anthologies and journals: El Espe)o, Yearnings, From the Barrio,

Aztlin, Voices, We Are Chicanos, El Grito, La Raza, RegeneraciSn,

Aztlfin (the journal), and Magazfn.
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A worthy representative of the Chicano literary output in fiction

and poetry is El Espejo,1 an anthology of selected literature that

includes shatt stories from Silvio Villavicencio, Miguel Mendez, Octavio

1. Romano-V., Carlos Velez, Nick Vaca, Rudy Espinosa, and Juan Garcia.

Poetry is represented by Miguel Ponce, Aluriata, Jose Montoya, and

Estupinien. Most of the Contributors are either graduate students or

professors. The selections vary in theme and mood from lyrical out-

bursts to emphatic expressions of the Chicano plight and modus vivendi.

The title story, El Espejo, written in bilingual text by Silvio

Villavicencio, shows an interestiqg stream of consciousness technique

with multiple perceptions of reality, as the protagonist unveils the

thoughts which gradually lead him to kill his pregnant lover, Elena.

Miguel Mendez, in "Workshop for Images" (also in bilingual text),

w /ites in surrealistic prose with a profusion of imagery and bold

/16 ltraistic metaphors, all in a somber mood.3

/ In "Goodbye Revolution--Hello Slum," Octavio Romano, the renowned

anthropologist, paints a bitterly satiric picture of the fate of the

Mexicans who fled the revolution only to encounter the slum. In a

caustic "expose" he deals with the strikes of the twenties and

thirties and the ensuing deportations:

"Once again the raids in the night. Once again the military.

Thousands and thousands and thousands of people deported; men, women

2

and children. Twenty thousand men, women and children from one city

alone, the rigidly segregated city of San Antonio, city of the Alamo.

But now, thanks to the wonders'of a developed industrial nation, the

descendants of the Aztecs no longer have to walk slowly in search of
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another home. Now they are abundantly welt

freight cars--over the tracks their backs bu

boats; by-products of an advancing civilizat

would have marvelled at the power and the gl

and cattle boats."4

The Mexican Americans who remained behind c

World War II, "at which time," he proceeds s

sent forth to fighi injustice in Europe and

shows Octavio Rc4ano's versatility in the c

poetry that includes pathetic chants to the

Mexican, continually beset by injustice and

The remainder of the selection!_inEl

theme: the pathos and inequity of the enfor

Mexican Americans, sometimes resulting in a

piety. "A Rosary for Dorm Marina" is furthe

bility. On one level, he deals with a mien

which leads a Mexican woman to excesses in p

honra. DAS Marina drives her fourteen-year

when she tries to force her to undergo an ab

pregnancy, at the hands of an unscrupulous d

refuge in religion, in the form of weekly pr

another level, the working conditions and da

Mexican-Americans laboring in fish canneries

portrayed realistically. Dais' Marina keeps

cousin, a railroad worker of thirty-two:
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another home. Now tuey are abundantly welcomed to ride in railroad

freight cars--over the tracks their backs built--and also in cattle

boats; by-products of an advancing civilization. Even Montezuma himself

would have marvelled at the power and the glory of these freight cars

and cattle boats."4

The Mexican Americans who remained behind continued to strike until

World War II, "at which time," he proceeds sardonically, "they were

sent forth to fight injustice in Europe and Asia."5 "Mosaico Mexicano"

shows Octavio Romano's versatility in the composition of prose and

poetry that includea pathetic chants to the destiny of the transplanted

Mexican, continually beset by injustice and cruelty.6

The remainder of the selections in EI_Espelo_convey the lame

theme: the pathos and inequity of the enforced modus vivendi of the

Mexican Americans, sometimes resulting in a warped sense of honor and

piety. "A Rosary for Daila Marina" is further proof of Romano's flexi-

bility. On one level, he deals with a misunderstood sense of honor

which leads a Mexican woman to excesses in protecting the family's

honra. Dona Marina drives her fourteen-year-old niece away from home

when she tries to force her to undergo an abortion for an imaginary

pregnancy, at the hands of an unscrupulous doctor. She then takes

refuge in religion, in the form of weekly prayers at church. On

another level, the working conditions and daily life routine of

Mexican-Americans laboring in fish canneries and at the railroad are

portrayed realistically. Dan, Marina keeps house for Pedro, her second

cousin, a railroad worker of thirty-two:
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"Pedro was now employed in the nearby railroad yards where his task was

to help carry a seemingly endless number of railroad ties soaked in

,creosote and placed, as he often said, 'where I am told.' Across his

right shoulder he wore a slab of leather for protection from the

creosote. But the leather was not enough and the fiery liquid seeped

through, causing his shoulder to be perpetually covered with callouses

and watery blisters. When he returned ha e at the end of each day he

always rubbed soft yellow olive oil over his shoulder sores. It was

but a staying action, for on the following day they burst again.

Often, in moments of bitterness over his lot, he would look upon the

perpetually inflamed shoulder as a brand by which, he would exclaim,

'People around here can tell who is Mexican and who is not. It is not

enough to be brown, but I must have this bloody brand in addition.'"7

Nick Vaca, another contributor to El Espejo, writes about the fate

of old Mexicans in two of his short stories, which are set in the Sin

Joaquin Valley. In "Tie Purchase," the elderly, widowed Dam Lupe

agonizes over ways to buyChristmas gifts for her ten children out of a

meager pension. She learns about the "lay-away plan" from friend and

proudly selects a series of trinkets at one of the town's stores. On

the day she takes her next to last payment, she is accused of stealing.

Bewildered and hurt by the injustice, she decides to forego store -

bought presents and starts embroidering her usual gifts of towels and

handkerchiefs.8 In "The Visit," an old and ailing Mexican living in a

dilapidated trailer--ironically built of packing boxes from Hunt and

Heinz 57--receives a visit from his eon. The author skillfully shows

the old man's expectations as they reach the zenith and descend to the

)

nadir: he will be taken to a doctor, that impoa

will get relief from his pains. The story ends

he is left alone, knowing that the promises will

that he must endure his crippling rheumatism to

Purchase" and "The Visit" are an outcry against

little or no protection against poverty and disc

Mexicans.

In the poetic chants, the cries of despair

solitude and protest, of nostalgia for the minces

of grief for the bygone glories of the bronze ra

resigned or defiant tones, as expressed in the

Montoya, and Estupiniin.

Yearningsl° affords an interesting thematic

index of contents, grouped under nine self-expl

(1) Heritage, Customs, Legends; (2) Identity; (3

Love; (4) Conflict, Anger, Protest; (5) Pride; (

ness; (8) The Many Faces of the Human Spirit; a.

Under "Heritage," the most powerful outcry of re

is found in Apolinar Melero's manifesto, "Mi Gen

"My people are the Chichimecas, Toltecs, Zapotec

established great civilizations in the Valley of

My people swept down from Aztlin and conquered A

My people were eagles who soared and fell.

My people were defeated physically but not spirt

3
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nadir: he will be taken to a doctor,rthat impossible luxury, and he

will get relief from his pains. The story ends in a gripping tone as

he is left alone, knowing that the promises will never be kept, and

that he must endure his crippling rheumatism to the end.9 Both "The

Purchase" and "The Visit" are an outcry against social laws which offer

little or no protection against poverty and di for the aged

Mexicans.

In the poetic chants, the cries of despair and bitterness, of

solitude and protest, of nostalgia for the ancestral home left forever,

of grief for the bygone glories of the bronze race, may take on

resigned or defiant tones, as expressed in the poetry of Alurista,

Montoya, and Estupinan.

Yearnings I° affords an interesting thematic subdivision in its

index of contents, grouped under nine self-explanatory titles:

(1) Heritage, Customs, Legends; (2) Identity; (3) The Many Faces of

Love; (4) Conflict, Anger, Protest; (5) Pride; (6) Hope; (7) Hopeless-

ness; (8) The Many Faces of the Human Spirit; and (9) Word Portraits.

Under "Heritage," the most powerful outcry of resentment and defiance

is found in Apolinar Melero's manifesto, "Mi Gente."

"My people ore the Chichimecas, Toltec., Zapotecs, and others who

established great civilizations in the Valley of Anahuac.

My people swept down from AStlin and conquered Anahuac.

My people were eagles who soared and fell.

7

M people were defeated physically but not spiritually.

.....
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We refuse t be labeled aliens in our owa and which ia so much a part

of us, which at ever turn reminds us that this, the Southwest, belongs

to us.

Yet we now merely survive in the barrios of Los Angeles, an Antonio.

We, who once had the greatest civilization in the Americas, are now

looked on as simple laborers.

rh, woe to ua for the backbreaking labor which we must do merely to

survive for it hunches our hacks and cuts our hour.

Think you, gringo, we do not despair at our condition? Think you, we

do not know this is our land? Think you, we do not think of reclaiming

it one day? Think, gringo.

My people are hungry; we are hungry not only of the stomach, but of the

soul; we hunger for revenge. Virgen de Guadalupe, give my people the

strength to do what must be done.

My people have tilled the Southwest, they have worked, sweated, and

bled to make it prosper, yet they share in none of the rewards.

My people now slave in the fields as beasts of burden and are denied

basic human working conditions. I ask you, gringo. Can you give my

people back their dead, wbOm you murdered?

Cac yc give me my land back?

Ane.rica has been built on the blood, the sweat, and shattered hopes of

amillions of Negroes, Indians, Mexicans . . . .

ll

:n the section in Yearnings subtitled "Identity," the essay by

. Contredas, "l";e Chicanos Searcl. for Identity," focuses on a

0 17

comparative anthropological analysis of the

Anglo-Americans and Chicanos. He notes that

identity, since their society is ruled by c.

oriented. In his words:

"In the United States of America, . . . cult

strict sense, do not exist. The only behavi

society makes on the individual citizen is c

tern of the Anglo majority. And it is at th

crises of members of minority groups have be

purely materialistic ambition of the pioneer

Anglo thinking . . .
."12

On the other hand, the Chicano does ,tiot cone

pursuit of material happiness, and Contredas

tragedy of the Anglo-American's lack of ides

Chicano's loos of Cultural identity ia only

ends on a proud note, "Although the Chicano

be fed, housed, and clothed, he feels his id

declares with pride: Por mi teza habla el e

Variations on the theme of Chicano prid

identity are also evident in the poetry of J

Barrera's short essay, "Mexican-American Is,'

"Mexican-American Is:

Persona non grata in the WASP neighborh

white. . . .

"Mexican-American is SHARING:
1

1
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comparative anthropological analysis of the concept of "identity" for

Anglo-Americans and Chicanos. He notes that the former lack spiritual

identity, since their society is ruled by conformity and is materially

oriented. In his words:

"In the United States of America, . . .
cultural traditions, in a

strict sense, do not exist. The only behavioral demand AmeriCan

society makes on the individual citizen is conformity to the life pat-

tern of the Anglo majority. And it is at this point where the identity-

crises of members of minority groups have been provoked. . . . The

purely materialistic ambition of the pioneer survives in contemporary

Anglo thinking . . . ."12

On the other hand, the Chicano does not conceive of culture as the

pursuit of material happiness, and Contredas concludes that "The

tragedy of the Anglo-American's ladk of identity is final, while the

Chicano's loss of cultural identity is only temporary."13 His essay

ends on a proud note, "Although the Chicano knows that the body has to

be fed, housed, and clothed, he feels his identity with the spirit and

declares with pride: Por mi raza habla el espfritul"14

Variations on the theme of Chicano pride and individual or social

identity are also evident in the poetry of James Perez and in Homer

Rarrera's short essay, "Mexican-American Is," some of which follows:

"Mexican-American Is:

Peisona non grata in the WASP neighborhoods in spite of being

white. .

"Mexican- American is SHARING:

33
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race with the Anglo-Saxon

but not a welcomed place ,

discrimination with the blacks

but not their rebelliousness

stoicism with the Jews

but not their power

religion with the Catholics

but not their hierarchy

isolation with the Eskimos

but not their quiet bliss

oblivion with the Indiana

but not their federal patronage

cultural pride with the Orientals

but not their determination.

"But far more importantly, Mexican-Ameris!,n is being infinitely

more beautiful than any hostile or violent environment will allow you

to believe you are and knowing that someday the anguish will be

acknowledged with justice because, above all, Mexican-Americans are the

brothers of peace: PEACE!"I5

The flaws in the educational systemcone of the first problems

challenging the young Chicano in his search for identity, are elicited

by Vince Villagran in "The Death of Miss Jones."16 Appalled by the

inadequacy of the methods used in teaching Mexican children, a young

instructor tries to institute some reforms, but is thwarted in her

efforts by an apathetic administration. The same subject is treated by

Juan Carcfa in "Time Changes Things,"17 which d

dren being taught in English--a language they d.

teachers w44,know no Spanish. This leads to be

by the students, who are then herded into class

retarded. Criticism of the educational system

seen often in Chicano essays and fiction.

The editorial guidelines for the compilati

are stated by Luis Omar Salinas and Lillian Fad

"The poets, fiction writers, art esaayists

this text have one thing in common: they are Ch

Chicanismo, both as a political stance and as a

the reader will discover4within the framework of

whole spectrum of attitudes, from unrelenting po

placid praise for a Chicane lover.

"The two-part organization of the book sun

Part I, My Revolution, presents literature that

political statement. . . .

"Part II, My House, presents literature that

personal statement. Sometimes the statement deer

barrio; sometimes it deals with the experiences o

world; sometimes it celebrates Chicano beauty; a

pain or happiness that transcends the ethnic,"18

In a comment on the writing experience of the aut

From the Barrio, Salinas and FaderMan concur: "Al

4literature a new voice--the Chicano voice-- ich t

readers and critics for far too,long."19
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Juan Garcfa in "Time Changes Things,"17 which describes Mexican chil-

drew being taught in English--a language they do noCnwster--by

teachers who know no Spanish. This leads to below- aysrage performances

by the students, who are then herded into classes for the mentally

retarded. Criticism of the educational system in the United States is

seen often' in Chicano essays and fiction.

The editorial guidelines for the compilation of From the Barrio

are stated by Luis OmaiSialinas and Lillian Fadermanjn its Foreword:

"ThexTpoets, fiction writers, and essayists who. are collected in

this text haVe one thing in common: they are Chicanos concerned with

Chicanismo, both as political stance and as a life style. However,

the reader will discover within the framework of that common ' concern a

whole spectrum of attitudes, from unrelenting political militancy to

placid praise for a Chicana lover.

"The two -part organization of the book suggests the spectrum:

Part I, My Revolution, presents literature that seeks to mak a

political statement. . . .

"Part II, My House, presents literature that seeks to make a

personal statement. Sometimes the statement describes life in the

barrio; sometimes it deals with the experiences of mixing in an Anglo

world; sometimes it celebrates Chicano beauty; and often it expresss

pain or happiness that transcends the ethnic."18

In comment on the writing experience of the authors represented in

From the Barrio, Salinas and Faderman concur: "All of them bring to

literature a new voice--the Chicano voice--which has been neglected by

readers and critics for far too long." 19
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e choice of selections for Part I, "My Revolution," varies ,from

an objective account of the plight of the Mexican-American field

worker, by Armando Ftend4, to the bitter and sometimes defiant poetry

of (mar Salinas. but even the realistic appraisal of Rehdtn in his

essay, "How Much Longer . . . The Long Road?," becomes a plea for

mercy, which is implicit in its title and explicit in part of the text:

"How much longer this lung road for the migrant farm worker? How

many more the years of kneeling and picking down the rows of tomatoes

or strawberries, of bending to the short-handle hoe, of being cheated

out of a fair day's wage for a fair day's work, of camping on a river

bank or renting a broken-down shack, of pulling your children out of

schoO1 before they get a chance to really learn or even make a

friend?"
20

Touching upon the same theme, we hear the threatening chant of Salinas

in his poem, "Mestizo":

"In the fields

and in the barrios

Our

Mestizos

are fed up with conditions/

and we believe

in our man from Delano

Cesar Ch4vez

because the rich man

has put us down

for many years/

4'

so when you hear Huelga

watch it

'cause we're on our way/
21

In the first part of From the Barrio, f

two short stories. The first, "The Legend o

Americo Paredes, is based on the life of a

tine in his awn hands to revenge his brother

killed by the police.22 The story takes

confrontation between the hero and his Anglo

contains a satire on the American judicial

story, "'And Man Was Made WORD': Chicano Gs

Herrera, vividly depicts the polarity of the

boy trying to deliver papers is frightened i

bullies his own age, who monopolize the papa

with an ironic twist when the boy, scared an

to face his mother's epithets against his "1

of the editors, he is learning "to define the

enemy without."
24

The Introduction to the second part of

accurate description of its contents, and ag

in part, the editors' intent:

"The selections in Part II, My House, iL

starch for self-definition, for a definition

ence and of his culture, and for an identity.

part look either inward, at their immediate

col;ective past in the United States, and out
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so when you hear Pielga

watch it

'cause we're on our way/
21

In the first part of From the Barrio, fiction is represented by

two short stories. The first, "The Legend of Gregorio Cortez," by

Americo Paredes, is based on the life of a Mexican hero who takes jus-

tice in his own hands to revenge his brother, who had been unlawfully

killed by the police.22 The story takes a Manicheistic approach to the

confrontation between the hero and his Anglo-American pursuers, and

contains a satire on the American judicial system. Th0 second short

story, "'And Man Was Made WORD': Chicano Genesis," by Alfredo Otero y

Herrera, vividly depicta the polarity of the environment as a Chicano

boy trying to deliver papers is frightened into submission by Anglo

bullies his own age, who monopolize the paper route. The story ends

with an ironic twist when the boy, scared and ashamed, runs home only

to face his mother's epithets against his "laziness."23 In the words

of the editors, he is learning "to define the enemy within and the

enemy without."24

The Introduction to the second part of From the Barrio gives an

accurate description of its contents, and again it seems best to quote,

in part, the editors' intent:

"The selections in Part II, My House, illustrate the Chicano's

search for self-definition, for a definition of his community experi-

ence and of his culture, and for an identity. . . . The writers of this

part look either inward, at their immediate surroundings, or at their

collective past in the United States, and out of this material they
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create a group identity gut most frequently, the writers of this

part are concerned with the immediacy of the Chicano experience--with

what it means to live Chicano in the United States, now. And out of

this concern come new voices in literature. . . . Chicano identity is

defined by each brush with the Anglo, which serves to intensify a sense

of separateness and bitterness as well as Chicano unity . . . . It is

defined by the struggle against the shame which is treacherously

implanted in the Chicano child . . . and by a victory over that shame.

. . . And out of this spectrum of mood and character and situation

comes a cohesive picture of the Chicano experience and of Chicanismo. "25

An intimate knowledge of the barrio is reflected in the poetry of

Ben Luna, Enrique Roolrfquez, and Jose Rend6n. The pathetic chant of

the Chicano child is heard in "Roberto en Kindergarten" by Leonardo

Adame:

"They say you do not understand

that you are quiet.

They do not hear

your mother at 5:00 in the morning

hum the warm song of flour tortillas,

or the grinding starter motor

of the '42 Ford pick-up

in whose bed you've slept."26

The same pathos is heard in Luis Omar Salinas' poem, "In a Farmhouse":

"I Made two dollars and

thirty cents today

I am eight years old

and I wonder

how the rest of the Mestizos

do not go hungry

and if one were to die

of hunger

what an odd way

to leave for heaven."27

The last selections in From the Barrio are

also deal with Mexican youth. The educational

child are posed anew in an excerpt from Chicano

In Amado Muro's "Cecilia Rosas," the Chicano id

Mexican boy's struggle and bitter triumph over

inferiority in competition with an Anglo.29

Other Chicano anthologies, such as The Chi

Voices,32 rely heavily on essays relating to hi

cal aspects, with little or no fiction, poetry

Chicanos33 is divided into two parts in which t

and creative literature are equally represented.

and The Chicanos contain excerpts of the novel,

by Raymond Barrios, the most poignant Chicano n

the best declamations for the Chicano field wor

is found in the short stories of TormitsA;xera, a

no se lo tragS la tierra."35 In all of these an

voice is heagd loudly and clearly, whether rejoi

Mexican ancestr)c, or Chicano identity, or raging

proposing reforms.
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and I wonder

how the rest of the Mestizos

do not go hungry

and if one were to die

of hunger

what an odd way

to leave for heaven."17

The last, selections in From tha,Barrio are short stories which

also deal with Mexican youth. The educational problems of the Chicano

child ar# posed anew in an excerpt from Chicano by Richard Viaquez.28

In Amado Muro'B "Cecilia Rog's," the Chicano identity is defined by a

Mexican boy', struggle and bitter triumph over his feelings of

inferiority in competition with an Anglo.29

Other Chicano anthologies, such as The Chicanos,3° Aztlin,31 and

Voice., 32 rely heavily on essays relating to historical and sociologi-

cal aspects, with little or-no, fiction, poetry or drama. We Are

Chicanos33 is divided into two parts in which the sociological essay

and creative literature are equally represented. Both We Are Chicanos

and The Chicanos contain excerpts of the novel, The Plum Plum Pickers,

by Raymond Barrios, the most poignant Chicano novel and perhaps one of

the beet declamations for the Chicano field worker.34 Its counterpart

is found in the short stories of Tomas Rivera, and more pointedly in "Y

no ae lo tragg la tierra."35 In all of these anthologies, the Chicano

voice is heard loudly and clearly, whether rejoicing in the pride of

Mexican ancestry or Chicano identity, or raging in protest and

proposing reforms.
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of the Chicano journals that have sprung up in the last few years,

El Grito36 offers more latitude in its contents and has national circu-

lation. Aztain37 focuses more on the sociological scope of the Chicano

problems, while La Raza" and Regeneraci6n39 are more politically

oriented. Moreover, La Raza emphasizes the role of the woman in the

Chicano community, where she is becoming increasingly active.

Magazfn,40 with a format similar to the last two mentioned, includes

graphic illustrations. The Reviata Chicano-Rique5a,41 recently

launched at Indiana University by Nicolas Kanelloa and Luis is

another outlet for the diffusion of Chicano literature.

In cone usion, it seems appropriate to quote from Rerminio Rfoe

Preface to Voi s. The words of goo' aptly represent the Chicano atti-

tude that is pr ucing "the literary outcry."

"To be swallowed by a shark while swimming in shark infested waters

lies within the normal course of human events. To be wallowed by a

'shark without a heroic struggle would be purely a figment of someone's

fertilely biased imagination and a complete negation of the determined

struggle of Numancia before succumbing to Eacipi6n Emiliano's Roman

legions in 133 B.C., and a denial of the heroic death struggle of

Tenochtitliin before falling to Corts in 1521.. To be in the belly of

the shark without tearing its guts out would be'another deleterious

aberration of Man's history, and, indeed, of his very essence. . . . We

are in the belly of the shark, and the question of whether or not to

gut the shark is academic. It is clearly a question of method. For

the time being, the shark is being effectively gutted by militant

non-violence waged at an untouchable moral plane, and by the surgically

4 5

precise mental scalpels of Chicanos who are

of the cultural mystique; by Chicanos who, w

incisive cute, are expertly dissecting the

American social science; and by Chicanos who

the sociology of the Mexican American. . .
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precise mental scalpels of Chicanos who are peeling away the thin veils

of the cultural mystique; by Chicanos who, with penetrating probes and

incisive cuts, are expertly dissecting the sacred cows of Anglo

American social science; and by Chicanos who are brilliantly rewriting

the sociology of the Mexican American. . . ."42
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Chicano literature is born from the encounte

traditions, the Hispanic and the American. In th

bolic motifs in Bernabe: A Drama of Modern Chican

Valdez and Chicanos: The Living and the Dead2 by

represent both a search of social and personal id

kinds of symbols that they carry with their chara

of the Aztecs and the present, represented by Ru

Valdez uses as the historical framework for

Aztc rituals, the offering of a human heart to t

in's7der to introduce to us the history of Bernab

idiots.," who asks the Sun for the body of his daub

is taunted, then tempted by the Moonr who appears

protect his sister, the Earth. When the Moon as

Earth to Bernabe, the Sun makes the Earth a virgi

sacrifice of Bernabe.

It is interesting to examine the characteriz

Bernabe is not only the protagonist of the story,

the Aztecs, physically and spiritually. The Sun

"Once there were men like you Bernabe--de tus mis

sangre. They loved La Tierra and honored her pad

These men were mis hijos. They pierced the human

into the stars and found the hungry fire that eat

saw what only a loco can understand: that life i

life" (373).

Bernabe accepts his sacrifice at the hands- o

death converts the Earth into a virgin, ready to
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Chicano literature is born from the encounter of two cultural

traditions, the Hispanic and the American. In the same way the sym-

bolic motifs in Bernabe: A Drama of Modern Chicano Mythology) by Luis

Valdez and Chicanos: The Living and the Dead2 by Nepdali de Leon,

represent both a search of social and personal.lidentity through two

kinds of symbols that they carry with their characters, the heroic past

of the Aztecs and the present, represented by Ruben Salazar.

Valdez uses as the historical framework for his play one of the

Aztec rituals, the offering of a human heart to the god Huitzilopochtli,

in order to introduce to us the history of Bernabe, "the village

idiot," who asks the Sun for the body of his daughter, the Earth. He

is taunted, then tempted by the Moon, who appears as a "pachuco" to

protect his sister, the Earth. When the Moon asks the Sun to give the

Earth to Bernabe, the Sun makes the Earth a virgin again through the

sacrifice of Bernabe.

It is interesting to examine the characterization in the drama;

Bernabe is not only the protagonist of the story, but a prototype of

the Aztecs, physically and spiritually. The Sun describes him thusly:

"Once there were men like you Bernabe--de tus mismos ojos, tu piel, tu

sangre. They loved La Tierra and honored her padre above all else.

These men were mis hijos. They pierced the human brain and plunged

into the stars and found the hungry fire that eats of itself. They

saw what only a loco can understand: that life is death, and death is

life" (373).

Bernabe accepts his sacrifice at the hands of the Sun and his

death converts the Earth into a virgin, ready to procreate and to offer

r-a
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happiness to those such as Bernabe, who do not exploit her but rather

love her. When Bernabe is reborn in the "here after" he recovers his

beillience and his appearance has changed. He now is wearing an Indian

cape that the Moon put on him. As a musical background for the

sacrifice he hears drums and flutes, typical ,Aztec instruments.

La Tierra appears as a beautiful soldier with cartridge belts

reminding us.of the element with most human and social content of the

Mexican Revolution: the woman, the Adelita. She declares to Bernabe,

in a cunning and provocative way:

"Mframe hombre--look at me. I'm La Tierra. Do you want me? Because

if you do, I'll be your mujer. (Bernabe reaches out to embrace her.)

Not so fast pelado: I'm not Consuelo (the prostitute), you know.

You'll have to fight to get me. Que no sabes nada? Men have killed

each other fighting over me" (369-69.

His father, the Sun, describes her in the following manner:

"Do you hear me, Bernabe. She has been married before. She has even

been raped! Many times. Look at her--this is La Tierra who has been

many thing' to all men. Madre, prostituta, mujer" (372).

The Earth is the goddess Cihuacoatl, "la Chingada," one of the

Mexican representations of Maternity.3

The characterization given by the Sun carries the triple meaning

of a mother for the poor whom she feeds and sustains when they work

her; a prostitute for those with money and power buying and exploiting

her and a woman to those like Emiliano Zapata, who fought to possess

her and to make her a Synonym for liberty and happiness. As Bernabe

says to the Sun:

"In tOwn people even nay I am crazy. But I

has done wrong to La Tierra, it has not been

the men with money and power" (372).

The Moon, brother of the Earth, dresses

style, with zoot suit, hat with feather,
i

mult

chain and obviously sxmbolizes those that reb

and challenged it in their own way, ushering

struggle for justice and human rights.

Finally we have the Sun, the Aztec Sun G

"The Sun rises in the guise Of Tonatiuh the Az

disk rises above the mountains; it turns to re

golden feathered headdress" (370).

The god Huitzilopochtli, protector of the

a young warrior who each day was reborn. Man

the food of the gods, "chalchivath" or preciou

blood. For the Aztecs, the people of the Sun,

offer their blood and their hearts to the Sun

obligation and a privilege. This is.the privi

Bernabe, who dies to revive and fertilize the

it in this mac.ner: "I am the beginning and th

Believe in me, and you shall never die" (373-7

The idea of a continuous cycle of life, r

of the Chicano, is one of the main themes in t

tion of reality, indispensable to any poetic w

present a combative and artistic message with
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the divinity and the madness and an atmosphere that recreates the

cultural baggage of the Mexican-American.

Nepthalf de Leon, in Chicanos, is quite explicit in his

presentations as a Chicano writer:
w

"A writer must be the ccascience of the day's abuses. Whereas there

are many kinds of writers, Chicano writers have one thing in commo .

We do not remain silent, nor do we accept. We protest the injusti es

of our times" (10).

Lean has selected two contemporary historical figures to establish a

social and political contrast or counterpoint, Ernesto "Che" Guevara

and Manuel:' "a character based/ on the life and death/ of Ruben

Salazar"4 (46).

The symbolic motifs that both characters represent are clear an-1

defined, as much so in the presentation that the author makes through

each of them as in the action that befits them in the development of

the drama.

"Che is defined ao the militant revolutionary who believes in force and

\ insurgence. Manuel doesn't believe in violence nor hatred, but in per-

s s\'convict ; his son, Roberto, according to him will not hato

the Gringo, btyf will repay Am.il with goodness, 'but he will also tell

him that he'% doing wrong!"' (69).

This counterpoint between "Che" and Manuel is passed down to the

young Chicanos Roberto, Rosendo, Juan, Carmen, Mary Jo, Norma and Pete

and later Dolores. The group is divided between these two positions;

in addition, they strongly criticize their brothers and sisters who

54

tend to reject the help that some anglos lend h

demands. Roberto says:

"In fact, they make (the anglos) themselves unc

when they come over to our side. How many comf0

sticking their necks out as someanglos do?" (77)

Dolores prTsents another angle or point of

"All we do is talk about hate, about killing the

system, and crap like that. But do we ever talk

selves? Do we ever give encouragement to those

educate themselves?" (81).

The symbolic motifs presented through ,the f

characters of "Che" and Manuel develop and widen

pation of the secondary characters, and the auth

imposing a final solution on us: "for each pets

her own way to carry on the battle for our salvat

The symbolic motif emphasizes defi4ed posit

aforementioned work, instills greater dramatic c

make the 'theme of liberation more zeal. It cart

image to the cause of the underdogs. The struggl

dominating system is polarized between the "pen"

and "Che," Francisco Madero's idealism and the c

as that of Emiliano Zapata. Manuel's son, Robert

does not accept for one moment the' idea of return

violence, as he makes clear tohis friends: "No.

kill, but it is right to defend Yourself and thos
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tend to reject the help that some anglns lend them in their rallies and

demands. Roberto says:

"In fact, they make (the anglos) themselves uncomfortable and unpopular

when they come over to our side. How many comfortable Chicanos are

sticking their necks out as some Anglo* do?" (77).

Dolores presents another angle or point of view to the discussion:

"All we do is talk about hate, about killing the Gringo destroying the

system, and crap lite. that. But do we ever talk about bettering our-

selves? Do we ever give encouragement to those that are trying to

educate themselves?" (R1).

The symbolic motifs presented through the intervention of the

characters of "Che" and Manuel develop and widen through the partici-

pation of the secondary characters, and the author refrains from

imposing a final solution on us: "for each person must construe his or

her awn way to carry on the battle for our salvation" (12).

The symbolic motif emphasizes defined positions in the

aforementioned work, instills greater dramatic content and tends to

make the theme of liberation more real. It carries a more universal

image to the cause of the underdogs. The struggle against the

dominating system is polarized between the "pen" and the "sword," Manuel

and "Che," Francisco Nadero's idealism and the combative attitude such

as that of Emiliano Zapata. Manuel's son, Roberto, like his father

does not accept for one moment the idea of returning violence with

violence, as he makes clear to his friends: "No. It is not right to

kill, but it is right to defend yourself and those you love" (87).

,.- .-
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s}1.1polic motif in iernahe is that the Chicano has regained

lignttv and pride in his history, culture, and race. In Chicanos the

symbolic motif polarizes the conflicting currents that are found in

every social movement, he it Chicano, black, or Indian. What de LeSn

wishes to highlight is criticism not only o. he system, but also of

those who constitute a movement. His symbolic motifs are new men, new

heroes.

Valdez examines the contemporary reality of the Chicano by mining

the vein of mythology. The Azteca-Chichimecas began their migration in

search of a promised land in which to create a new life, as ordainef by

their god, Huitzilopochtli. Bernabe undertakes a search for a new life

and unifies his body and soul with his sacrifice. Just as Chicano

literature springs from the union of two cultural traditions to arrive

at a synthesis 4f literary expression, so the two studied works look to

fix the roots of their content in the sources that feed the search for

a social and human identity the aboriginal inheritance and the new

symbols that embody social change.

The use of these symbols on the dramatic situation concentrate with

great intensity, thought and meaning, since the audience knows the out-

line of. the plot through the heroic past in Bernabe or the near present

in Chicanos.

The symbols used by both authors are converted to a mode of

perception by which Chicanos make order out of chaos, make sense out of

the manifold diversity existing in the system in which they live. The

symbolic motifs help to explain the world and develop an attitude toward

life.

FOOTNOTES

1. Luis Valdez, Bernabe: A Drama of Mode

Aztlan: An Anthology of Mexican Americ

Luis Valdez and Stan Steiner (New York,

2. Nephtalir de LeSn, Chicanos: The Living

(Denver, 1972), pp. 43 -89,

3, See Octavio Paz, "The Sons of La Malian

Solitude (New York, 1961).

4. See "The National Chicano Moratorium a

Salazar," in The Chicanos: Mexican Ame

Ed Ludwig and James SautibaSez (Bald,
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The rediscovery of the Mexican American cultural past has been

madly concentrated in studies of the Southweit to date. But the cul-

tural footprints of the Mexican American in the Midwest must aloe be

preserved and studied, especially 'while we are still rather close to

the time period ekes the area began to be populated by Mexicans. The

ephemeral nature of many of these cultural vestiges &meads that we act

now.

From as early as 1907, when the first Mexicans were employed as

seasonal laborers in the Chicago railyards,1 the Mexican immigrant and

the Mexican American migrant began to accommodate themselves to the

rigors 40 the weather and the heavy industry in the Midwest. With the

industrial boom that accompanied and followed World War I, they began

to eater the Midwest in considerable numbers, recruited from the labor

markets of the Southwest to construct railroads, eau the steel mills,

tend the beet sugar fields, and later build autemobiles.2

According to Amirice Paredes, the "Little Mexico" that developed

in large urban areas, like those in the Midwest, were made up of basi-

cally three hied, of newcomers: 1) migrants from the rural Rispanic

regions of the Southwest, 2) ex-braceroe who gave up work in the fields

for the more stable factory work, and 3) political refugees and their

children who left Mexico during the Revolutioe. 3 Such' a cress-steams

did not maks for a komogeneic community mar produce a monolithic cul-

ture, especially while experiencing the trauma of moving from one geo-

graphic area to another. Thus, the literature that was produced by the

umbers of these Mexicali" enclaves was of necessity varied and rich,

mirroring the life of the educated, middle and upper classes, oa the
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one hand, and the life of the common laborer and former country dweller

on the other. The approach to such a diverse core of written sad oral

tradition requires, at least, nom practical guidelines and orientation.

How can the literary documents of Mexicans and Mexican - Americana in the

Midwest that were produced from twenty to fifty years ago be located?

A literary profile of the Mexican colony of East Chicago, Indiana,

from 1920 through 1950, presents a microcosm of the problem and perhaps

practical avenues of investigation in other areas as well. "East

Chicago, from the 20's on, attracted settlement by each of the three

groups that Paredes identified: migrants from the Southwest, ex -

bracer*. from Mexico, and political refugees from the Mexican Revolu-

tion. In particular, the economic security that they derived from the

fast-growing steel industry along Lake Michigan was a prime motivation

for settlement in the area. Sy 1930, almost 10 percent of East

Chicago's population was made up of Mexicans, with over 30 percent

concentration of Mexicans in its Indiana Harbor section.
4 Although the

majority of the Mexican community consisted of laborers, many of when

had come from a rural setting, intellectuals mad professional people

were also represented in considerable numbers. Political and religious

refugees from the Revolution, these intellectuals, now underemployed as

manual laborers, led the community in preserving its cultural and reli-

gious identity in what they identified as "exile." Three institutions

stood out historically in offering guidance and protection for that

culture in exile: the mutualist society, the Church, and the press.

Each one, relating exclusively to the Mexican community, helped to

create an alternative sad self - sufficient

as an island or enclave within the larger sae
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create an alternative and self-sufficient community that could subsist

t/en island or enclave within the larger society.

The mutualist society as an institution has functioaed much in the

Slat manner from the very beginning of Mexican settlement in the area.

In the early days, last Chicago counted as many as eleven such soci-

eties which attempted to serve the various social, religious, and

political needs of the Mexican comm lity. Under such names as Crum

Asul Monica*, Sociedad Benito Jueres, Cfrculo de Obreroe Cat4licea

"San Jos," Sociedad Caalica Mexican, Sociedad Cuauhtemoc, Sociedad

Morelos, Centro Nitric°, and Sociedad lidalga,5 they kept alive the ties

with Mexico while also establishing welatioaships with Soviernmstal

agencies, charitable orgaaisatioms, and church groups.' In their rill,

of preserving the Mexican culture is exile, they sponsored many cultural

activities which were of a literary mature.

Among the most active of the orgenisatioms of the time was the

Cfrculo de Obreres Catilicce "San Jos," which was founded on April 12,

1925, for the express purposes of raising funds for the construction of

a church, promoting the welfare of fellow Mexicans and working for the

education of their children, raising funds for a library, and providing

wholesome forms of recreation for the meters.? Like many of the other

groups, the Cfrculo arranged socials at which the poetry of local

writers as well as that of such noted poets as AmMo Verve and Luis C.

Urbino was recited. Theatrical productions, a library, and a newspaper

were also sponsored by the Cfrculo. Moat moteworthy, from our present

perspective, was the formation of the Cuadro Dramatic° and the publica-

tion of the newspaper, El amigo del hour, from 1925 to 030."
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According to the newspaper, the Cuadro Drauatico produced nine plays

during the period from March, 1927, to May, 1928.9 These types of cul-

tural activities could bear important fruit for consideration: theatre

manuscripts, receipts, and lists of performances; literary prose and

poetry from the newspaper; and manuscripts from local authors as well

as valuable editions of work printed in Mexico from the Circulo's

library.

While the full-run of Il amigo del bosom has been salvaged and

microfilmat,10 the library and the literary manuscripts have not as yet

been located. Moreover, the newspaper leads us to believe that similar

resources may have been produced by the other societies, also. It mast

be remembered, however, that the membership of any individual society

was not likely to represent a true cross-section of the Mexican com-

munity. In fact, the organizers of groups like the C&culo de Obreros

Caokica. "Ben Joni," as described by Spencer Leitmaa:

"may have been too elitist for the common laborer and toe Mexico

/oriented for the colony's Mexican Americans. . . . In addition, resi-

dential proximity to their Mexican American 'compatriots' presented

problems. The staff failed to take into consideration the class, edu-

cation, and regional differences existing within the Mexican American

community. Two years after the newspaper's start, the staff was still

surprised and pained at the distance between themselves and the Mexican

Americans.all

It becomes apparent than that the societies and their publications

may not assist us tremendously in collecting literary documents relevant

to the sector of the communi-y represented by ex-braceros and Mexican-

6 2
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American migrants. Their expression, probably the most ephimeral of

all, can to some extent still be collected from oral tradition in East

Chicago in the form of legends like that of "La Lloroma de Cline

Avemme,
,12 songs, riddles, tales, and ethnic jokes often articulated in

cal'.
An institution that did cut across thebousdaries of the diverse

Mexican groups, however, was the Church. Our Lady of Guadalupe Church,

constructed,by and for Indiana larbor's Mexican colony, became and

remains to this date the central institution in the life of the commu-

nity. Not only the representatioa of their Catholic faith, but also

the mystical symbol of their mtiesality, this church, armed after the

patron saint of Mexico, came to be the largest sad most visible

reminder of Mexican identity. The Our Lady of Guadalupe priests played

importasit orgasising roles is community and relisious events, publish-

iug mamas in the Spanish language media, sad storing the documents

which testify to the community's labors is the church files. Priests

like Reverend Joeirl.ars directed religious plays like "Las Aparicienee

de La Vines," coordinated Jamaican and bazaars, and eves created a

smell college at the church. Play mamuscripts and other such documents

were stored for a long time in the church's attic; however, they were

destroyed quit pried to our 'aiming access to the attic and the

church's files.

Sy far the most valuable institution for preserving a more

permanent record of the culture is the press. In the early years of

Mexican settlement in East Chicago there sieve is have been prolif-

eration of periodicals. 11 sotto del hew has preserved wealth of
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poetry, prose, and essays by writers from East Chicago and as far away

as Lorain, Ohio. From the flowery prose of Francisco W. Figueroa's

political essays to the satirical sketches of the misadventures of

Pantale6s Messo,13 a poor soul who represents the misfortunes of the

Mexican in American society, El audio del hotar provided the commwmty

set only with an up-to-date account of current events in Mimic* and the

United States, but also the necessary cultural reinforcements to protect

the Mexican identity in exile. Other newspapers, like La Lus, El

Evangelista, Is Chispa, and Le Avis'', although organs of various reli-

gious groups, also iacerporated such cultural material, from historical

essays to poetry. Of particular intereseis the publication of La

Chispa by the Mexican Saptiet Churci. During the Depression it was

popularly believed that the loptiste were trying to attract converts

from Catholicism with free food and clothing and ether services.14 The

Catholic forces, wader the leadership of Reverend Jesilara, through

their own publication La Axiom, entered into a polemic with La Chisel'

over this and other matters. One of the notable contributors to La

Avispa was the rather well known and respected local post, Jess

Acevedo.

The heir to this tradition today is the very polemic Latin Tines,

the wary guardian of local politics that was founded by the children of

the publishers of El smile del hegar twenty years ago. 15 To be found

in its column's, for instance, is an exchange of satirical diking.g used

in a debate by two local poets, corrides based on local events, and

such witty commentary os the ups and downs of the local politicos. One

of the major changes, however, tit that the

as such as 50 percent in English.

The field is still fertile. A good deal

done. The various newspapers must be located
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of the 'major changes, however, is that the newspaper is now published

as much as 50 percent in inglish.

The field is still fertile. A good deal of work remains to be

done. The various newspapers must be located and microfilmed, attics

most be searched, files of churches and mutualist societies must be

surveyed, and the surviving participants in these activities most be

interviewed and taped, if possible. Two enemies are harressimg our

progress: time and urban renewal. The longer the wait, the mere

likely it is that the documents will be destroyed, misplaced, or lost

forever. The longer the wait, the mere likely it is that urban renewal

will remove the storehouses of the treasures that are sought. In last

Chicago today, the beautiful, victories style home of Mrs. Figueroa,

from whom the author obtained gl amigo del hisser, is slated for

removal. her attic is full of trunks with mementos from the past. Our

Lady of Guadalupe Church is also due for a mem The author has fol-

lowed the C1rculo de Obreros Cat4licos' Library from one hand to

another, from house to trailer in the wake left by urban renewal.

Urban renewal as a political arm has functiomed in Mast Chicago to dis-

perse one of the oldest Latin communities to the Midwest, ems that

forum today probably 40 percent of the population of that city.
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This paper is concerned with but one aspic

the relations between the Anglo-Americans and

Northern New Mexico in the aftermath of the

it is in this region that the fears, projudiim

eties that characterize the conflict is the

became, aid remain, apparent on a large scale.

The author's interest in the plight of'de

the NiszicanAmericans dates back to his chit

Americas Catholic he vas thrust into a rural

environment. As a native of Meg Origami be bad

"Doge prejudice until his family moved to the
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beat those Niggahsr it was as immediate Levi
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man viz aroused, as be was perceptive enough to

were the only ones who occupied a lower rung ea

Louisiana than Italian- Americans.
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Although not as publicized as the revolt of the Blacks, ch.

Southwest today is being swept by a wave of protests by Mexican-

Americans who are belatedly flexing their muscles. Led by men like

Cesar Chavez, Rodolfo "Corky" Gonzales, Jose Gutierrez and, until

recently, Reies Tijerina, these people are now rejecting the second-

class citizenship that has been their lot following the American

conquest of New Mexico is 1846.

This paper is concerned with but one aspect of this phenomenon..

the relations between the Anglo-Americans and the Mexican - Americans of

Northern New Mexico in the aftermath of the American occupation. For

it is in this region that the fears, prejudices, tensions, and taxi-

eties that characte...ige the conflict in the Southwest today first

became, and remain, apparent on a large scale.

The author's interest in the plight of depressed peoples such as

the Mexican - Americans dates back to his childhodd when as an Italian-

American Catholic he was thrust into a rural Louisiana Pretestaat

environment. As a native of New Orleans he had never encountered anti-

"Doge prejudice until his family moved to the town of Abita Springs

north of Lake Fontchartraia. There, his teacher asked him one day fol-

lowing the Italo-Ethiopian War, "Alvin, why ain't you Dittoes able to

beat those Niggahst" It was an immediate invitation for every little

WAS? in class to have a go at him during recess. One caosequmenct was

that even at this early date his interest in the plight of the black

man was aroused, as be was perceptive enough to realize that Slacks

were the only ones who occupied a lower rung on the social ladder in

Louisiana than Italian-Americans.
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The writer continued to note instances of prejudice for eight

years in the army where he served as an integration officer. And, fol-

lowing his return to Louisiana, he was so disturbed by continued condi-

tions of inequality that he left the state in 1956 and embarked upon a

teaching career in New Mexico. The writer includes this brief survey

of his earlier background as * swans of better enabling the reader to

discern if he, the observer-writer, is able to maintain the degree of

objectivity that forma the razor's edge between scholarly study and

emotional polemic.

From the very beginning of his stay in New Mexico the author was

shocked by c*zditions among the masses of Mexican- Americans and

Indians. The bigotry and prejudice directed at them by the Anglos

equalled that encountered by Blacks in the South and other parts of the

country. Unforgotten is the time when members of the Mexican-American

track team which he coached had to travel two-hundred miles through west

Texas and eastern New Mexico before they could find eating and sleeping

accommodations because restaurant and motel owners found excuses not to

feed or bed them. Neither was it possible to ignore the scenes of

grinding poverty and the instances of human misery in the barrios

(ghettos) of Albuquerque and the Ague Fria district of Sent* Fe as well

es in the rural regions of San Miguel and Mora counties.

In addition, the author's historical curiosity was sufficiently

grouted by these scents of distress to prompt him to employ his disci-

pline in an effort to relieve that curiosity and answer the questions

that continued to plague him. Why are cultural cleavages of such an

extreme nature present in the serene geographic setting that deserves

to be characterized by social harmony? What are t

instances of grim social injustice and subsequent

that resulted in such human misery? Can the hist

concepts and toolu of his craft discover the snows

tions? Finally, if so, is it possible to gain the

past th,At is essential to a better understandiag

of social conflict between the Anglo and **ices-

The importance of these questions is indispmt

two of particular significance not only to the sit

cleavages in New Mexico, but to the basic worth of

pline, Particularly does this statement hold try*

attacks being leveled against the discipline by th

who seek only "relevancy," and by those behavioral

inclined to condemn traditional methodology and

historical analytical technique with emphasis mu

merit. Complete acceptance of this "new history"

dehumanisation of the discipline.

Therefore, as the decade of the sixties emerg

engrossed in the situation in New Mexico, both as a

and historian, and by 1963 became aware of a certa

ning to emerge among the Mexican-Americans who were

inferior status that had been impomed on them since

occupation.

While he was pleased with this protest movemea

not help but ask himself further questions. Why is

not until the fifth generation that the sleeping g
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to be characterized by social harmony? What are the origins of these

instances of grim social injustice and subsequent economic inequality

that resulted in such human misery? Can the historian employing the

concepts and tools of his craft discover the answers to these ques-

tions? Finally, if so, is it possible to gain the comprehension of the

past that is essential to a better understanding of the present problem

of social conflict between the Anglo and Mexican-American?

The importance of these questions is indisputable, with the last

two of particular significance not only to the otudy of the social

cleavages in New Mexico, but to the basic worth of history as a disci-

pline. Particularly does this statement hold true is the face of the

attacks being leveled against the discipline by the "new barbarians"

who seek only "relevancy," and by those behavioral scientists who are

inclined to condemn traditional methodology and goals in favor of the

historical analytical technique edith emphasis on quantitative measure-

ment. Complete acceptance of this "new history" can only result in the

dehumanization of the discipline.

Therefore, as the decade of the sixties emerged, the author became

engrossed in the situation in New Mexico, both as a political activist

and historian, and by 1963 became aware of a certain militancy begin-

ning to emerge among the Mexican-Americans who were rejecting the

inferior status that had been imposed on thee since the American

occupation.

While he was pleased with this protest movement, the writer could

not help but ask himself further questions. Why so long? Why was it

PI 1
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Why did it take a full century for the rebellion of the Chicanos to

take place? Aside from the Blacks and Indians, other ethnic groups had

gained social, economic, and political equality by the second or third

generations. It was with these questions in wind that the writer con-

ducted an examination of New Mexican history since the Anglo occupation

which can be summarised as follows.

In 1846 a traditional Mexican-American agrarian society possessed

of a unique cultural heritage was conquered by the Anglo-Americana. In

the years following the conquest the Mexican-American Rico*, who had

dominated the paternalistic society, formed a partnership with the

invaders which enabled then to continue axploiting the massel. Pedro

Peres, Jose D. Sena, and Miguel Otero, among others, joined with such

men as Thomas B. Catron, Stephen B. Elkins, and L. Bradford Prince to

form political machines that controlled New Mexico after the Civil War.

One reason the Mexican-Americans did not break the power of the ruling

class was that they did not possess the educational tools to enable

them to.do so. The power elite,- for obvious reasons, was not inter-

ested in providing educational opportunities, and the Federal govern-

ment, which night have furnished support, refused nader pressure to

act. This neglect of education continued until the 1960's. Mexican-

American children were forced to attend schools that were segregated on

a de facto basis or, when allowed to share school accommodations with

Anglos, were encouraged to drop out as soon as possible. While some

were fortunate enough to attend trade schools, the vast majority were

doomed to remain unskilled workers the remainder of their lives.
1

Discriminating education persisted in New

II when great number* of defense workers fort

that period many rich Anglo* sent their sons

:Institute, founded in 1891 at Roswell. The I

fortunate Mexican-Americans, sent their soss

(high school) while both elitist Mexican-Ansel

their daughters to Loretto Academy and other

children of the masses of Mexican-Americans,

attend poorly supported and sometimes segregat

schools whenever the Anglos dominated the c

The church under Bishop Jean Baptiste

while it expressed interest in saving souls,

the socio- economic needs of Mexican-Americans.

constructed, but in the-midst of social diets,

avenues for advancement were all but closed to

nated as the church was by a white Preach and

who allowed but a comparatively few of the oat

Moreover, until recently, those Mexican-Ameri

the priesthood or brotherhood, were seldom off

attain a high office.4 If the Church had sh

the needs of its members, quite possibly some

afflict present-day New Mexico might have been

Those problems are many and serious, some

American society, others the result of the

on a native one. Alcoholism is becoming an inc

issue. Drug addiction is high, and the diet of
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TO

Discriminating education persisted in New Mexico until World War

II when great numbers of defense workers forced a revision. Before

that period many rich Anglo& sent their sons to the New Mexico Military

Institut ',

K
founded in 1891 at Roswell. The Rich, and more financially

1M.fortunate xican-Americans, sent their sans to St. Michael's College

(high school) while both elitist Mexican-Americans and Anglo. sent

their daughters to Loretto Academy and other private schools.2 The

children of the masses of Mexican-Americans, however, were forced to

attend poorly supported and sometimes segregated parochial and public

schools whenever the Anglo' dominated the community.3

The church under Bishop Jean Baptiste lamy and his successors,

while it expressed interest in saving souls, paid scant attention to

the socio-economic need of Mexican-Americans. Beautiful edifices were

constructed, but in the midst of social distrens. And in the clergy,

avenues for advancement were all but closed to Mexican-Americans, domi-

nated as the church was by a white French and WIC (White Irish) Clergy

who allowed but a comparatively few of the natives to enter their ranks.

Moreover, until recently, those Mexican-Americans who were admitted to

the priesthood 1r brotherhood, were selAom offered the opportunity to

attain a high office.4. If the Church had shown a greater interest in

the needs of its members, quite possibly some of the problems that

afflict present-day New Mexico might have been avoided.5

Those problems are many and serious, some of them common to all

American society, others the result of the impact of an alien culture

on a native one. Alcoholism is becoming an increasingly major social

issue. Drug addiction is high, and the diet of poverty-stricklr
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Mexican-Americans is yet so poor that it causes mental retardation.6

The existence of an ethnic caste system has resulted in a sense of

defeatism among Mexican-Americans. "Society," says Rodolfo ("Corky")

Gonzales, "even when it is trying to be benevolent, . . . is an Anglo

controlled society within which the Gringo makes all the major deci-

sions . . . as a result, my people have been politically destroyed and

economically exploited."7

Tht Chicanos, however, will no longer tolerate this situation of

inequality. They are insisting on rapid changes to correct such

conditions of social injustice in all categories of activity.

In a questionnaire submitted to 500 Mexican-American students at

the College of Santa Fe and New Mexico Highlands University in the fall

of 1971,
8 question concerned with inequality was included: In your

everyday interaction with the Anglo, how frequently do you feel he

regards you as an equal? The responses to this question are as

follows:

Always - 15.4%

Usually - 26.6%

Sometimes - 37.07.

Seldom - 14.1%

Never - 3.9%

Uncertain - 3.0%

Those who noted instances of inequality were then asked to state

why they felt the Anglos seldom or never regarded them as equals.

Following are their replies:

Anglos feel superior

Anglos discriminated against Mexican-Americans

Language and cultural barriers

Anglos feel superior and are inclined to discrimin

Anglos are inclined to discriminate and use cultur

All of the above

Far different were the answers when the Chic

often they treated the Anglos as equals, as indiest

Always - 27.9%

Usually - 34.9%

Sometimes - 26.4%

Seldom - 4.7%

Never - 6.1%

Formerly respected figures among the Mexican-

their "image." An example is Bishop Lamy, iumertal

and the subject of a forthcoming biography by Paul

to evaluate the famous church leader, the studeats

Very favorable - 6.1%

Favorable - 10.S%

Undecided - 27.7%

Unfavorable - 17.6%

Very unfavorable - 13.5%

Don't know him - 24.3%

The consensus of opinion among a large number

concerning Lamy is best expressed by a comment made

viewed him as "unfavorable" that reads: "A typical ;
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The responses to this question are as

Always - 15.47.

Usually - 26.6.

Sometimes - 37.0%

Seldom - 14.1%

'Wear - 3.9%

Uncertain - 3.0%

cos of inequality were then asked to state

Idom or never regarded then as equals.
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Anglos feel superior

Anglos discriminated against Mexican-Americans

Language and cultural barriers

Anglo' feel superior and are inclined to discriminate

Anglos are inclined to discriminate and use cultural barriers - 2.3%

All of the above - 81.3%

Far different were the answers when the Chicanos were asked how

often they treated the Anglos as equals, as indicated below:

Always - 27.9%

Usually - 34.9%

Sometimes - 26.4%

Seldom - 4.7%

Never - 6.17

Formerly respected figures among the Mexican-Americana have lost

their "image." An example is Sishop Lamy, immortalised by Willa Cather

and the subject of a forthcoming biography by Paul Morgan. Whoa asked

to evaluate the famous church leader, the students responded as follows:

Very favorable - ,6.1%

Favorable - 10.8%

Undecided - 27.7%

Unfavorable - 17.61

Very unfavorable - 13.5%

Don't know him - 24.3%

The consensus of opinion among a large number of Chicanos

concerning Lamy is best expressed by a comment made by one of those who

viewed him as "unfavorable" that reads: "A typical 'colonial lord.'
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Upper classman who looked down on lower classmen (most New Mexicans).

A racist who surrounded himself by a French clergy, and did away with

all native-born New Mexican priests."

Manuel Armijo, the Mexican Governor at the time of the occupation,

has been all but forgotten by the Chicanos or remembered as a villain

by a few. When asked to evaluate him, the students gave the following

responses:

Very favorable 1.4%

Favorable 8.3%

Undecided - 34.7%

Unfavorable - 6.9%

Very unfavorable 7.0%

Don't know him - 41.7%

On the other hand, the younger Mexican-Americans expressed the

following praise for Cesar Chavez, Reies Tijerina, and Rodolfo "Corky"

Gonzales:

Reiss Tijerina Cesar Chavez
"Corky"

Rodolfo Gonzales

Very favorable 18.42 36.1% 21.1%

Favorable 44.4% 38.1% 22.2%

Undecided 12.3% 10.3% 23.3%

Unfavorable 10.5% 2.1% 6.7%

V unfavorable 4.4% 13.42 4.4%

on't know him 4.4% 20.0%

Right, but uses
wrong tactics

6.6% 2.3%

)

To be respected, however, the Chicanos

establish a cultural identity enabling them t

They feel that they must be taught their hist

grams dealing with La Rama and the Mexican-

over, they insist, the Anglo-American must

and disdain that has characterized Anglo-Amer

Mexican-Americans since the moment of first C

two ethnic groups. The Chicano is angry, and

bility that he might resort to violence. "The

insists Commies, "is more white fathers . . .

. . . I don't think we'll ever be violent exam

continued, "but if we must defend ourselves,

Realizing the seriousness of the situati

start was made in the right direction at New

city following a Chicano student rebellion in

cause of the troubles on that campus was the

Graham as president to succeed Dr. Thomas Don

who was retiring. Graham, a member of the fac

University at WhiZewater, had absolutely no ex

the needs of Mexican-Americans. Consequently,

students, constituting 54 percent of the campus

rebellion that subsided only after Graham agreed

ante of the presidency. Professor Ralph Carlin

had the trust of the Chicanos, served as intert

board of Regents searched for a more acceptable
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To be respected, however, the Chicanos believe they must first

establish a cultural identity enabling them to respect themselves.

They feel that they must be taught their history, and they demand pro-

grams dealing with La Reza and the Metican-American heritage. More-

over, they insist, the Anglo-American must end his attitude of contempt

and disdain that has characterized Anglo-American treatment of the

Mexican-Americans since the moment of first confrontation between the

two ethnic groups. The Chicano is angry, and it is not beyond possi-

bility that he might resort to violence. "The last thing we need,"

insists Gonzales, "is more white fathers . . . what we need is brothers

. . . I don't think we'll ever be violent except in self defense," he

continued, "but if we must defend ourselves, we will."9

Realizing the seriousness of the situation, in the fall of 1971 a

start was made in the right direction at New Mexico Highlands Univer-

sity following a Chicano student rebellion in the spring of 1970. The

cause of the troubles on that campus was the appointment of Dr. Charles

Graham as president to succeed Dr. Thomas Donnelly, longtime president

who was retiring. Graham, a member of the faculty at Wisconsin State

University at Whitewater, had absolutely no experience with Chicanos or

the needs of Mexican-Americans. Consequently, the Mexican-American

students, constituting 54 percent of the campus population, initiated a

rebellion that subsided only after Graham agreed to withdraw him accept-

ance of the presidency. Professor Ralph Carlisle Smith, an Anglo who

had the trust of the Chicanos, served as interim president while the

Board of Regents searched for a more acceptable candidate. Finally,

7
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they settled on a Chicano, Dr. Frank Angel, Jr., a member of the faculty

at the University of New Mexico.

Almost immediately Dr. Angel announced he "did not plan to stand

on tradition and that the needs of the Mexican-Americans, or Chicano,

community are among the most important items on his agends."1° He then

authorised the formulation of an ethnic and Chicano studies program

designed to accomplish the following:

(1) Improvement of the fluency of Chicanos in Spanish through

courses which are meant to deal with the unique language situation of

the Chicano.

(2) Stress on the history and heritage of the Chicano rather than

treating it as a subtopic under Anglo oriented courses and curricula.

(3) The use of Chicano teachers insofar as possible because they

can relate to the students better both culturally and ethnically.

(4) Insistence that the Chicano student be given a good

well-rounded and relevant overview of what the Chicano situation

actually was sud is today.

In attaining this goal the student is required to have a basic

bilingual ability and to take at least 48 hours, including such courses

as follows:

(1) AA Introduction to Chicano Studies that Ls interdisciplinary

in nature and which studies the historical and contemporary development

of the Chicano community.

(2) A History of the Southwest that stresses the northern movement

of the Spanish and Mexican people into the present-day United States,

7

with emphasis on the conflict between the races that

since the Anglo-American conquest of 1846.

(3) A course entitled Chicano Politics which a

Chicano political opinion, voting behavior, and pol

(4) A course in Southwestern Minorities which

behavior of Chicanos, Indians and Elacks--designed

they have been exploited by the Anglo-Americans.

(5) Chicano Participation in Social Welfare Sy

is intended to develop the skills enabling Chicanos

grams that will positively affect social developsest

communities.

(6) A course entitled Economics of !airway the

relationship between economics and racism and furt

actual and proposed policies for dealing with pover

barrios of the Southwest.

One of the meet important of the programs is

Philosophic Thought, which correlates 20th century

with the development of Chicano thought in the Unit

This is the course that is particularly designed to

identity." Finally, there are courses in Chicano a

Chicano graphics, the Chicano theater, drama, liter

are revolutionary in nature inasmuch as for the firs

Americans of the Southwest are made aware of the ex

tural contributions on the part of Chicanos, further

set that this ethnic group has contributed extensive

of world literature. Particularly emphasised is the
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Dr. Frank Angel, Jr., a member of the faculty with emphasis on the conflict between the races that has taken place

Issico.
since the Anglo-American conquest of 1846.

Angel announced he "did not plan to stand (3) A course entitled Chicano Politics which serves to analyse

needs of the Mexican-Americans, or Chicano,
Chicano political opinion, voting behavior, and political groups.

at important items on his agenda.
"10 He then (4) A course in Southwestern Minorities which shows the political

of an ethnic and Chicano studies program behavior of Chicanos, Indians and Blacks--designed to illustrate how

following: they have been exploited by the Anglo-Americans.

fluency of Chicanos in Spanish through (5) Chicano Participation in Social Welfare Systems, a course that

deal with the unique language situation of is intended to develop the skills enabling Chicanos to introduce pro-

grams that will positively affect social developments in Chicano

tory and heritage of the Chicano rather than communities.

wader Anglo oriented courses and curricula. (6) A course entitled Iconomics of Poverty that stresses the

teachers insofar as possible because they relationship between economics and raciest and further evaluates the

better both culturally and ethnically. actual and proposed policies for dealing with poverty conditions in the

he Chicano student be given a good barrios of the Southwest.

overview of what the Chicano situation One of the most important of the programs is entitled Chicano

Philosophic Thought, which correlates 20th century Mexican philosophy

1 the student is required to have a basic with the development of Chicano thought in the United States Southwest.

aka. at least 48 hours, including such courses This is the course that is particularly designed to achieve "cultural

identity." Finally, there are courses in Chicano art, Chicano drawing,

o Chicano Studies that is interdisciplinary Chicano graphics, the Chicano theater, drama, literature, all of which

the historical and contemporary development are revolutionary in nature inasmuch as for the first time the Mexican-

Americans of the Southwest are made aware of the existence of such cul-

Southwest that stresses the northern movement tural contributions on the part of Chicanos, further enabling them to

people into the present-day United States, see that this ethnic group has contributed extensively to the main body

of world literature. Particularly emphasised is the fact that while
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the Chicano ethnic group is an outgrowth of Latin-American cultural

development, there is present and always has been a unique subcultural

development. Northern New Mexico formed as a consequence a geographic

isolation and the continuing process of mestimaie.11

Now in its third year, the ethnic studies program which includes

native American, Black, and Chicano studies, has experienced a great

deal of controversy with charges and counter-charges being hurled by

defenders and opponents of the program. The defenders insist that the

university must take up new social, economic, and political roles if

the Chicanos are to be made aware of the projects designed to grant

them equality that can only be taught thew by educated Chicano stu-

dents. The critics of the program insist that the "academic excellence"

of the university is threatened by the overemphasis on social work.

They point out, for example, that the science enrollment now includes

but 40 students of the 2,300 enrolled at the university. 12 In

response, defenders insist their opponents employ the term "academic

excellence" as the Watergate gang employed the term "national security"

to justify any action on their part in defense of their "vested inter-

ests."
13

In fairness to the supporters of the ethnic studies program,

it should be noted.that a leading proponent of the program, Benny E.

Flores, a Chicano member of the Board of Regents, has stated that he

does not believe that students should be educated solely in ethnic

studies at the risk of becoming deficient in other academic fields.14

The moment of extreme crisis came in September of 1973 when the

students staged demonstrations and occupied academic and administrative

building' when they felt the promises made in 1970 were once again

80

being broken. In retaliation, the administrat

ethnic studies program offices.. Not to be into

Professor William Lux, the director, ordered raj

wade and reopened the offices. Unfortunately,

the crisis he lost one of his close associates,

program, Pedro Rodrigues who, after being refu

to Stanford University. However, federal funds

increased by 30 percent, in part the result of

key positions in Washington.15 Consequently, t'

was revived, and today is in a very viable stat

the student body now includes Chicanos with amp

of Blacks and native Americans. Moreover, the

three to ten members. The only drawback, aceor

the program in native American studies is, in It

fully developed.
16

It is difficult to evaluate the success or

/Ethnic studies project. From the perspective

tors andjaculty members who are experiencing d

their disciplines and fields, the program is a f

stated bofore, threatening their concept of a

the formulators of the Chicano movement, however

'cess. Chicanos are being taught to go to the

in the oral history tradition; teachers are being

Chicaao courses at all grade levels; vital record

and placed in the archives; library holdings are

include more works dealing with Chicano studies;
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threatened by the overemphasis on social work.

Sample, that the science enrollment now includes

2,300 enrolled at the university. 12
In"

'sift their opponents employ the term "academic

Sergate gang employed the term "national security"

on their part in defense of their "vested inter-

to the supporters of the ethnic studies program,

St a leading proponent of the program, Benny E.

Mer of the Board of Regents, has stated that he

students should be educated solely in ethnic

becoming deficient in other academic fields.14

roue crisis came in September of 1973 when the

trations and occupied academic and administrative

Ill the promises made in 1070 were once again
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being broken. In retaliation, the administration closed down the

ethnic studies program offices. Not to be intimidated by such actions,

Professor William Lux, the director, ordered replacement keys to be

made and reopened the offices. Unfortunately, however, in the midst of

the crisis he lost one of his close associates, the coordinator of the

program, Pedro Rodrigues who, after being refused tenure, transferred

to Stanford University. However, federal funds for H.E.W. were

increased by 30 percent, in part the result of the support of Blacks in

key positions in Washington.15 Consequently, the floundering program

was revived, and today is in a very viable state. Over 65 percent of

the student body now includes Chicanos with another 10 percent made up

of Blacks and native Americans. Moreover, the staff has increased from

three to ten members. The only drawback, according to Flores, is that

the program in native American studir is, in his opinion, yet to be

fully developed.
16

r/

It is difficult to evaluate/the success ,or" ailure of the Highlands

ethnic studies project. From the perspective of the Anglo administra-

tors and faculty members who fie experiencing drops in enrollmeat.!.in

their disciplines and fields, the program is a failure, as it is as

4
stated before, threatening their concept of academic excellence. To

the formulators of the Chicano movement, however, it is a grand suc-

cess. Chicanos are being taught to go to the people and educate them

in the oral history tradition; teachers are being trained to offer

Chicano courses at all grade levels; vital records are being gathered

and placed in the archives; library holdings are being expanded to

include more works dealing with Chicano studies; cooperative programs
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with Blacks and native Americans are being encouraged; jobs are

available, in a time of job shortages, for graduates of the studies

program; and finally, the Mexican-Americans are satisfied with the

prospect of the University becoming totally committed to the needs and

nterests of minority group.. As Dr. Wil?te Sanchez, Assistant to the

President for External Affairs, has noted, under(Dr. Donnelly only 5 of

130 faculty members were Chicano. Then "there seemed to be a ceiling

above which they the Chicanos could not rise . . ." Now that the Uni-

versity has taken up new social, moral, and political roles, mul

Dr. Angel promised, the University has ceased to be a "pallid reflec-

tion . . . of the University of New Mexico . . ."17

In conclusion, the promises of education and cultural preservation

first made by General Stephen Watts Kearny to the people of New Mexico

at Las Vegas, which afterwards were ap often broken by Anglo-Americans,

are finally being kept. The prospects for continued success, however,

are dependent on continued financial support by the Federal government

and a willingness to compromise on the part of both Mexican and Anglo

Americans.
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Part II

THZ MATIli2-ANKRICAN 221021IINCI

Inc three essays presented here deal with the same questions

raised in Part I, except the approach is different. Nationalism as

source of identity and awareness is the major theme of Peter Iversos's

paper. The insistence by Navajos that their language be preserved

illustrates their concern for preserving awareness and their unique

identity. Thoughtful reflection raises the question, is Navajo

nationalise' any different from Black nationalism or among Mexican-

Americans in Axtlan. On the other hand, are there any similarities is

,,he quest for national identity.

The second essay deals with the impact of urbanization on

identity. While some may want to quarrel with James H. Stewart's

analysis and conclusions, his essay dors indicate that in an urban set-

ting ". . . most Native - Americans experience an increased positive

sense of identity both personal and social. ." The question of

multiple identity is raised, end the parallels of this issue for other

racial minorities is obvious.

Anna Lee Stensland discusses the importance of identity and

awareness from a literary perspective as it relates to Native-Americans.

An awareness of Indian literature and heritage for Anglos and exposure

to Indian myth and legend are sten as critical components for classroom

teachers involved in American literature,

The three essays in this section illustrate th

identity can and does mean different things to diff

8 7
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THE RISE OF NAVAJO NATIONALISM:

DINE CONTINUITY WITHIN CHANCE

by

Peter Iverson

Fellow

Newberry Library

Chicago, Illinois
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1

Of course, Curtis was wrong. The Navajos
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they possess as well the largest land base.
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Some time ago the author of this essay encountered a photograph bg,

Edward Curtis, perhaps the most well-known photographer of Native

American life. Curtis had entitled it "The Vanishing Race." The photo-

graph showed a group of Navajos, on horseback, each figure less dis-

tinct, with the final rider barely visible in the distance. The image

became one of Curtis' famous works, probably in part because it so

typified the prevalent American attitude early in this century that

Native Americans would no longer be unique and important participants

in American life.
1

Of course, Curtis was wrong. The Navajos were perhaps the worst

choice he could have made for a prototype of "the vanishing race."

They are today the most populous of any Native American people, and

thoy possess as well the largest land base. While Navajo census esti-

mates are notoriously underestimated, it seems clear that the Navajo

population now is easily in excess of 130,000. The Navajo Nation's

area is 25,000 square miles, covering a large portion of northeastern

Arizona, a part of northwestern New Mexico, and a small section of

southeastern Utah. The usual comparison is with the state of West

Virginia, which is slightly smaller.

While such statistics are impressive, they do not bell.' to

indicate the degree to which Din, or The People? have maintained a way

of life, flexible and changing, which is clearly and identifiably

Navajo. Moreover, as Clyde Pluckhohn and Dorothea Leighton wrote in

1946 in their classic study, The Navaho, 3 steadily growing "tribal"

or "national" consciousness has arisen among The People. Kluckhohn and

Leighton saw it only as a "beginning" but noted that "The People are
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becoming increasingly conscious of common background, common problems,

a common need to unite to protect their interests against the-encroach-

ments of whites."
4

There are two critical, interlocking questions to be faced, if not

answered: what are the unifying features of Navajo life and what is it

about this stage .'f Navajo life which has caused the growth of Navajo

nationalism? The first question is certainly less the main focus of

this study than the second. Yet it is an important, necessary one.

Without a certain degree of agreement and unity among Navajos, the

development of Navajo nationalism would not have been possible.

Anthropologists and other students of Navajo history and culture have

been impressed with the flexible, borrowing, adaptive quality of The,

People. It seems as though the course of Navajo history has seen a

steady persistence of what Evon Vogt in 1961 in his summary article,

"The Navaho," called the incorporative nature of Navajo culture.5 Dint

willingness, even eagerness, to change has been coupled with what Vogt

termed a "resistant institutional core," "composed of systems of social

relations, ecological adjustments, and values forming a coherent and

distinctive Navajo pattern. tte,

To these unifying features at the local or community level must be

added the factors contributing to a Navajo national feeling. Again, to

quote Kluckhohn and Leighton, these elements include:

common language; a common designation for themselves as The

People as distinct from all others; a cultural heritage which is, in

Reneral, the same; a territory with a certain topographical unity,

where the occupants are mostly Navahos and where many mountains and

o

other natural features are enshrined in common

that almost all the People constitute a single gem

tive.unit with single elected council for the wh

In sum, language, heritage, land, and government a

Of the four, government is surely the most recent

Only recently, in the Navajo way, has it become

in part due to time: the Tribal Council from a Ma

fairly young; only in this year (1974) did it cone

anniversary. And only lately has it truly had the

power to matter to Najtjos at the local level.

To understand Navajo nationalism we must cone

of the ironic consequences of greater Anglo8 encr

once isolated Navajo land and resources. As Dingy

increasing contact with Anglo institutions, ideas,

have had as well ample reason to re-enforce their

People.
9 Moreover, some of the very elements of A

seem to be the most threatening to Navajo life haw

building of national Navajo state. For example,

technology has altered the economic and social ne

level has the Navajo Nation been perceived as no

Technology and white demands, often couched i

have threatened, and thus unified, most Navajos an

to the national Navajo government as the only ally

enough to counter alien forces." As distinct ni

states and, to an even greater degree, minority

States, the Navajos cannot hope to influence signi
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th4 almort all the People constitute a single governmental administra-

.)
4ve unit with a single elected council for the whole tribe . . ."7

In sum, language, heritage, land, and government are the basic forces.

Of the four, government is surely the most recent and the moat imposed.

Only recently, in the Navajo way, has it become more accepted. This is

in part due to time: the Tribal Council from a Navajo perspective is

fairly young; only in this year (1974) did it celebrate its fiftieth

anniversary. And only lately has it truly had the potential and the

power to matter to Navajos at the local level.

To understand Navajo nationalism we must come to terms with some

of the ironic consequences of greater Anglo8 encroachment and demand on

once isolated Navajo land and resources. As Din have come into

increasing contact with Anglo institutions, ideas, and pressures, they

have had as well ample reason to re-enforce their designation as The

People.
9 Moreover, some of the very elements of Anglo life which might

seem to be the most threatening to Navajo life have bolstered the

building of a national Navajo state. For example, precisely because

technology has altered the economic and social network at the local

level has the Navajo Nation been perceived as a necessity.

Technology and white demands, often couched in ethnocentric terms,

have threatened, and thus unified, most Navajos and caused them to turn

to the national Navajo government as the only ally potentially strong

enough to counter alien forces.1() As distinct minority members of the

states and, to an even greater degree, minority members of the United

States, the Navajos cannot hope to influence significantly state and

(
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United States actions. As Richard Goodwin recently noted:

"The nation is not merely a convenient form of social organization, but

an aspect of individual existence which fulfills irrevocable

needs. If alternative sources of identity, of power, and of

mastery continue to crumble, we can expect national feelings

intensify."
11

human

self -

to

The creation of the Navajo. Nation must be viewed of course

light of earlier developments in Navajo history. Of particular

tance has been the time at which certain conflicts with outside

'ties have occurred. In 1868 the Navajos signed one of the last

domestic treaties with the United States government, While they had

been forced to make the Long Walk in 1864 to Bosque Redondo, New

Mexico, they were thus allowed Co return and maintain at least part of

their homeland, rather than being moved to a new land with consequent

cultural destruction and disintegration. The People consolidated their

land base through late nineteenth and early twentieth century additions

before the value of Navajo mineral resources12 became realised. In

addition, Navajo land was not sought for agricultural purposes nor was

t near an area of large Anglo population growth. This land base and

this relative isolation allowed for the growth and development of a

working, changing Navajo tradition in the post-European initial contact

era. It permitted the creation of a kind of cdmepn heritage which has

made the assimilation of Navajo people and Navajo life into the larger

American society not only unlikely, but from the standpoint of most

Navajos, undesirable.

in the

impor-

soci-

This heritage may be analyzed profitably

full consideration of Navajo nationalise. To

essential to establish some sense of Navajo hi

perceived it. For it is The People's view of

has so strongly influenced Navajo actions of t

spective, however, is not easily gained. Any

Navajo (or Native American) history quickly di

evidence. There is no denying the central

cony, yet great difficulty in obtaining it, le

Not only nave non-Navajo by and large written

have written down the records needed for the h

without exception, these accounts are in Rail

To the uninitiated, the vitality of the

years may come as a surprise. While an incre

Navajos are bilingual, there is little questi

first language, the preferred form of communic

recent study estimated that almost three of ev

olds do not know enough English to do first sr

Moreover, Ding biased is a very different Ian

Robert W. Young notes, -although Navajo and I

gent phonologically, the difference is extreme

logical and structural features."14 Finally,

an oral language. Written forms of 'njo have
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This heritage may be analyzed profitably for the purposes of a

full consideration of Navajo nationalism. To do so properly, it is

essential to establish some senae of Navajo history as Navajos have

perceived it. For it is The Peoples view of the past which naturally

has so strongly influenced Navajo actions of the present. Such * per-

spective, however, is not easily gained. Any person interested in

Navajo (or Native American) history quickly discovers the problem of

evidence. There is no denying the central importance of Navajo testi-

mony, yet great difficulty in obtaining it, let alone in accurate form.

Not only nave non-Navajos by and large written Navajo history, they

have written down the records needed for the history. And almost

without exception, these accounts are in English.

To the uninitiated, the vitality of the Navajo language over the

years may come as a surprise. While an increasing percentage of

Navajos are bilingual, there is little question that Navajo remains the

first language, the preferred form of communication for most people. A

recent study estimated that almost three of every four Navajo six year

olds do not know enough English to do first grade work in English.I3

Moreover, Dine bizaad is a very different language from English; as

Robert W. Young notes, "although Navajo and English are markedly diver-

gent phonologically, the difference is extreme in terms of their morpho-

logical and structural features. u14 Finally, Navajo is almostsentirely

an oral language. Written forms of Navajo have developed," but for

the most part Navajos have not utilized them. Missionaries, anthro-

pologists, and Bureau of Indian Affairs personnel, most of them Anglo,

have employed written Navajo for their own specialized purposes. 16
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Navajo-initiated programs are of most recent origin, and though

exciting and promising in scope and direction, have yet to have wide-

spread effect.I7 Written Navajo history in Navajo remains a rarity.

Fortunately, three developments in the twentieth century have

allowed all to share in the Navajo perspective to some degree. White

anthropologists and other observers have produced translations from

testimony given by Navajo informants. To a large extent this work has

4
centered on ceremonialism and Navajo social structure. As William

Adams has remarked, such matters as the Navajo. economy have been virtu-

ally ignored.I8 In addition, a body of Navajo oral history survives,

passed down by generations about how Th People came to he and about

significant events in the history of Dine. Navajos, particularly at

Rough Rock Demonstration School and Navajo Community College, have

started to publish accounts of their awn history. With the growth of

the Navajo tribal government, Navajo-authored and authorised accounts

have issued increasingly as well from the Navajo national capital,

Window Rock. New trends in film making also have been encouraged,

including John Adair and Sol Worth's pioneering work in helping Navajos

to produce and develop their awn movies."

These developments lead one to a very central question about much

of this material and its applicability to the writing of Navajo his-

tory. The following point is raised not to doubt the sincerity, dedi-

cation, or deep knowledge of and respect for Navajo history and culture

displayed by any Anglo observers of Navajo life. But ultimately, one

must come to appreciate the limitations of the outsider's view. Iii the

Navajo Nation, the distinction between the non-Navajo and the Navajo is

9

still sharply, for some painfully, drawn. If an A

Navajo, married a Navajo, assumed the trappings a

Navajo life, he would still be, irremediably, a IL

were fully committed to living the rest of their 1

Nation found that this presented a very real dil

restricted, some more than others, in what they

they could be. Just so, non-Navajo observers (inc

course) are limited in what they can see and in h

perceptinns.

-To be sure, this is a problem with all hist*

cultural transmission in the Navajo situation ace*

Translation from Navajo to English is not only dif

rally subject to the whims and bitses of the tranal

tory, even transcribedidirectly in the Navajo, is

special limitations. Oral historians, though, are

the importance of recording not only voices, but pe

gestures, movements. The portrait which thus emer

complete and therefore more true representation.

transcription can be provided in a way for the read

a

the speaker as he communicates.20 Given the contra

communication in Navajo life, such a creation is

is written down in booksive said a wise old Navajo g

book will never say a prayer for you: "21

Even Navajo-authored work has not always been

Anglo influence. For example, the Navajo Times, th

newspaper, has usually had an Anglo editor.22 NAII
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are of most recent origin, and though

n scope and direction, have yet to have wide-

Navajo history in Navajo remains a rarity.

developments in the twentieth century have

the Navajo perspective to some degree. White

observers have produced translations from

o informants. To a large extent this work has

and Navajo social structure. As William

matters as the Navajo economy have been virtu-

tion, a body of Navajo oral history survives;

about how The People,came to be and about
se

history of Dint. Navajos, particularly at

School and Navajo Community College, have

nts of their own history. With the growth of

nt, Na4,01-authored and authorized accounts

as well from the Navajo national capital,

in film makinealso have been encouraged,

Sol Worth's pioneering work'in helping Navajo*

heir own movies.19

lead one to a very central question about much

applicability to the writing of Navajo his -

at is not to doubt the sincerity, dedi-

nirespect for Navajo history and culture

4
obsiervers of Navajo life. But ultimately, one

the limitations of the outsider's view. In the

notion between the non-Navajo and the Navajo is

9
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still sharply, for some painfully, drawn. If an Anglo learned to speak

Navajo, married a Navajo, assumed the trappings and responsibilities of

Navajo life, he would still be, irremediably, a Bilagaana. Anglos who

were fully committed to living the rest of their lives in the Navajo

Nation found that this presented a very real dilemma. They were

restricted, some more than others, in what they could do and in what

they could be. Just sod non - Navajo observers (including this one, of

course) are limited in what they can see and in how they transmit their

perceptions.

To be sure, this is im problem, with all history, but the gross-

.

cultural transmission in the Navajo situation accentuates the problem.

Translation from Navajo to' English is not only difficult, it is natu-
..

rally subject to the whims\and biases of the translator. And oral ble-

tory, even,transcribed directly in the Navajo, is subject to its own

special limitations. Oral historians, though, are beginning to realise

the importance of recording not only voices, but people's mannerisms,

gestures, movements. The portrait which-thus emerges may be a more

complete and therefore more true representation. This written form of

transcription can be provided ,in a way for the reader to see and hear

the speaker as he communicates!, 2n- Given the central importance of oral

communication in Navajo life, ouch a creation is most notable. "Much

is written down in books," said a wise old navajo'gentleman,."but that

book will never say a prayer for you."21

Even Navajo-authored work s not always been entirely free from

Anglr. influence. For example, tie Navajo Times, the official tribal

newspaper, has usually had an Anglo editor.22 Navajo Community College
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Press publications have been affected by the input and perspectives of

Anglos. 23 This is not to say that the Navajo contribution to these

publications has been negligible. Far from it. Anglo editors of the

Navajo Times are tribal employees whose editorial stance tends to be

sympathetic to the current tribal administration. Navajos have con-

sistently had responsible positions on the newspaper. In the end, Dine

are the publishers of-Navajo Community Collfgepress volumes. The

point is that outsiders not sufficiently familiar with the Navajo scene

may use these sources uncritically, and misleading interpretations may

then result.

Wonetheless, these sources are still among the very best we have

for contemporary Navajo history. They do largely succeed in providing

more of a Navajo perspective than previously was available. They also

are written primarily for a Navajo audience (though in English for the

moat part) and have won a growing audience.
24 In many instances, they

may be regarded as outside the traditional academic western historical

pattern. But without them, our view is woefully incomplete and-inade-

quate. With them, our perspective may still be incomplete, but it is

at least vastly enhanced.

Three final elements in the difficulty of studying Navajo history

properly deserve explicit consideration here. One i0 the degree of

change that has taken place in certain aspects of Navajo life during

the past one hundred years, with an acceleration in some areas in the

past thirty years. A synchronic picture of The People will not do. As

Adams puts it "When have conditions ever beensnormall for the

Navajos? For one hundred years we've been trying to photograph on slow

9 r)

film people who won't hold still long enough to.,

image. "25 The flexible quality of Navajo life

it has allowed over time for striking viriety

lived and the kind of perspectives they have de

has surely increased recently, and with it the

phrases as "it's up to him."26 There are many

tainly more than merely "traditional" and "mod
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years, with an acceleration in 110-W areas in the

synchronic picture- of The People will not do. As

have conditions ever been'normal' for the

ndred yearn we've been trying to photograph on slow

Q1;

Ulm people who won't hold still long enough to give us a sharp

image."
25 The flexible quality of Navajo life is crucial as well, for

it has slimed over time for striking variety in the way Navajos have

lived and the kind of perspectives they have developed. This tendency

has surely increased recently, and with it the popularity of such

phrases as "it's up to him."26 There are many Navajo viewpoints, cer-

tainly more than merely "traditional" and "modern." While the use of

the term "Navajo" is unavoidable, it should be clearly understood that

a monolithic analysis is simply wrong. This is to deny a c ntral

point made by Mary Shepardson: NaVajos are More likely to shat common

goals and differ over how to achieve them. The difference is likely to

be over means, not ends. 27 A final matter is the sine of the Navajo

Nation, Given its enormity, and the emphases of many anthropological

studies, many important chroniclers of the Navajo experience have cho-

sen a more restricted area within which they could confine their obser-

vations and cultivate the good will of potential informants. Larger

generalizations about all Navajos do not always follow correctly from

these limited analyses.
28 There are still important variations in the

different areas of the Nation.

Navajo personal ties with an area are based on associations and

relationships with people and on traditional land use rights. The indi-

vidual relationship with the land, and to a broader extent with the

forces of Nature, forms a basic part of the search for harmony which ia

a focal point in Navajo life. What the Navajos have done with their

land and how they have chosen to utilize its varied resources has had a

fundamental impact on the development of the Navajo Nation.29 Thus,
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after an initial enamination of earlier Navajo history, one must turn

to an evaluation of the process of land use by Did. By land use,

here, is meant not merely what is grown or raised (or not grown or not

rained) but how the land in perceived.30 Thin attitude, land ethic if

you will,
31

may be readily scrutinised during two distinct stages.

The first includes the evolution of traditional Navajo land usage

and the growing complication° with this usage which eventually dis-

rupted established economic and cultural patterns. These patterns

revolved around both the raining of livestock and the growing of agri-

cultural crops whose utilization contributed to economic reciprocity

and self-sufficiency, and to harmony with the universe.32 For a time,

the continued growth of the Navajo population coincided with the addi-

tiona made to the Navajo land bane. Yet the increase of Navajo demands

upon the land, marked eopeclally by larger nunbern of sheep, did not

cease with the essential establishment of reservation boundaries. This

period culminated in the economic and cultural disruption of the stock

reduction ern33 and created a permanent Loom,: what portion of The

People could continue with the cheep and goat raining life of old?34

The discovery of valuable mineral deposits on Navajo land added a

plivotal element to the debate over land utilization. Outside pressure

quickly intensified for "development" of these resources. Thin changed

pattern of circumstances led to a change of activities, and eventually

to an "increaned rate of non - reciprocal allocations."35

In recent yearn, varied approaches to economic development have

been attempted. The key question in to what extent can Navajos control

use of Choir considerable resources for their own benefit? Black Mesa

9

coal strip mining and the Four Corners power plan

blessings which "development" may bring. Spurred

to alleviate massive unemployment and by the spec

making coal resources obsolete, the Navajos made

which, from today's perspective, seem to many to

an economic standpoint. Navajo-controlled induct

fared better,
36

but in some instances have been u

succesaes. 37

Royalties from mineral exploitation in the I

tribal treasury and thereby changed the power and

tribal government. The Navajo Tribal Council took

the Council chairman became a Navajo national lead

sentatives are often caught between local needs a

priorities, but there has been a seemingly irrever

to Window Rock. Not all Navajos are pleased by th

attempts have been made to divert revenue sharing

(ch, er) level. But the tribal government still

to hopeless factionalism or to financial incapacit

imposed structure has become incorporated to a gre

life. Through it the Navajos have sought and must

self-sufficiency and political sovereignty.38

A generally neglected area of inquiry is the

lawyers, and legal assistance have played in promo

sufficiency and sovereignty. The formal emphasis

coincides with the hiring of The People's first at

Littell, after the second World War. Henry Dobyns'
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coal strip mining and the Four Corners paver plant illustrate the mixed

blessings which "development" may bring. Spurred by the pressing need

to alleviate massive unemployment and by the specter of nuclear power

malting coal resources obsolete, the Navajos mnde leasing agreements

which, from today's perspectivetaseem to many to be questionable from

an economic standpoint. Navajo-controlled industries have not always

fared better,
36

but in some instances have been unqualified

auccesses. 37

Royalties from mineral exploitation in the 1950's swelled the

tribal treasury and thereby changed the power and function of Navajo

tribal government. The Navajo Tribal Council took on new standing and

the Council chairman became a Navajo national leader. Council repre-

aentatives are often caught between local needs and Navajo national

priorities, but there has been a seemingly irreversible flow of power

to Window Rock. Not all Navajos are pleased by this trend; recent

attempts have been made to divert revenue sharing funds to the local

(chapter) level. But the tribal government still appears not aubject

to hopeless factionalism or to financial incapacity. Its foreign,

imposed structure hem become incorporated to a great extent into Navajo

life. Through it the Navajos have sought and must seek economic

self- sufficiency and political oovereignty.38

A generally neglected area of inquiry is the role which law,

lacayera, and legal aaoistance have played in promoting that self-

sufficiency and sovereignty. The formal emphasis on Navajo nationalism

coincides with the hiring of The People's first attorney, Norman

Littell, after the oecond World Hai. Henry Dobyns' view of the
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positive effects of tribal attorney actions is certainly applicable to

the close, if not always cordial, relationship between the tribal

government and its employed counsel.
39 The impact of attorneys on

Navajo life has not, however,-been limited to the influence of the

tribal attorney's office. DinSbeiina Nahiilna Be Agaditaha ("attorneys

who contribute to the economic revitalization of the people"), the

legal services program in the Navajo Nation, has been most important in

its short history because of its promotion of sovereignty (a in the

recent McClanahan case), 4° economic alternatives (as in the Pinon co-

operative),41 and individual rights (especially in consumer protection).

In its various efforts, DNA has net always won favor with the Navajo

national government, particularly during the administration of Raymond

Nakai. By representing individual Navajos, it has often represented

them against the tribe itself; in so doing, it has revealed an intri-

guing problem in the growth of Navajo nationalism: the relationship

between Navajo national growth and individual Navajo well-being.

Perhaps nowhere is the growth of Navajo nationalism more apparent

and nowhere has it been more stronglyeemphasized than in the area of

formal education. This tNraditional testing ground of Navajo and Anglo

values and goals has been the source of conflict ever since the Treaty

of 1868 provided for the,eotablishment of a school class and a teacher
,e,e

for every thirty Navajo children. Both the Bureau of Indian Affairs

and the Navajos over time have had various views about the form and

substance of schooling. Beginning in the mid-1960's with the creation

of community-controlled ochoolc42 in several isolated locales, Navajos

have started to participate at new levels of responsibility for the

1 0

education of their children. The recent creat

division of education is a logical outgrowth f

at these pioneering institutions; former Rough

School principal Dillon Platero, for example,

Plater() and his associates are now moving to b

'power of this national department, and not une

ing some resistance.
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disharmony is primarily the fi.nction of what

gion--an inadequate term for the complex yst

Navajos. Medicine, as one understands the to

within Navajo religion. And in this area, the

efforts to develop cooperation between traditi

Anglo medical practices. While still in its i

be seen here a final example of Navajo continu

shared analysis between Navajo singer and Angl

Anglo medical facilities, and expanding Navajo

providing better medical care for The People,

Health Authority, without a denial of the valid

traditional ways. 44

The Navajos thus persist in their determl

Navajo nationalism is really the latest scene i
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education of their children. The recent creation of a Navajo national

division of education is a logical outgrowth from the experience gained-

at these pioneering institutions; former Rough Rock Demonstration

School principal Dillon Platero, for example, now heads' this division.

Platero and his associates are now moving to broaden the functions and

power of this national department, and not unexpectedly are encounter-

ing some resistance.
43 As they do so, they are starting to ask funda-

mental questions about the nature of education needed for Navajo

children.

Surely education is one potential means for obtaining and

maintaining harmony within one's self and with one's world. But it

would contribute toward it rather than entirely provide it. Curing

disharmony is primarily the function of what we might term Navajo reli-

gion--an inadequate term for the complex system of;s held by most

Navajos. Medicine, as one understands the term, would be included

within Navajo religion. And in this area, there have been growing

efforts to develop cooperation between traditional Navajo ways and

Anglo medical practices. While still in its initial stages, there may

be seen here a final example of Navajo continuity within change:

shared analysis between Navajo singer and Anglo doctor, growing use of

Anglo medical facilities, and expanding Navajo, national involvement in

providiag better medical care for The People, as evidenced in the Navajo

Health Authority, without a denial of the validity and value of

traditional ways.
44

The Navajos thus persist in their determination to remain Navajo.

Navajo nationalism is really the latest scene in an ongoing drams in
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which The People assert their uniqueness. A resolution passed in 1969

by the Navajo Tribal Council's Advisory Committee calls for the use of

the term "Navajo Nation." The concluding portion reads:

The Deneh--the Navajo People existed as a distinct political, cultural,

and ethnic group long before the establishment of the States of

Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, and Utah, and

The Government of the United States of America recognized this fact and

entered into treaties with the sovereign Navajo Tribe, and down through

the years both the Congress of the United Staten and the Supreme Court

of the United States have recognized the inherent right of the Navajo

People to govern themselves, and

When the geographical area occupied by the Navajo People was

incorporated into the union of states of the United States of America,

no one asked the Navajo People if they wished to be so included, and

It is becoming increasingly difficult for the Navajo People to retain

their identity and independence, and

Itappears essential to the best interests of the Navajo People that a

clear statement be made to remind Navajos and non-Navajos alike that

bgth the Navajo People and Navajo lands are, in fact, separate and

distinct.
45

This history, then, is a study of the effort to maintain Navajo

separation and distinction: an assertion which has meant the creation

of the Navajo Nation.

I 0 2
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1. D'Arcy McNickle notes the same element of "inevitable doom"

captured by the popular 1915 statue, "The End of the Trail."

McNickle, Native American Tribalism,'p. 3.

2. Dine, meaning literally "The People," is what Navajos call

themselves. It is a common 'term used by Athabaskan peoples and is

thus not really satisfactory for solitary utilization. "Navajo"

is a term used by Navajos for themselves when English is spoken,

and of course is the phrase used by non-Navajos. "The Rise of

Navajo Nationalism: Dingy Continuity Within Change" is as well the

title of the author's dissertation now being completed for the

History Department, the University of Wisconsin-Madison. The

author first encountered the concept of continuity within change

through the work of David Warren, an advisory board member of the

Center for the History of the American Indian, the Newberry

Library. See his "Cultural Studies in Indian Education (September,

1972)," an unpublished position paper for Research and Cultural

Studies, Development Section, Institute of American Indian Art,

Santa Fe. Director of the Center for the History of the American

Indian, D'Arcy McNickle has also influenced my thinking. Hie

Native American Tribalism: Indian Survivals and Renewals (New

York, 1973) called the author's attention to the work of Frederik

Barth. Frederik Barth, "On the Study of Social Change," American

Anthropologist, 69, No. 6 (1967), rpt. as "Studying Social Change"

in The Meaning of Culture, ed. Morris Freilich (Lexington,
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-community school..< Rock Point, Arizona.

17. The main impact has'been in the community schools, such as Rough

Rock, Ramah Navajo High School, Rock Point, and Borrego Pass, and

at Navajo Community College. The Navajo Education Association,

Din Bi'Olta Association, his lately taken an active role in

prompting Navajo literacy. See Holm, "Some Aspects," pp. 16-17.
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More recently, there have been some important studies, including 25. William Adams, "Navajo Social Organization,'

David Aberle, "A Plan for Navajo Economic Development," in Toward Anthropologist, 73, No. 1, p. 273.

Economic Development for Native American Communities (Washington, 26. Mary Shepardson and Blodwen Hammond considered

1969), 1, pp. 223-76. Adams' Shonto: A Study of the Role of the Navajo Mountain Community "It's Up to Him: A

Trader in a Modern Navaho Community (Washington, 1963) remains Social Organization." Shepardson and Hammond

useful. CoMmunity (Berkeley, 1970), p. 241,

19. See John Adair and Sol Worth, Through Navajo Eyes (Bloomington, 27. Mary Shepardson, Navajo Ways in Government,

Indiana, 1972).

20. Dennis Tedlock, "Learning to Listen: Oral History as Poetry," 28; The Ramat' studies initiated by Clyde Kluckhohn

unpublished paper presented at the session, "Answers Without over the years by dozens of others are the pr

Questions: An Evaluation and Critique of Oral History," at the 29. See Christian, "The Navajo," pp. 6-8.

1971 meeting of the Organization of American Historians. 30. This discussion of Navajo land usage has been

21. This in the English translation provided by Milton Bluehouae, of Babe Billy, "Population, Pollution, and La

Navajo Studies instructor at Navajo Community College, during a Navajoir (unpublished paper, n.d.).

talk in Navajo by Descheeny Nes Tracy at a Navajo Community 31. See Scott Momsday, "An American Land Ethic," lt

Collegel in-servicr session, May, 1971. York, 1970).
`

22. Dillon Platero, Navajo, founded the newspaper and Mhrshall Tome, 32. Billy notes the value shared by older Navajos:

logical Association, Memoir No. 96, 65, No. 3,

Navajo, served as editor for a period of time. But Cheater

I

MscRorie, the current editor, and previous editor Dick Hardwick,

are Anglo; and they alone have held the position for the past

eight years.

23. Broderick Johnson, an Anglo, has been director of the Navajo

Community College Press, and tae College's first president, Robert

Roessel, perhaps its strongest advocate.

24. Navajo Community College Press books emphasize they are "by

Navajos, for Navajos, about Navajos."

1.0(3

be in contention." Billy, "Population," p. 12

33. The policy of forcing Navajos to reduce their

in the interest of soil conservation succeeded

missioner of Indian Affairs John Collier a per

goat. See Edward Spicer, "Sheepmen and Techni

Problems in Technological Change, ed. Edward S

1952), pp. 185-207.

34. James F. Downs, "The Cowboy and the Lady: Mod

of the Rate of Acculturation among the Pinon
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Anthropological Society Papers, No. 29 (Fall, 1963), rpt. in least, however, a greater degree of commu

Native Americans Today, ed. Howard M. Bahr, Bruce A. Chadwick, and been achieved.
4.

Robert C. Day (New York, 1972), pp. 275-90. 43. The Navajo Division of Education has sous

'$5. Barth, "Studying Social Change," pp. 249-51. O'Malley funds slated for Navajo schools

( 36. As Aberle comments, the Navajo Tribal Utility Authority, while an Bureau of Indian Affairs Area Director To

important accomplishment and a revenue producer for the Tribe, is attempted to block such a takeover. See '

in the odd position of having to buy the electricity produced by Director," Navajo Times, 6 No. 13 (Apri

coal reserves leased to outside companies. Aberle, "A Plan," 44. Created by a June, 1972, resolution of th

p. 255. the Navajo Health Authority it now direct

31. Navajo Foreat Products Industries is the teat example. MacKeuzie, the only Navajo M.D. It has a

38. The most thorough analyses o 'Navajo tribal government are Robert objectives the goal of establishint an

W. Young, "The Origin and bavelopmemt.of Navajo Tribal Govern-,

ment," in Young, Navajo Yearbook, 8, pp. 371-411; and Shepardson,

Navajo Wawa in Government.

39. Henry Dobyns, "Therapeutic Experience of Responsible Democracy,"

in The Ameirican Indian Today, ed. Stuart Levine and Nancy O. Lurie

(Baltimore, 1968), pp. 268-94.

40. The March 27, 1973, United States Supreme Court decision held that

Arizona could not collect state income tax from Indians working

and living on the Navajo Nation.

41. In addition to aiding the establishment of the Pinon co-operative,

DNA brought a class action suit against the operators of the Pinon

trading post. Th suit was settled eventually out of court.

42. The degree of control actually practiced has been a highly

controvexsial issue, particularly at Rough Rock. At the very

school. At the ease time, the health aut

such as Carl Gorman in the area of Native

Gorman, a distinguished artist, reaffirm*

tional Navajo medical practices in a rece

Times.

45. Navajo Tribal Code' (Orford, Net/ Hampshire

Chapter 5, p. I.
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least, however, a greater degree of community participation has

been achieved.

43. The Navajo Diviaion of Education has sought control of Johnson-

O'Malley funds slated for Navajo schools. According to Platero,

Bureau of Indian Affairs Area Director Tony Lincoln (a Navajo) has

attempted to block such a takeover. See "Platero Rebuffs Area

Director," Navajo Times, 16, No. 13 (April 11, 1974).

44. Creat 4 by a June, 1972, resolution of the Navajo Tribal Council,

the Navajo Health Authority is now directed by Dr. Taylor

MacKenzie, the only Navajo M.D. It has as one of its prime

objectives the goal of establishing an American Indian medical

school. At the same time, the health authority employs people

such as Carl Gorman in the area of Native Healing Sciences.

Gorman, a disringuiahed artist, reaffirmed the value of tradi-

tional Navajo medical practices in a recent series in the Nava*c

Times.

45. Navajo Tribal Code (Orford, New Hampshire, 1970), Title 1,

Chapter 5, p. 7.
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URBANIZATION, PEOPLEHOOD AND MODES OF IDENTITY:

NATIVE AMERICANS IN CITIES

by

James H. Steuart

St. Olaf College

Northfield, Minnesota
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The urban migration of Native Americans from reservations and

rural areas has been an unnoticed process until very recently. While

the presence of Native Americans in cities is not new, we are becoming

aware of a new, or perhaps a renewed, vibrancy in terms of people

building and, more recently, power movements. The urbanization of

Native. Americans, though at best a mixed blessing under current condi-

tions, has been gaining increased attention from such diverse groups as

lawyers, social leaders, municipal policy makers, and social scientists.

Evidence of the academic interest is found in two recent collections

(Bahr, Chadwick, and Day, 1972, and Waddell and Watson, 1971).1

The problem with much of the literature is that it deals with how

poorly Native Americana adjust or adapt to urban culture. Thus, we

have statistical accounts of a people in trouble. Acculturation and

assimilation are often confused with upward mobility. Furthermore,

upward mobility at least implicitly is assumed to be a value in the

sociological sense.

We do not have sufficient knowledge about how Native Americans

live in the cities, their primary and secondary structures such as kin

and peer group°, their value and intelest orientations. We know little

about their relationships to the broader society, especially the care-

taker functions of the outside world. Since we have no ethnographic

studies of urban Indians of the quality of Gans, Liebow or Suttles,

our analysis and interpretation is correspondingly weak. This is not

meant as t. criticism but rather points to the methodological diffi-

cultiee in studying Native Americans in an urban setting. An Tax

states: "It's hard to find them, they don't stay long enough to study
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anyway . .
112 One reason they are hard to find in some urban areas is

due to the stated purpose of the Bureau's Employment Assistance Program,

Damply, to disperse the Native Americana among the general population to

encourage assimilation.

What is meant by Urban Indians? Ecologically it means they dwell

in the city, but even here many are mobile, moving back and forth to

home folk. But they have not embraced Urbanism or urban culture as

described by Wirth.3 They are not competitive, money oriented, adher-

ents to predictable routines, and hierarchically structured. Their

salient relationships are not secondary, impersonal, or segmental.

They do not value associations with more people with leas intimate

knowledge nor do they value freedom from personal and emotional control

of intimate groups. But if transitoriness s characteristic of urban

culture, and Gann thinks it is,4 then urban culture has taken on the

characteristic of the nomadic life of the Native American with one dif-

ference. The typical urbanite moves from place to place for instru-

mental purposes such as a better job, education, place to live. Though

the urban Indians have this concern, they do not move so much from

place to place as back and forth. Their movements are more expressive,

peeking a change of scenery, freedom to be with kin and friends, to go

to celebrations and pow-wows. Being person oriented rather than object

oriented, Native Americans find fulfillment, status, identity with

their kinship's peer group relationships. These relationships take on

a saliency and exclusiveness which provides a strong structural base

for cultural persistence, This structural base has been strengthened

in urban areas by the use of Pan-Indianness. This movement and

ideology offers a secondary support to perso

Instead of destroying Indianness, urbanism as

heightened the awareness of these people's 'td
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ideology offers a secondary support to personal and social identity.

Instead of destroying Indianness, urbanism as a contrast factor has

heightened the awareness of these people's identity. Thus we must

think of Native Americans within the framework of a very local

community based on kinship structures.

The adaptation to urban culture and especially the job system and

its values from their perspective has been in terms of this community

framework. However, many studies described this adjustment in other

terms, and the result is an analysis of "poor adjustment." The eco-

nomic base of the local community and tribe has been either largely

taken away or controlled by the federal government. Yet the community

life and satisfactions of Native Americans is still intrinsically

bonded to the value of community lands. From this point of View,

adjustment has been difficult. These difficulties are not measured by

the Native Americans in contrast to white society by the degree of

achievement as such in increased income, education, and so forth. But

whatever progress and achievement has been made is viewed as an expen-

sive strain on community ties.

Achievement in urban society is based on corporate - -be it political,

economic, or social--ideology that emphasizes power inequality, indi-

vidualism, competitiveness, and pragmatic utility. Roles are important,

not persons. Persons can be replaced but Toles cannot. Native Ameri-

cans have adapted to these forces of mass society both on the reserva-

tion and in the city by relying on their structural strengths- -the

expressive values of kin and peer group ties. They have been success-

ful in not assimilating the former values. But they have not been

1
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successful in the power game. They have not been allowed to regain

their lands nor some functional alternative such as community develop-

ment corporations in order to pursue their community life within an

econnmic structure conducive to their ways, The problem of Native

American maintenance and survival is not the unwillingness to take on

the technological culture and advancements in the areas of jobs, educa-

tion, health and so forth, but the unwillingness of white America to

allow and assist the Native Americans to utilize these advancements for

supporting their on identity. In sum, Native Americana have been sin-

gularly successful despite tremendous outside pressures in maintaining

their sense of peoplehood, but have not been able to sufficiently plu-

ralize the economic bane for it to lie conducive to self determination

and community control.

The purpose of this paper is primarily to review the literature on

urbanization and urban living of Native Americana for the purpose of

delineating some of the disagreements and contradictory points of view

about the nature of adjustment and acculturation. Perhaps one can

resolve some of the confusion through a consideration of a model of

adaptation and identity based on Cordon's concept of structural plural-

ism,5 and consideration of the following questions: What are the push

and pull factors accounting for urban migration? Who comes? Who

stays? Who leaves? What happens to those who homestead in urban

areas? What is meant by assimilation, acculturation, mobility, and

adjustment? What are the major planes or levels of adjustment? What

correlates are associated with these adjustments? What theoretical

contributions hopefully will ei24 in further research? In particular,

1 ;.

the author intends to present a fourfold typology

maintaining identity and discuss factors scoounti

model). _Because the typology is simplistic as are

author has tried to refine it by developing a atr

model.
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the author intends to present a fourfold typology of modes for

maintaining identity and discuss factors accounting for different

modes. Because the typology in nimpliatic as are all Ideal Types, the

author has tried to refine it by developing a strategic culturalism

model.

Another Trail

Native Americans began to migrate to cities in greater numbers

during World War II seeking job opportunities in war production indus-

tries. The urbanization process has accelerated dramatically since

1950. Though population statistics on urban Indians are not, completely

reliable, White and Chadwick state that in 1950 only 16 percent of the

Native Americans lived in urban centers and project that'close to 50

percent will have moved to urban centers by 1970.6 Researchers have no

reliable data on how many return to reservations, but most studies

estimate a very high return. A great many, however, fluctuate between

reservation and the city. 7

The push and pull factors accounting forrapid migration are many

and varied. Price, in a study of Indiana in Los Angeles, found the

primary incentive for migration to be an economic one: better jobs,

higher wages, better living conditions.8 Garbarino supports this cit-

ing the job opportunities from the industrial build-up during World War

II as largely influential for long term stays in Chicago.9 Weppner's

study of the Navajo in Denver emphasizes the "push" factors of the

reservation noting that many Indians leave the reservation not because

they expect better living conditions as much as the reservation does

.1)
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not provide economic opportunitiep.1° Other "push" factors such ea

reservation poverty, public health service, housing, education have

been well described by Cahn.11

Hodge12 presents a rural-urban migration model based on his study

of the Navajos in Albuquerque. Here the family is used as the frame-

work for comparing factors which promote or retard migration. The push

and pull factors,of urbanization are similar to he ones cited above.

What is of interest in the push and pull factors back to the reserve-

tion? These factors are summarized under the following headings:

(1) forces that pull individuals back to the reservation from the

cities--chance to use skills acquired in cities, family ties and more

relaxed atmosphere, inability to make a satisfactory living, language

barriers, and unfulfilled obligations to tribesmen; and (2) forces that

push individuals toward the reservation--unsatisfied job aspirations,

lack of satisfying interpersonal urban relations, general dissatisfac-

tion with urban life, and Navajo's spouse. The return to the reserva-

tion will be discussed more fully later on. Since 1950 the most

important facilitating condition for stimulating urbanization of Native

Americans has been the BIA's Employment Assistance PrograM.I2 In sum

the Native American comes to the city primarily for job opportunities.

Many leave because of dissatisfactions with jobs and personal rela-

tions. Many are trapped and stay because conditions on the reserva-

tions are worse. Ablon states that Indiana who remain in the San

Francisco Bay area do so involuntarily because there are no job

opportunities on the reservation.14

)
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Who migrates? Those who come to urban arena tend to be under 35

years old, better educated, had some prior interaction with whites

through either military experience or work situations.15 Price, how-

ever, makes a distinction betWeen those who migrate to urban centers on

their own or through the Employment Assistance Progiam (formerly Relo-

cation Program). Itelocatees tend to be younger, have lower incomes,

and speak their native language. This group would prefer to return to

the reservation but stay, as Ablon states, unwillingly because of the

job opportunities.

The most frequently cited factor explaining the return to the

reservation is the lack of economic success after migrating to the

city. Sorkin found that those with no economic success were most

likely to return if they were over farty, had less than four years of

school, and had no'previous occupational experience." Weppner sup-

ports Sorkin's and Ablon'a findings that economic problems after

arrival are the crucial factors in returning. His study of the Navajos

in Denver found that post-migration experiences were more critical than

pre-migration experiences in determining the migrant's decision to

stay. Those most likely to return were those (1) who had to wait a

long time to get a job, (2) who received wages lower than expected, and

(3) who were "labelled" detrimentally by an rmplayer.17 This is not to

say that there aren't other important factors which influence the

return to reservation life, such as congenial family ties.18

It would be a mistake to view the organization of Native Americans
I

as a linear devel2hent as if the Native Americans either come to the

city permanently and became assimilated or retreat back to the
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traditional life of the reservation. The literature documents a

cyclical migration pattern of many Native Americans. Many migrants

arriving in the city and unable to find employment return to the reser-

vation only to find that jobs are scarce and thus return to the city.19

Graves and Hurt find another reason for this cyclical movement, namely,

Indians who go back and forth as seaaonal migratory laborers. They

characteilze this group as more "traditional" than those living on the

reservations having strong ties to the reservation in terms of kin and

friends and rejecting identification with white society.2°

One can classify three categories of migrants to the city:

(1) those who become permanent residents, (2) those who stay for a

short period but leave permanently, and (3) those who are engaged in

cyclical movement between the reservation and the city. Native Ameri-

cans come to the city for a higher standard of living through better

jobs, education, and the like. Yet they have deep commitments to kin

and peer relationahips which are more available on the reservation.

This creates great personal strain and role conflict as breadwinner and

kin. Some cope and stay, others leave for a while or permanently. At

the present stage of reaearch development, we do not have a systematic

analysis of the factors accounting for the urban homesteaders, nomads,

and temporaries. It is helpful to distinguish two types of home-

steaders, those who are economically mobile and those who are trapped.,

According to Ablon, pre-migratory experienceq such as level'Of educa-

tion, social and economic background, acculturation experiences, made

no difference with those who stayed and those who left.21 Many stay

because of early and continued economic success, but others stay

because they are trapped. The reservation does n

One possible factor that helps explain why the mo

is their ability to create functional communities

Communities are composed of kin, quasi-kin, frien

shored up by a multitude of Native American organ

by Pan-Indianness. Hurt's classification of reje

accepting Indians are helpful formulations in the

the adaptationa.22

What Happens Once You Get There: Structural and
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to live close together. For those who come under

BIA's Employment Assistance program, proximity is

because of the Bureau's policy of dispersal. But

new arrivals cluster together in local groupings

laristic Indian organizations. Albon found that

migrated to the San Francisco Bay area have chosen

rily with other Indians in both informal and forma
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acquaintances from the reservation. This is due t
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because they are trapped. The reservation does not hold any promise.

One possible factor that helps explain why the mobile and trapped stay

is their ability to create functional communities in the urban areas.

Communities are composed of kin, quasi-kin, friends and tribal members

shored up by a multitude of Native American organizations and cemented

by Pan-Indianness. Hurt's classification of rejecting, selecting, and

accepting Indians are helpful formulations in the understanding of

these adaptations.22

What Happens Once You Get There: Structural and Cultural AA ustments

The homesteaders who come to urban areas on their own power tend

to live close together. For those who come under the auspices of the

BIA's Employment Assistance program, proximity is more difficult

because of the Bureau's policy of dispersal. But given the opportunity,

new arrivals cluster together in local groupings and develop particu-

laristic Indian organizations. Albon found that Indians who had

migrated to the San Francisco Bay area have chosen to associate prima-

rily with other Indians in both informal and formal associations."

Home vioitation is most frequent among kin, tribesmen, and previous

acquaintances from the reservation. This is due to factors which con-

tribute to a sense of peoplehood among Native Americans such as common,

traditions and values, common rural backgrounds, obligations among kin

and tribesmen for mutual aid, and security of ties and traditions

against an urban environment considered hostile. Both Wax and Price

oupport Ablon'a finding although Price notes that there is variation

due to length of residence and tribal affiliations. For instance, the

L. 9
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five civilized tribes usually live outside the city center of Los

Angeles and associate less with other Indians.24 Hurt's analysis of

Yankton Indians seems to concur with Price. He finds that the most

urban-oriented "selecting" Indians tend to associate with other Indians

while Indians that are accepting of white culture -- usually long term

residents--are less likely to associate with Indians and are heavily

involved in formal organizations.25

From the above discussion, one can conclude that settlement

patterns vary based on the degree of assimilation and length of urban

residence. Long term assimilation oriented Native Americans can be

properly called urban Indians. They live as individual families in an

urban aggregate. These Indians according to Price tend to take their

Indiannesa lightly. On the other end of the continuum, the greater

majority of Native Americans maintain a functioning small community.

This is not ecologically based but consists of kin, tribesmen, and a

few friends. They may or may not be oriented to the middle class, but

this is not a salient element. What is important is the congeniality

of.the group.26

One must emphasize the notion of group rather than neighborhood

community. Native American ties and identity are formed not by neigh-

borhood proximity nor by class variables, but by kinship, tribal

affiliation, race and Pan-Indinnness, and peer group relations. A word

is in order concerning the structure of the very local community.

Native Americans manifest many of the structural characteristics of the

lower working clasp described by Gans.27 The internal structure of the

group revolves around age, sex, and life cycle factors. There is a

0
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fairly strong segregation among these groups. Expressive personal ties

are emphasized in contrast to instrumental orientations. The Native

American stresses his individuality, but its meaning and expression are

found in a group context. Values, beliefs, and life itself are based

on the kin structure but articulated thnsugh the peer group.28 The

influence of the kin based peer group is pervasive. It provides a

social anchorage for identity and a buffer against foreign values of

urban life. In fact, the peer group community becomes much more

salient in urban life than on reservations.

Like immigrants from the old country, Native Americans come to

urban areas viewed as foreign countries. Instead of losing their iden-

tity through acculturation and assimilation, most experience an

increased positive sense of identity, both personal and social, regard-

less of marital or SES status.29 This process of ethnogenesis or

building peoplehood has been noted with other ethnic groups." It is

the peer group structure that carries much of this cultural freight and

functions to maintain Indian awareness. It in the chief structural

condition in voluntary segregation. It acts as a powerful control

mechanism enacting a certain behavioral conformity. Although it may

retard individual mobility through its emphasis on expressive and per-

son oriented values, it is capable of successful adaptation and group

mobility. The Mohawk° and the five civilized tribes are illustrative

of this structural pluralism and middle class orientation.31 This

revitalization of Native American has raised the consciousness of thei:

people to n higher level of awareness manifesting itself on both

ideological and political levels.32
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Once in the city to stay, the homesteader stakes out a life filled

with ambiguities, insecurities, and conflict. Moat often he suffers

the conditions of poverty with other urban lower class, but he differs

from other poor in that he belongs to a People. The Native American

brings his kin and ethnic life with him with its distinctive value sys-

tem. The ensuing value conflicts have resulted in problems of cultural

identity on one hand, namely, the problems of assimilation and plural-

ism, and on the other hand the problems of personal, social, and

economic adjustments.

A Model of Cultural Identity

Our concern in this paper is an examination into the nature of

cultural identity, the different modes of identity and their causes.

Certainly value conflicts arising out of a meeting of two cultures will

disturb the personal and social identity of people embracing the

"subordinate" culture.

The homesteader throughout his stay in the city encounters

bewildering forces of urbanism. What are these opposing forces?

According to Lee, rbanism means greater opportunity for anonymity,

mobility, and gives a utilitarian purpose to human associations 13

Persons are more often cultivated for specific gains and objectives,

rather than on an intimate face to face basis.34 The homesteaders

bring a particularistic cultural heritage to this urban world. As men-

tioned previously, these people tend to stay within their own kinship

and friendship circlo without developing an expansive network of rela-

tionships. As tribal people and kin oriented, they enter a highly

4 ici
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individualistic urban environment. They bring basic values that tend

to be incompatible to the macro culture which emphasizes competition.

These values and beliefs include emphasis and respect for the pennon,

cooperation and generous sharing with members of the tribal community,

disinterest in accumulating material possessions for the sake of preo-

tige, private exclusive individualistic ownership together with aggres-

aive competition for gain as opposed to sport is foreign, power and

authority is more equalitarian based on the kinship autonomy, religious

belief in the harmony and order of nature and the spirit; future orien-

tation has no meaning because identity does not change and thus fixed

schedules are viewed as constrictive of the spirit; and because of

their emphasis on harmony, they tend to emphasize passive acceptance of

events and a withdrawal from conflicto and unpleasant diaturbanceo

which upset their view of orOar.
35

What we have here Jo a people with structural characteristics of

gemeinschaft and pre - industrial cultural orientations attempting to

carry on a way of life in a society which is at the other end of the

continuum. Human comfort and material well being are of themaelvea

compatible with Indian ways, but the competitive individualistic norms

to reach these goals are not. Normative confusion and conflict becomes

operative.

The remainder of thin paper will deal with how the different

structural networks of Native Americana articulate within the cultural

worlds of urbanism and Indianiom and the factors that may account for

the adjustments and maintenance of different modea of identity.

12 3
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There id a great deal of ambiguity about the meaning and measures

of aosimilation and acculturation. One finds Gordon's typology helpful

in our understanding of these proceases.36 Complete assimilation

refers to the total absorption or fusion of cultural behavior and social

structural participation of two groups. It includes important sub-

proceooea which are analytically and empirically distinct. Each of

these sub- processed may take place in varying degrees or not at all.

The moot important processed are cultural assimilation or acculturation,

structural aooimilation, marital aooimilation or amalgamation, and

identificational asoimilation. The obverse processes are cultural,

otructural, marital, and identificational pluralism.

Our primary iaterest will be with the acculturation and structural

asoimilation procesoeo. Acculturation means that in the meeting of two

peoples behavioral changes take irf either one or both groups. Social

relationships in terms of primary ties and intermarriage and group

self-identification are variables in the situation. Acculturation does

imply a fair amount of secondary intermingling in such institutional

oettirgo as school, lob market, commercial exchanges, and civic inter-

action. Cultural patterno and traits that are absorbed or traded

include material and technological traits such as dress, uoe of the

automobile, TV, punching a time clock and the like, and non-material

complemeo ouch ad values, beliefs, language, thought ways, emotional

structures and the like.

Acculturation of an ethnic group into the American way of life

means eosentially the taking on its major value orientations such as

competition, individualism, success, efficiency, etc.37 We consider

these core values as comprising what is consid

do not agree with others that acculturation ca

economic success.38 People through upward mob

varying degrees in the major values of the cor

research to determine the variability% There

Native Americans become "White Indians" losing

altogether, or Indianness becomes only one of

This last point is important to the understand

and modes of identity.

Structural assimilation and pluralism is

is widespread interactions by the ethnic group

level. Marital and identificational assimilat

specific cases of this process. The evidence

so far demonstrates that the majority of Nativ

istic in their structural relationships. They

kin and close friends. There is a high degree

kin structure, as opposed to tribal affiliatio

Indian identity found in Pan-Indianism. Parti

Americans remains primarily instrumental, even

larger world of education, work, and commerce.
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these core valuea as comprising what is considered to be urbanism. We

do not agree with others that acculturation can be measured by socio-

economic success.
38 People through upward mobility may acculturate in

varying degrees in the major values of the core society. It is for

research to determine the variability. There is evidence that some

Native Americans become "White Indians" losing their Indian identity

altogether, or Indiannesa becomes only one of several identities."

This last point is important to the understanding of cultural adapt ions

and modes of identity.

Structural assimilation and pluralism is the.degree to which there

is widespread interactions by the ethnic group on a primary group

level. Marital and identificational assimilation or pluralism are

specific cases of this process. The evidence presented in this paper

ao far demonstrates that the majority of Native Americana are plural-

istic in their structural relationships. They intermingle mainly with

kin and close friends. There is a high degree of endogomy, and their

kin structure, as opposed to tribal affiliation, is the basis of a new

Indian identity found in Pan-Indianism. Participation with white

Americans remains primarily instrumental, even though they enter the

larger world of education, work, and commerce. Many are quite capable

of taking on the valuea attendant to these institutional spheres, but

their saliency remains in the specific spheres. In other words, they

do not bring these valuea home. Other*, like the Navajo, absorb much

leas of the urban culture and remain a people much to themselves.

It is helpful in the understanding of these modes of identity of

the urban homesteaders to develop a typology of responses based on the
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above two processes of acculturation and structural assimilation. This

will hopefully aid in the systematic research on the factors accounting

for a different identity. A fourfold classification is presented in

Figure I.

Models based on Ideal Types by definition exaggerate social

reality but are useful in delineating and classifying potential predic-

tors of behavior. This model can be viewed either synchronically or

diachronically. Research reports developmental stages of "assimilation"

moving from cells 4 to 3 to I or 2. Factors such as length of resi-

dence, SES standing, mixed blood, aad structural (primary tiee) assimi-

lation, are employed as explanatory variables. Later some refinements

of this model will be discussed, in terms of the cultural "strategist"

adaptation. The conclusion that will be reached is that Native Ameri-

cans aasume several cultural identities which have a different impor-

tance in terms of differing social worlds. We will now diocuss some of

the factors associated with these fourfold adaptations, keeping in mind

that these four responses are variable processes, not discrete

conditions.

Hurt's research revealed a significant g'-oup of Indiana whcm he

designated "urban oriented accepting Indians," ones who accepted both

the structure and the culture of the dominant urban society. They

attempt to integrate into the American middle class. No attempt is

made to preserve an Indian identity nor to maintain ties with the

reservation.
40

Factors accounting for "White" Indians are being

descendents of mixed marriage, being exogamous themselves, born off the

reservation and long term urban residents and socio-economic success.

1 2, 0
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White discovers the same response in Rapid City.
41 Their sole

identification is with the upper middle class white society. White

cites mixed blood and making it good economically as the major explana-

tory factors. These Indians typify the response found in cell 1.

Their kinship and primary ties, as well as the culture they embrace,

are that of the white society.

McFee's study finds a small Indian population which corresponds to

our "Cosmopolitan" Indian in cell 2.
42 These individuals whom he calls

"interpreters" are active respected members of the Indian culture but

also have a wide experience in the white ways and compete successfully

with whites and have their respect. They are Indian oriented but move

with ease within white culture. They are highly bicultural. Factors

accounting for these creative marginals are dual socialization proc-

esses, dual primary relationships, leadership aspirations, under-

standing of leadership requirements, and a bicultural system calling

for cultural brokers. These people are able to maintain two

functioning identities.

We have learned from our previous discussion that the homesteaders,

those who have made a stake in the city and stay, are most likely to

associate primarily with other Native Americans based on kin and peer

group ties. They have a strong sense of Indianness which becomes more

positive after living in the city for a time. Ablon speaks of a "neo-

Indian" social identity which is pan-Indian in its orientation. Thin

latter phenomenon is a functional alternative to tribal identity. They

form a "community" which is neither traditional nor white middle class.

1 2 8
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This identity is in the process of creation. Urban life is the

incubator.

The are phenomenon is. described by Wax ma the "generalized"

Indian. Although Pan-Indianism provides a general social identity

(Gordon's notion of identificational pluralism), many of these people

possess multiple identities revolving around occupational, religious,

residential attachments as well as Indianness.43 While maintaining

enclosed primary networks, these Native Americans acculturate into dif-

fering social worlds to the extent that these idOntities are func-

tional for harmonious relations. Often enough, however, "successful"

acculturation in these socio-economic spheres is,paid for by personal

and social disorganization. In our model we call this response the

cultural strategist. Factors which aid our understanding of the cul-

tural strategist are, on one hand, conditions and opportunities within

the city such as length of residence, occupational training, SES aspi-

rations, increased institutional alternatives, less mechanistic social

control, and residential scattering; on the other hand, continued com-

mitment to certain Indian values, maintenance of kin and peer group

ties, physical appearance, perception of urban society as foreign and

hostile, and identificational pluralism through Fan-Indianism.

Our fourth response is what we call the "Traditional" Indian.

Hutt refers to these people as "reservation oriented." They are often

long term residents who intensely dislike the city and would return to

the reservation if it were economically feasible. For this group the

reservation in home, and preservation of Indian identity and language

is very important. Most families live isolated from other tribal

1 29
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groups and whiten while in the city. They tend to be more nomadic with

frequent trips to the reservation. Price's study of the Navajo's adap-

tation is similar to Hurt's, While the Navajos have the same educa-

tional level ac other tribes, they associated almost exclusively with

other Navajos. About 90 percent spoke Navajo and almost 50 percent

married within their awn tribe, thus evidencing a strong cultural and

structural pluralism. Factors accounting for the "traditional" urban

Indian are newness to the city; exclusive primary ties within the city;

relative proximity of the reservation; greater involvement in the

political, religious, and social life of the reservation; expectations

of moving back; and frequency of visitations. In sum, the "traditional"

urban Indian maintains a single exclusive identity.

Acculturation processed have several possible avenues to follow.

Native Americans can completely absorb the white culture and structural

networks, remain functionally aloof, or they in varying degrees partici-

pate in bicultural worldo as "Strategists" acid "Cosmopolitans." Urban-

ism and Indianism should not be confused with class standings. Our

contention is that SES indicators are not proper measures of urban

acculturation. T y may or may not contribute to the taking on of

urban values. We have previously discussed what we consider proper

dimensions of urban and Indian values. Table I lists the important

correlates of the acculturation processes.

Turning to some refinements of the "Strategist" response, the

Native Americans who become urban homeateadero add and subtract from

their cultural repertoire in relationship to different institutional

worlds and their constraints. Most urban Indians claim their

1

Table I

CORRELATES OF INDIAN AND URBAN ACC

Reservation Factors

1. Little or no reservation experience (e.g., bo

reservation).

2. Degree of personal adjustment required in the

3. Relative proximity of the reservation to the

4. Degree of institutional involvement on the re

5. Frequency of visits to the reservation.

6. Degree of strong expectations to return to th

Conditions in the City

1. Degree of residential scattering.

2. Length of residence in the city.

3. Availability of alternative choices in the cis

life chances and style).

4. Degree of peer group social control.

5. Relative size of the ethnic and white groups.

6. Plural power strucaures and the absence of the

Structural Networks (Primary Relat

1. Degree of involvement and commitment to kin an

relationships.

2. Degree of interracial marriage.

3. Degree of identification with Pan-Indianism.
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n the city. They tend to be more nomadic with

ervation. Price's study of the Navajo's adap-

. While the Navajos have the same educa-

bes, they associated almost exclusively with

percent spoke Navajo and almost 50 percent

tribe, thus evidencing a strong cultural and

ctors accounting for the "traditional" urban

city; exclusive primary ties within the city;

reservation; greater involvement in the

social life of the reservation; expectations

ency of visitations. In sum, the "traditional"
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Table I

CORRELATES OF INDIAN AND URBAN ACCULTURATION

Reservation Factors

1. Little or no reservation experience (e.g., born off the

reservation).

2. Degree of personal adjustment required in the transition.

3. Relative proximity of the reservation to the city.

4. Degree of institutional involvement on the reservation.

5. Frequency of visits to the reservation.

6. Degree of strong expectations to return to the reservation.

Conditions in the City

1. Degree of residential scattering.

2. Length of residence in the city.

3. Availability of alternative choices in the city (i.e., in term of

life chances and style).

4. Degree of peer group social control.

5. Relative size of the ethnic and white groups.

6. Plural power structures and the absence of the BIA.

Structural Networks (Primary Relations)

I. Degree of involvement and commitment to kin and peer group

relationships.

2. Degree of interracial marriage.

3. Degree of identification with Pan-Indianism.
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Table I (Continued)

4. Degree of successful dual socialization in urban and Indian

institutions.

Power and Socio-Economic Factors

Degree of awareness and aspiration for leadership roles.

2. Degree to which a bicultural system calls forth leadership

opportunities.

3. Degree of adaptive capacity (e.g., social, technological skills,

etc.).

4. Degree of achievement orientation.

Racial Factors

1. Degree to which physical appearance is noticed.

2. Degree of actual racial and class discrimination.

3. Degree to which ite society is perceived hostile.

13 9

Indianness as their major social identity.

kin and peer group structures and supported b

provides the overall sense of Peoplehood. Du

beings, Native Americans form other social id

will have different saliencies. These identi

groUp cultures rather than some all pervasive.

The present author offers a strategic cu

understanding the complex processes of plural

that people are able to maintain multiple ca

networks. Society comprises many rings of s

in varying degrees with these social worlds.

behavioral patterns to meet the differing rol

institutional circle, and in the process they

identities.

The constitutive elements of each milieu

institutional settings intersected by the eco

city. Persons may identify themselves as a

kin and relatives. They may identify themsel

drinking buddies within peer group relationsh

themselves blue collar on the job, Native Arne

American in commercial and civic interactions.

world will effect one's conception of self in

precisely, these areas have built-in structural

more or less successful in strategizing these
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Table I (Continued) Indianneas as their major social identity. This is maintained by the

kin and peer group structures and supported by Pan-Indianness. This
ful dual socialization in urban and Indian

provides the overall sense of Peoplehood. But like other social

beings, Native Americans form other social identities which, of course,

er and Socio-Economic Factors will have different saliencies. These identities are based more on

ss and aopiration for leadership roleo. group cultures rather than some all pervasive sub-culture.

bicultural system calls forth leadership The present author offers a strategic culturalism model to help in

understanding the complex processes of pluralism. This model suggests

e capacity (e.g., social, technological okilla, that people are able to maintain multiple cultural, patterns and group

networks. Society comprises many rings of social life, and people cope

nt orientation, in varying degrees with these social worlds. They strategize their

behavioral patterns to meet the differing role demands of each

institutional circle, and in the process they maintain multiple

identities.

The constitutive element() of each milieu are a wide range of

institutional settings intersected by the ecological structure of the

city. Persona may identify themselves as a member of a band when with

kin and relatives. They pay identify themselves simply as buddies or

drinking buddies within peer group relationships. Persuns may consider

themselves blue collar on the job, Native American at church, and

American in commercial and civic interactions. Factors in one social

world will effect one's conception of self in other circles. More

precisely, these are have built-in structural conflicts. People are

more or less oucceosful in strategizing these identities in an over all

consistency.

Racial Factors

hysical appearance is noticed.

racial and class discrimination.

ite society io perceived hostile.
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This model views a specific people simultaneously having a variety

of cultural ways such as voluntarily embracing common values in some

institutional areas, involuntarily assimilating in other areas, main-

taining distinctiveness in a third area, modifying or refining its dis-

tinctiveness in still another area. What additional variables account

for the differential outcomes of strategic culturalism? The following

conditions are important explanatory factors: 1) the degree of insti-

tutional tolerance for diversity, 2) the degree to which an institu-

tional area has strong insulating mechanisms, 3) the ecological

opportunities to sustain cultural diversity, 4) the degree towhich

gemeinschaft qualities are strongly held values, and 5) the degree to

which the common culture demands standardization of behavior for its

functioning. Paying attention to these factors will hopefully aid

research on the dynamic nature of a new pluralism.
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A few years ago, in the wake of the Black Civil Rights Movement,

schools began to introduce units in Black literature. It was inevita-

ble that not long after would coma Indian literature, Chicano,

Oriental-American; and now we find Norwegian, Swedish, Polish, and many

other ethnic literatures. American Indian literature and culture, how-

ever, holds a very special place in relationship to American literature

and culture. If our American culture differs from British culture, a

large part of that difference comes from the historical relationship of

the European-American with the Native American. We took the names of

our states from the Native American--Tennessee, Massachusetts, Con-

necticut, Delaware, Illinois, Iowa, Dakota. We used his words and

names for our cities--Omaha, Yankton, Yakima, Peoria, and Bemidji. In

our creation of the stereotyped Indian hunter who "roamed" the

prairies, we forgot that it was the Indian farmer who first showed the

European - American how to cultivate potatoes, melons, corn, beans, pump-

kin, and squash. We took political concepts from the League of the

Iroquois and incorporated them eventually into our Constitution. And

we adopted from the Indian such common items as canoes, snow shoes,

bows and arrows, and moccasins. Our standard American writers, although

knowing the Indian very superficially; created such Indian characters

as Chingachgook and Uncap, Ramona, Hiawatha and Minnehaha, Sam Fathers

and Boon Hogganbeck.

Yet, in spite of the many reminders that American culture contains

in it a strong Indian element, an examination of three recently pub-

lished high school literature series reveals few representative works

from Indian authors. One series, a 1972 publication, contains in six
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volumes six traditional Indian poems, all very short; one song by a

modern Indian, Buffy Sainte Marie; two sections from N. Scott Memaday'a

House Made of Dawn; and a short story by two modern authors, one of

whom is Indian. In this series, each volume, except the British litera-

ture text, has at least one Indian work. A second series, 1973 publica-

tion, in nix volumes has four legends; a poem by a modern Indian poet,

Emerson Blackhorae Mitchell; a section from Black Elk Speaks and one from

Memaday'a The Way to Rainy Mountain. In this series, the seventh grade

book contains the most, the four legends, and the tenth grade book has

nothing. A third series, twelve small paperbacks developed especially,

the teacher's guide says, for disadvantaged students, has nine volumes

which contain nothing by Indian authors. Two volumes have one short

poem each, and one has two poems and a short essay by Momaday.1

If these series are typical, it seems that a few very short

traditional poems an occasional modern short story or poem, a few

legends, N. Scott Momaday, and Black Elk seem to be the token Indian

representations.

Where is th- real Indian, the Native American who has played such

a large part in our American history, Langone, and literature, the

Indian who is not vanishing but, in many parts of the country, is

increasing in numbers and expressing himself ever more fluently and

impressively?

The goal here is to suggest a few of the kinds of works which

might be in the American junior and senior high school curriculum,

works which students, Indian and non-Indian alike, could read in order

to understand the important part which the Native American heritage has

142

played in the American culture. These works mi:
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any collection which has been around for a lo.

Tales of the North American Iadians.2 Two shor

learned collections are The Storytelling Stone,

Feldmann, and American Indian Mythology, edited.

Carol K. Rachlin. A teacher might choose, on t
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suggest a feu of the hinds of works which

junior and senior high school curriculum,

Lan and non-Indian alike, could read in order

ant part which the Native American heritage has

142

played in the American culture. These works might be developed into

units or elective courses, as is most often happening, or they could be

incorporated into American literature sequences.

irst, all students should be introduced to Indian myth and

legend. Such study is particularly appropriate for the upper elemen-

tary grades and the junior high. For a teacher to talk about Hiawatha

without introducing Manabozho is simply perpetuating the Noble Savage

stereotype. Better yet, let us eliminate Hiawatha entirely and read

instead some of the Manabozbo legends, or stories of other Indian

tricksters. Manabotho, the Great Hare, is only one trickster, that of

the Algonquian tribes, but an especially appropriate study in this part

of the country. Stories of Old Saynday of the Mamas, Coyote of some

of the prairie tribes, or Raven of the west coast tribes, are other

trickster tales which bring us closer to what the Indian was all about.

There ere many other types of heroes besides the trickster in Indian

tales, heroes who go on marvelous adventures into sky worlds by means

of rainbow bridges and arrow chains and successfully complete marvelous

feats of bravery and skill.

In selecting editions of mythology, the teacher will find some

choices he needs to make. If he wants a volume which includes the

mythology of a number of tribes, he can select the classic and schol-

arly collection which has been around for a long time, Stith Thompson's

Tales of the North American Indians.2 Two shorter and somewhat less

learned collections are The Storytelling Stone, edited by Susan

Feldmann, and American Indian Mythology, edited by Alide Marriott and

Carol K. Rachlin. A teacher might choose, on the other hand, to use a
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collection of the stories of one particular tribe. The Zunis, the Nez

Perce, and the Navajo all haVe collections done under the auspices of

the present-day tribe, in some cases approved by the tribal council,

giving them an authority other collections might not have. There are

also collections done by individual members of the tribe--Gerald

Vizenor's Anishinabe Adisokan, tales of the Chippewa; Jesse J.

Cornplanter's Legends of the Longhouae, Iroquois tales; and Anna Moore

Shaw's Pima Legends--for example. A different kind of work, but one

which is still within the area of legends, is The Way to Rainy Mountain

by N. Scott Momaday who combines, in a fairly short prose poem, the

mythology of his tribe, the Kiowa, with the history of their journey

from the headwaters of the Yellowstone River to their present home in

Oklahoma, a journey which the author reconstructed in modern times on a

pilgrimage to his grandmother's grave. The work is beautifully

illustrated by!th, author's father, a well-known Kiowa artist.-

The legends should be supplemented by the reading of some

traditional poetry and some oratory. Quite a number of collections of

poetry are available, but two.are especially useful: John Bierhorst's

In the Trail of the Wind and William Brandm's The Magic World. A

recent review of Indian poetry collections is critical of Brandon for

taking too much license i his translations. The same reviewer finds

Bierhorst's poems closer to the original Indian versions.3 Again the

teacher has some decisions, to make. Brandon says his only criterion in

selecting and translating has been, "do the lines feel good, moving."4

But in the process of making them so, he has changed the meaning and

spirit considerably. The question the teacher must answer is, is it

more important that the work be as true to

Indian song as it can be, or that it be "go

decision is the teacher's. If one teaches

there is another volume by the Chippewa aut

Anishinabe Vagamon, containing a liMited

with ?ictographs, explanations, and notes.

The stereotyped, silent, granite-faced

than "ugh" on the television western has be

of collections of Indian oratory. Especial

either W. C. Vanderwerth's Indian Oratory

Have Spoken. A study of the mystical impor

Indians is demonstrated in their poetry as

Who can forget the Priest of the Sun in

when he says of his grandmother: "You see,

cine; they were magic and invisible. They

and meaning. They were beyond price; they

sold. And she never threw words away."5

American fiction and modern television

stereotypes and half-truths about Indians t

high school teacher should choose very care

about Indians. There are several books by

been recognized by Indians as accurate pict

Deloria recommends two which are readily av

the Legends Die by Hal Borland and Little B

The third which he recommends, Sta A

available in paperback.6 A useful novel fo
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more important that the work be as true to the spirit of the original

Indian song as it can be, or that it be "good English poetry"? The

decision is the teacher's. If one teaches in Minnesota or Wisconsin,

there is another volume by the Chippewa author, Gerald Vizenor,

Anishinabe Nagamon, containing a limited number of short poems, along

with pictographs, explanations, and notes.

The stereotyped, silent, 3ranite-faced Indian who says no more

than "ugh" on the television western has been given the lie by a number

of collections of Indian oratory. Especially appropriate here are

either W. C. Vanderwerth's Indian Oratory or Virginia Armstrong's I

Have Spoken. A study of the mystical importance of the word to all

Indiana is demonstrated in their poetry as well as in their oratory.

Who can forget the Priest of the Sun in Momaday's House Made of Dawn

when he says of his grandmother: "You see, for her words were medi-

cine; they were magic and invisible. They came from nothing into sound

and meaning. They were beyond price; they could neither be bought or

sold. And she never threw words away."5

American fiction and modern television have created so many

stereotypes and half-truths about Indians that the junior or senior

high school teacher should choose very carefully the fiction he teaches

about Indians. There are several books by white authors which have

been recognized by Indians as accurate pictures of Indian life. Vine

Deloria recommends two which are readily available in paperback: When

the Legends Die by Hal Borland and Little Big Man by Thomas Berger.

The third which he recommends, Stay Away, Joe, by Dan Cushman is not

available in paperback! A useful novel for junior high school readers,
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if it could be published in paperback, is D'Arcy McNickle's Runner in

the Sun. Certainly every high school library should have the existing

edition in hard cover. The author, a Flathead Indian scholar and

anthropologist, plays upon the theory that the Indians who disappeared

mysteriously from their pueblos in Arizona during prehistorical times

were related to the Indians of Mexico. In this novel, Salt, a young

cliff-dwelling Indian before the time of the white man, is sent on A\

mission to the Land of Fable (Mexico) to find a way to help his people

who are without water and the victims of plots among their own clans.

The book has action and intrigue and at the same time informs the

student about recognized theories bf ancient Indian life.

The best ar.ior high school fiction by an Indian author, of

course, is N. Scott Momaday's House Made of Dawn, a Pulitzer Prize

novel. Its possible faults as a novel have been readily recognized.

It has a rather hazy plot line and a well-known hero type, the angry

young man who finds solace in alcohol, drugs, and sex. In this case he

happens to be a modern Indian. Abel returns to his Jemez pueblo home,

where ancient beliefs and traditions are still strong, following his

experience in service during World War II. His inability to find a

place between the old and new leads him ultimately to commit murder and

to have to go through a period of rehabilitation, which fails. Only

the fact that the hero is a modern "type," which senior high school

students and teacher will recognize, makes possible the teaching of the

book at all. Incidents and motivation are so deep in ancient Indian

culture, which most moderns cannot understand, that without this

familiarity the modern reader would be lost. But for students who make

the effort, even though they do not understand

experience of a life very different from their

one.

Indian biography and autobiography offer

choice of materials for introducing the adoleac

For the junior high school my first choice woul

Indian Boyhood. This has one great advantage

Indian autobiographies of the same period. Alt

from 1858 until 1873 in the tribal society, he

Dartmouth and to an M.D. Degree at Boston Unive

not an "as told to" autobiography. It is entir

recorder intervened to misinterpret the events.

calla this the story of hie "wild life," in whi

toms, the stories told in the lodge, the games

life the family lived in a shifting, frighten

the Sioux Uprising in Minnesota. This book has

boyishness to appeal to junior high school y

time it is unique in its authority and in the c

with which it is written.

The most often read and taught senior high

autobiography is John Neihardt's Black Elk S

Oglala Sioux holy man, his visions and his disa

the classic among "as told to" autobiographies,

has gone far to capture the essence of his subje

does have to recognize that John Neihardt is a

Because of its difficulty and strangeness for
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the effort, even though they do not understand everything, this

experience of a life very different from their own will be a rewarding

one.

Indian biography and autobiography offer perhaps the greatest

choice of materials for introducing the adolescent to Indian culture.

For the junior high school my first choice would be Charles Eastman's

Indian Boyhood. This has one great advantage over almost all other

Indian autobiographies of the same period. Although the author lived

from 1858 until 1873 in the tribal society, he went on to school at

Dartmouth and to an M.D. Degree at Boston University, so his story is

not an "a2 told to" autobiography. It is entirely his; no editor or

recorder intervened to misinterpret the events. The author, Ohiyesa,

calls this the story of his "wild life," in which he records the cus-

toms, the stories told in the lodge, the games the boys played, and the

life the family lived in a shifting, frightening society, fleeing from

the Sioux Uprising in Minnesota. This book has enough excitement and

boyishness to appeal to junior high school youngsters, and at the clams

time it is unique in its authority and in the coherence and fluency

with which it is written.

The most often read and taught senior high school Indian

autobiography is John Neihardt's Black Elk Speaks, the story of the

Oglala Sioux holy man, his visions and his disappointments. This is

the classic among "as told to" autobiographies, and certainly Neihardt

has gime far to capture the essence of his subject. But the reader

does have to recognize that John Neihardt is a large part of that book.

Because of its difficulty and strangeness for most modern students,
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reading and triing to comprehend Black Elk's mystical experiences

should perhaps come only after a considerable amount of prior reading

from Indian materials.

A vast number of "as told to" autobiographies are in print. Some,

like Geronimost story told to S. M. Barrett, or Black Hawk's story told

to Donald Jackson, were recorded because the subject was famous his-

torically: others because the subject was related to or fought for a

famous chief, such as Ciyo "Ni5o" Cochise who told his story to A.

Kinney Griffeth, or Jason Betzinez, whose story, I Fought with Gesonimo,

was edited by wilbur Sturtevant Nye. The degree of the editor's or

recorder's intrusion into the story depends to some extent on the sub-

ject's facility with English, but to some extent also on the recorder's

eagerness to intrude or his willingness to stay out. Black Elk did not

know English, so his story had to be told to his son, Ben, who then

told it in English tc Neihardt, who wrote it down, edited it, and par-

ticularly imposed his own order on it. Somewhat the same procedure was

used in the case of Ceronimo who, while he was a prisoner of war at

Fort Sill, Oklahoma, told his story to Asa Daklugie, a chief who had

fought with him. Daklugie, who had received famk education from

whites, translated the story for S. M. Barrett, a white Superintendent

of Education in nearby Lawton, Oklahoma. The editor in this case chose

not to rearrange the work in order to make it coherent but rather kept

it as much as Geronimo told it as he could. One story--that of Moun-

tain Wolf Womsn, a Winnebago--was told by the subject in Winnebago into

a tape recorder. She then translated her own words into English. This

work was then edited by Nancy Lurie.

More recent Indiana have told their stori

either their way of life in the Indian society

making the transition into white society. A

of biography is Kay Bennett's Kaibah, a fine j

biography of special interest to girls. Kaib
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More recent Indians have told their stories in order to explain

either their way of life in the Indian society or their problems in

making the transition into white society. An example of the first type

of biography is Kay Bennett' Kaibah, a fine junior high school auto-

biography of special interest to girls. Kitibith tells of her life as a

young Navajo growing up from 1928 to 1935, caring for the family sheep,

attending festivals, ind suffering sadness as each child in the family

went away to school, until finally it was Kaibah's turn. This auto-

biography has no editor or recorder. Two autobiographies of the second

type, adjustment from the Indian world into the white world, are boehX

by Hopi women, both also told through an editor--Folingaysi Qoyawayma's

No Turning Back and Helen Sekaquaptewa's Me and Mine--but since both

women have good educations, the reader assumes there has been a minimum

of editing. In Miracle Hill: the Stor of a Navaho B Emerson

Blackhorae Mitchell tells through his character, bronco, his own story

of his desire to learn about the white man's world. This work was

written during a creative writing course at the Institute of American

Indian Arts. The teacher, Mrs. T. D. Allen, conscientiously changed

only what she had to in order to make the work understandable.

Two collections of many kinds of materials by Indian authors have

been done by Indian editors. One, American Indian Authors, by Natachee

Scott Momaday, the mother of N. Scott Momaday and an editor and author

in her own right, is a kind of ready-made unit, including four legends,

acme traditional poetry, chapters from autobiographies, and some modern

short stories and poetry. Supplemented by a collection of legends, a

novel, or a full-length autobiography, this small and inexpensive
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publication could be used at either junior or senior high school level.

Although big and expensive, any teacher who is going to teach Indian

literature Should have at least one copy of Thomas E. Sanders and

Walter W. Peek's Literature of the American Indian available. The

introduction to the book as a whole, as well as the introductions to

each section of the book, are invaluable to the teacher. The book also

contains a wealth of selections from legends to traditional poetry, to

oratory, to modern short stories, poetry, and protest literature.

The preparation of the teacher for Indian literature, especially

the non - Indian teacher, is quite important, The teacher needs to know

and understand more than the students do in order to prevent inadvert-

, entIy teaching the strreotypea which are so prevalent in our society.

Reading Indian myth or poetry, for example, can lead students to think

that Indians worshiped the Great Hare, or the Sun, or stone images,
7

perpetuating the ' athen savage stereotype. Charles Eastman,1/4 Nlm The

Soul of the Indian, wrote, ". . . the Indian no more worshiped the Sun

than the Gnristian adores the Cross."7 The Indian worshiped the Great

Spirit or the Great Mystery. But that God was not one which, like the

Judeo-Christian God, created man in his own image, thereby pl,:ing man

above the animals. The Indian god is a spirit found in birds, animals,

rocks, cloud, and thunder, just as well as in man. For 'his reason in

myths andpoetry, man, animals--anything in nature--fuse and exchange

places. Animals and birds talk to man. Man speaks to Loon, Bear,

Raven, or Coyote, not the individual animal, but the essence or spirit

of the animal. And the trickster becomes a cloud or a man or an

15u

animal, as the situation requires. All of life

Mystery permeates it all.
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animal, as the situation requires. ALL of life is one, and the Great

Mystery permeates it all.

What follows is a brief outline of a unit or course which could be

used in the Junior high school and one for the senior high school which

would build on it.

For the junior high school, Natachee Scott Momaday's American

Indian Authors, supplemented by Feldmann's The Storytelling Stone, N.

Scott Momaday's The Way to Rainy Mountain, and Charles Eastman'd Indian

Boyhood, are musts. All of these works have some legends on which the

study at this level would be centered. The Way to Rainy Mountain and

Indian Boyhood would also give students a bit of history and the Indian

way of life. If the teacher then wanted students to think a bit more

about modern Indian problems and feelings, the Momaday American Indian

Authors would offer a good selection of modern short stories and

poetry. Hopefully, the school library would also have aVailable for

individual reading and reports McNickle'a Runner in the Sun, Bennett's

Kaibah, and Emerson Blackhorse Mitchell's Miracle Hill.

For the senior high school, continued use of the Feldmann

collection of legends, and the Thompson collection, or perhaps a col-

lection of the legends of a particular tribe such as Vizenor's, are

critical. In addition, a good collection of traditional poetry, such

as Bierhorst's, and House Made of Dawn and Black Elk Speaks are also

important. individual student reading could be done in the many biog-

raphies and autobiographies from different tribes, giving students an

idea of the great diversity of values and life styles among Indians.

1
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Mich dlene worhs :t will huov at least a little about their

Indian cultural heritage.

Before anyone otarto ouch a study, our non-Indian high school

students will mistakenly believe that they know Indians. Haven't they

played Cowboy() and Indians? Haven't they watched TV weoterne and even

historical documentarieo about the Indian Ware? Hiawatha, the Lone

Ranger's Tonto, Ramona, the Indians of Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show

and their ouccesoors in numerous Indian ceremonials performed for

tourists, the "Indian Love Call," and the cigar-store Indian are all as

familiar to our adolescents so the proverbial hot dogs and apple pie.

But these are not the real Native American who inhabited these lands.

Obiyesa, Kaibah, Black Elh, and Emerson Blockhorae Mitchell are.

Because of well-intentioned educators of the late nineteenth and early

twentieth cer'uriea who tried to ()tamp out the Indian langagge and cul-

ture, many of our wo'ern Indian otudento

toga no well as they might. But whether

non-Indian, Native American culture in a

it should be recognized as ouch.

do not really know their heri-

our students are Indiaa or

part of American culture, and

1'
ad
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(Boston, 1972); Leo B. Kneer, ed., America Reads, 6 vols. (Glenview,

Illinois, 1973); Bethel Bodine, et al, eds., Voices of Man, 12 vols.

(Menlo Park, California, 1974).

2. Fuller entries foe' books discussed and reviewed in this paper will

be fcund in the accompanying bibliography. Only when a source is

quoted or used as authority is it footnoted.

3. William Bevis, "American Indian Verse Translations," College,

English, 35 (March, 1974), pp. 693-703.

4. William Brandon, ed., The Magic World (New York, 1971), p. XIV.

5. N. Scott Momaday, House Made of Dawn (New York, 1968), p. 89.

6. Vine Deloria, Custer Died for Your Sins (New York, 1969), p. 23.

7. Charles Eastman, The Soul of the Indian (Rapid City, 1970), p. 3.
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Part III

TUE APHO-Ah2RICAN EXPERIENCE

The seven essays in this section deal with a variety of approaches

to the question of identity end awareness in the minority experience.

Historical, literary, and contemporary efforts are discussed in ways

that illustrate the special importance of the questions, past and

present, for Black Americans. The range and scope of the essays sug-

gest a variety of parallels and differences within the minority

experience.

Winthrop Jordan, as noted in the Introduction, in his important

study White Over Black implies that many Americans have too easily

blamed the English for American racial attitudes. The first essay in

this section puts that thesis to the test, and Jimmy Lee Williams con-

cludes that Shakespeare as reflecting the prevailing attitudes of his

time in the plays discussed. The question of Black identity and aware-

ness are viewed from the negative side, as developed by the English.

essay by Roger Whitlow andThe carry-over of the theme is seen in the

his penetrating discussion of race and sexuality. The entire issue is

really a matter of identity, for all involved, and the race-sex problem

distorted in a plethora of u.ays to either deny the Black man's identity

or uplift the white man's.

W. Bedford Clark examines the mulatto tradition in literature, a

search for identity in two worlds. The essay illustrates the conti-

nuity of concern over identity and self-awareness in Black fiction.
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The essay by Nicholas J. Karolides brings the qu

awareness in a literary sense to contemporary t

ture is viewed as a method of developing &waren.

While the first four essays in this section

perspective, the Wilson Moses contribution shift

historical. The quest for self-improvement and

nationalism are linked to the problem of individ

vidual identity. Elizabeth Parker's essay takes

tive in examining the development of racial prid

"Legacy" of Washington int Woodson have to do el

past which in turn relates to individual Black

The concluding essay by Gerald E. Thomas

educational programs in the context of resOciali

identity of the Black student and the bi-cultura

experience in America suggest significant parall

of Native-Americans, Latinos, and other racial

temporary emphasis of this essay brings the hist

end, and the reader can see that Shakespeare's "

than any other hue. . . ." (see Williams' essay)

potent phrase

the existence

and awareness

than "Black is beautiful"; and in

of the phrases would be important

among both Blacks and whites.
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The essay by Nicholas J. Xarolides brings the question of identity and

awareness in literary sense to contemporary times. Adolescent litera-

ture is viewed a/ a method of developing awareness and self-identity.

While the first four essays in this section deal with a literary

perspective, the Wilson Moses contribution shifts the emphasis to the

historical. The quest for self-improvement and the tradition of Black

nationalism are linked to the problem of individual uplift, and indi-

vidual identity. Elizabeth Parker's essay takes an historical perspec-

tive in examining the development of racial pride among Blacks. The

"Legacy" of Washington and Woodson have to do with an awareness of the

past which in turn relates to individual slack awareness and identity.

The concluding essay by Gerald I. Thomas addresses the issue of

educational programs in the context of resoctalization. The self-

identity of the Black student and the bi-cultural nature of tht Black

experience in America suggest significant parallels in the experiences

of Native-Americans, Latinos, and other racial minorities. The con-

temporary emphasis of this essay brings the historical precedents to an

end, and the reader can see that Shakespeare's "Coal-black is better

than any other hue. . .
." (see Williams' essay) is perhaps a more

potent phrase than "Black is beautiful"; and in either case, knowing

the existence of the phrases would be important in developing identity

and awareness among both Blacks and whites.
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THEMATIC LINKS IN SHAKESPEARE'S TITUS ANDRONICUS AND OTHELLO:

SEX, RACISM AND EXOTICISM, POINT AND COUNTERPOINT

by

Jimmy Lee Williams

North Carolina A & T University

Greensboro, North Carolina

The first thematic link between Titus Andr

discussed here is Shakespeare's treatment of bla

passionate figures. Although Shakespeare, as we

probably had the opportunity to observe black

ceptions of them probably came from popular lore

Because of that some background information may

necessary.'

During the sixteenth and seventeenth centur

increasingly interested in distant lands and the

were especially interested in Africa because of

notions of Africa and Africans did not, of tours

during the sixteenth century.2 But books of tra

the period served as fuel for already fire&.up

tributed greatly to a widespread fixation of man

blacks.

In 1555 William Waterman published The card

conteining the auncient manners. cuatomes and th

enhabiting the two parts of earth called Affric

Jones described the effect of this work:

The effects of the Fardle of Facions was not to

the world, but rather give currency to old stori

book does for Africa. . . . Occasionally an old

by the addition of some new detail or a rather

. . . Of the Icthiophagi, we learn that after th

uppon their women, even as they come to hande wi

. . ." This had of course been less vividly sai
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SHAKESPEARE'S TITUS ANDRONICUS AND OTHELLO:

ND EXOTICISM, POINT AND COUNTERPOINT

.158

The first thethatic link between Titus Andronicus and Othello

discussed here is Shakespeare's treatment of black men as exotic and

passionate figures. Although Shakespeare, as we shall later see,

probably had the opportunity to observe black people, most of his con-

ceptions of them probably came from popular lore and books of travel.

Because of that, some background information may be both useful and

necessary.'

During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, Englishmen became

increasingly interested in distant lands and their inhabitants. They

were especially interested in Africa because of its exoticism. Exotic

notions of Africa and Africans did not, of course, begin in Englind

during the sixteenth century.2 But books of travel published during

by
the period served as fuel for already fired-up imaginations. They con-

tributed greatly to a widespread fixation of many unfavorable images of

blacks.

In 1555 William Waterman published The Fardle of Facions

conteining the auncient manners, customer and the lawes of the peoples

Jimmy Lee Williams

th Carolina A & T University

Greensboro, North Carolina

enhabitin the two its of earth called Affricke and Asie. Eldred

Jones described the effect of this work:

The effects of the Fardle of Facions was not to give new knowledge of

the world, but rather give currency to old stories. This is all the

book does for Africa. Occasionally an old subject is highlighted

by the addition of some new detail or a rather more vivid description.

. . . Of the lethiophagi, we learn that after their meals "they falle

uppon their women, even as they come to hande withoute any choyse.

. . ." This had of course been less vividly said before. Passages

161
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like this . . . would be responsible for the association of dark people

with lust. (This would be in line with what by the mid-sixteenth cen-

tury had become part of the popular lore, namely that the nearer the

sun people lived, the more hot-blooded they tended to be.)3

Also in 1555 Richard Eden published (along with his translation of

Peter Mart 's Decades) the first two accounts of English voyages to

Africa--Thomas Windham's voyages to Guinea in 1553 and John Lok's voy-

age to Mina in 1554-1555. From the standpoint of truth, Eden marred

both of these accounts by adding incredible stories, but at least one

significant literary work capitalized on and was enriched by the

fantasy he added. In Lok's account, Eden

. . parades the men without heads--Blemines--along with Strucophagi,

Anthropophagi, and all the other strange peoples of Pliny, with a

gullibility surprising in such an otherwise far-sighted man. But had

he not given these tales currency, Othello's life history would have

been poorer, and his language less picturesque."4

Books of travel, that supposedly told the truth, simply reinforced

Elizabethans' "psychologically" based aversion for Moors.

"The theory of the humors, the basis of Elizabethan psychology,

maintained that men were of different complexions, statures, and coun-

tenances of mind and body according to the climate of the country of

their birth. This theory conveniently reserves most of the virtues for

the people of the North and characterizes those of the South as jealous,

superstitious, cowardly, lascivious, cruel and inhuman."5

Shakespeare's image of the black man was not only influenced by

popular lore and i'coks of travel (and, as we have seen, the two are

1 "0

often not distinct), it was probably also influe

The Battle of Alcazar. Peele's play "gave the E

full portrait of a Moor."6 It is based, upOh the

II

", . . famous battle of Alcazar in which the you

\\

Sebastian perished along with the flower ofjort

which the almost legendary Englishman captain Th

life. In the historical accounts of the battle

lain of the piece. The son of a Negro mother, h

black king,' and was represented as luring an in

death in the deserts of Africa. . . . Peele'a pl

good deal to fix the stereotype of 'Moor."7

From the foregoing, one may deduce that the

mirrored in the minds of Englishmen during Shake

highly unfavorable. During that time Englishmen

ions of foreigners in general, but they seem to

contempt for the people they called Moors. They

contemptuous of Italians, Jews, and Turks.

With the above background in mind, we will

Shakespeare's treatment of black men--Aaron and

extent he makes use of the stereotypic notions a

goes against the grain. Before beginning that e

establish Shakespeare's fundamental conception of

for if their basic roles in their respective play

then anything we say about them can easily become

Levin, in The Power of Blackness--a study of the

romanticism in the writings of Poe, Melville, and-
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often not distinct), it'was probably also influenced by George Peele's

The Battle of Alcazar. Peele's play "gave the English stage its first

full portrait of a Moor." It is based upon the

. . famous battle of Alcazar in which the young Portuguese king

Sebastian perished along with the flower of Portuguese youth, and in

which the almost legendary Englishman captain Thomas Stukeley lost his

life. In the historical accounts of the battle Muly Hamet was the vil-

lain of the piece. The son of a Negro mother, he was known as 'the

black king,' and was represented as luring an innocent king to his

death in the deserts of Africa. . . . Peele's play must have done a

good deal to fix the stereotype of 'Moor."7

From the foregoing, one may deduce that the images of Africans

mirrored in the minds ;)f Englishmen during Shakespeare's time were

highly unfavorable. During that time Englishmen held rather low opin-

ions of foreigners in general, but they seem to have held a special

contempt for the people they. called Moors. They were also highly

contemptuous of Italians, Jews, and Turks.

With the above background in mind, we will soon begin to examine

Shakespeare's treatment of black wn--Aaron and Othello--to see to what

extent he makes use of the stereotypic notions and to what'extent he

goes against the grain. Before beginning that examination, we must

establish Shakespeare's fundamental conception of these two characters;

for if their basic roles in their respective plays are not made clear,

then anything we say about them can easily become muddled. Harry

Levin, in The Power of Blackness--a study of the force of negative

romanticism in the writings of Poe, Melville, and Hawthorne--makes that
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fundamental distinction rather succinctly and forcefully.

"When Shakespeare first addressed himself to tragedy, he made his

villain a black man, Aaron the Moore in Titus Andronicus, Later, with

more understanding of life's complexities, he could make a noble Moor

his hero, and portray Othello victimized by a white villain known as

'honest Iago."8

Indeed, as Marion Smith puts it, "In Othello black is white with a

vengeance."9

By and large, Aaron's character is in accord with two of the

stereotyped notions held about blacks during the Elizabethan period- -

notions, which persist even today in much of the Western world, that

they are lascivious and extremely cruel. Aaron is certainly not super-

stitious, nor is he jealous. Whether or not he is a coward is perhaps

a debatable point. The present writer is more inclined to see his

manipulations and opportunisms as an exploitation of Machiavellian

tactics similar to those employed by Iago rather than as cowardice.

Aaron both promotes and destroys the myth that blacks are by nature

lascivious. In his first speech, a soliloquy, we see him plotting to

"mount aloft" with his "imperial mistress," Tamora, who by her marriage

to Saturninus is out of "fortune's shot." Here he is boasting about

how his sexual prowess has enslaved her:

. . . Aaron, arm thy heart, and fit thy thought:: to Mount aloft with

thy imperial mistress,

And mount her pitch, whom thou in triumph long

Has prisoner held fetterd in amourous chains

And faster bound to Aaron's charming eyes

Than is Prometheus tied to Caucaus, (II, i, 1

Yet, when the opportunity for love-making come

enough, it is not he, but Tamora, who takes th

thoughts are on revenge:

No, madam, these are no veneral signs.

Vengeance is in my heart, death in my hand,

Blood and revenge are hammering in my head.

Hark, Tamora, the empress of my soul,

Which never hopes more heaven than rests in the

This is the day of doom for Bassianus;-

His Philomel mutt lose her tongue to-day,

Thy sons make pillage of her chastity

And wash their hands in Bassianus' blood. (II,

But, as later events in the play reveal, Aaron

business in plotting revenge, manage to squee.ze

Venus. Proof lies in the birth of his son by T

Aaron is not simply speaking i.t the guise

Tamora that he "never hopes [for] more heaven t

Throughout the play Shakespeare explodes the no

religious. Most Moors at the time were believe

that was not held in their favor--because, for

tainly were not Christian. That Aaron is athei

dialogue which follows his avowal to Lucius tha

ing about the "wondrous" things he has performe

swear that his chili shall live.
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:1/.5 sons simply because the latter backs Bassianus rather than

,aturninus for Lavinia's hand in marriage. Moreover, Titus sacrificed

twenty-two of his other sons in the various battles against Rome's

enemies. Aaron is certainly no more inhumane than the other characters

and Lucius ,s not to be excepted. Lucius, who was supposed to bind up

the wounds of the State, decrees that Aaron be planted breast-deep in

the earth and starved to death and that Tamora's corpse be thrown to

the birds of prey. Shakespeare, even in this early play, was not con-

tent to deal with types, but with men. Suffice it to say here, that if

Shakespeare is the great Christian moralist that many critics would

_have or; believe he is, "there is a Christian category--that of the sin-

northat will not constrict the homanity of anyone, because only a

human being can be a sinner."11

In our discuss on of Aaron, we have seen that Shakespeare places

and type side by side. His juxtaposition of the black man as a man

a!:1 as a type is mach more elaborate and intricate in Othello than it

is in Titus. Shakespeare creates dramatic tension by having many of

the major characters voice the various stereotypic notions about Moors

and letting otl)ollo's true nature belie the not He also
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And I a heavy intQrm,1 et

, By 1;i5 dear abseacc. Lot me go with him.

lo7

Yet, when Othello and Desdemona are united

iii, 24S-260) neutral territory, Othello shows that his love f

Ilo very ghickly upon Oe:;Iemona's request to accompany him

to the impending war, but tnimizes the importance of the "rites"

which ise, as well as Fhe, will be he,,c if :he does not accompany

him:

Let her have your voi,_es.

Vouch with me, Heaven, I therefore beg it oot

To please the palate of my appetite,

Nr!r to comply with heat--the young affects

In me defunct--and proper satisfaction,

But to be free and bounteous to her mind.

And Heaven defend your good souls, that you think

I will your serious; and great business scant

For she is with me. No, when light-winged toys

Of feathered Cupid sees with wanton dullness

My speculative and officed instruments,

That my disports corrupt and taint my business,

Let housewives make a skillet of my helm,

And all iudign and be adversities

Make head against my (I, iii, 2 1-2751

(;thell, it scem3, clonrly aware of the belief that Moors are

,:ensidered lasciviunh, and he wants to dispel id:at notion. We may add

that Alakespeare wanted to repudiate that notion too, because "the

yony ,.ifect in :dm Makepeare's invention.

totally platonic, that the passion of youth is

Come, my dear love,

Ite purchase made, the fruits are to ensue- -

That profit's yet to come 'tween me and you. (

Ingo knows that Desdemona's body is very imports

fact, /ago's allegation that Desdemona has given

puts Othello "into a jealous}, so strong/ That j

(II, i, 310-311).

Shakespeare does not predispose Othello to

into him, via Iago, of course. Stoll is abaolUi

"There can be no question, for those who either

hearken to critical authority, of Othello's lack

before temptation, and being jealous thereupon wi

he is running counter to his source in doing so,

the matter certain, not only at first hand, in th

character, but by the comment of the villain and

in the story, the hero included."13

Indeed, Shakespeare is so careful not to predispo

that, when he actually does become jealous, Desd

it though the worldly-wise Emilia can. Observe t

between Desdemona and Emilia regarding the loss o

Des. Believe me, I had rather have lost my purse

Fill of crusades. And, but my noble Moor

L, true of mind and made of no such baseness
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cu atrai territory, Othello shows that his love for Desdemona is nut

totally platonic, that the passion n youth is not dead:

tn,me, my dear love,

The purchase made, the fruits are to ensue- -

That profit's yet to come Itween me and you. (II, iii, 8-10)

Iago knows that Desdemona's body is very important to Othello. In

tact, lago's allegation that Desdemona has given her body to Cassio

puts Othello "into a jealousy so strong/ That judgment cannot cure"

(II, i, 310-311).

Shakespeare does not predispose Othello to jealousy; he breeds it

into him, via Iago, of course. Stoll is absolutely right when he says,

"There can be no question, for those who either heed the text or

hearken to critical authority, of Othello's lacking the jealous nature

before temptation, and being jealous thereupon without it. . . . Though

he is running counter to his source in doing so, Shakespeare has made

the :,latter certain, not only at tirst hand, in the presentation of the

character, but by the comment of the villain and almost everybody else

in the story, the hero included."13

ed, : Shakespeare is so careful not to predispose Othello to jealousy

that, when he actually mitres become jealous, Desdemona cannot perceive

!;agh the worldly-wise Emilia can. Observe the following dialogue

Ltt ern uona and Enilia regarding the loss of the handkerchief:

ilm/iev I had rather have lot,t my purse

crusades. And, but my noble Moor

Hr.' ,ini and to.do of uch baseness
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To put t im to ill thinning;.

Emil, Is he not jeal

4no, think the sun whe'e h

drew all such humors from him. (ill, iv, 25-30)

Mikhail Morozov has done analyses of the major characters in

uthello based on the imagery which the characters themselves used. His

study reveals that Othello's imagery falls into two distinct categories:

the very lofty or poetic and the bestial)" The beast imagery parallels

logo's, but Othello never uses it until his mind has been poisoned by

lago. The poetic or lofty imagery is never completely abandoned, but

it reappears very strongly after Othello recognizes lago's plot. Thus,

we see the Moor of a free and open nature is transformed by jealousy,

"the green-eyed monster which doth mock/ the meat it feeds on" (III,

iii, 166-167). Part of the effectiveness of Othello's character lies

in his not being predisposed to jealousy; his free and open nature is

precisely the reason Iago is able to work his heinous plan so well.

Although Shakespeare did not start nut with a jealous man, he did

start out with an insecure one. Matthew Proser, in The Heroic Image,

makes a strong argument that Othello suffers from an inferiority com-

plex. Othello's references to his "service to the state" as a shield

against brabantio's wrath and in defense of his reputation in his dying

moments support that view. Moreover, a feeling of insecurity is proba-

bly the only significant characteristic (other than physical ones),

which Aaron and othello share. Their shared feeling of insecurity has

a common sourcealienation, the recap of their being black in an all

white society. If one can really believe that

have a credible motive for what they do, one ca

Aaron's behavior only in terms of the effect of

alien, in an all white society. Moreover, woul

wedding night, as Othello does, have to emphati

ing officials that he will not "scant" their gr

"light-winged toys of . . . Cupid"? Hardly.

Closely, perhaps inherently, related to th

passionate and exotic figures sre the themes of

cegenation. Let me say at the outset that it

about what Shakespeare's attitudes are towards

lotions are made they should be made on the bits

selves. Employing that method is still the hes

difficulties inherent in the method. First,,th

author's work may be, but need not be, his own.

Aaron, Shakespeare was probably capitalizing u'

Hamet. Therefore, although we are perhaps not

Shakespeare as a great moralist, philosopher, p

we must never forget that he was first and fore

wrote for a living. Yet, as shown implicitly

ment of black men as exotic and passionate fig

more explicitly in what follows, Shakespeare

as we must remember that Shakespeare was well

ences liked, conversely we must remember that h

imitator of the success of others. In treating

hatred and miscegenation, he creates a dramatic
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white society. If one can really believe that villains have or should

have a credible motive for what they do, one can rationally explain

Aaron's behavior only in terms of the effect of his being black, an

alien, in an all white society. Moreover, would any Venetian on his

wedding night, as Othello does, have to emphatically assure the govern-

ing officials that he will not "scant" their'great business for the

"light-winged toys of . . . Cupid"? Hardly.

Closely, perhaps inherently, related to the theme of black men as

passionate and exotic figures are the themes of racial hatred and mis-

cegenation. Let me say at the outset that it is dangerous to speculate

about what Shakespeare's attitudes are towards blacks, but if any specu-

lations are made they should be made on the basis of the plays them-

selves. Employing that method is still the best in spite of the

difficulties inherent in the method. First, the ideas expressed in an

author's work may be, but need not be, his own. In his creation of

Aaron, Chakespeare was probably capitalizing upon the success of Muly

Hamet. Therefore, although we are perhaps not wrong in praising

Shakespeare as a great moralist, philosopher, psychologist, or whatever,

we must never forget that he was first and foremost a playwright who

wrote for a living. Yet, as shown implicitly in Shakespeare's treat-

ment of black men as exotic and passionate figures, and demonstrated

more explicitly in what follows, Shakespeare was not a racist. Just

as we must remember that Shakespeare was well attuned to what his audi-

ences liked, conversely we must remember that he was never a slavish

imitator of the success of others. In treating the themes of racial

hatred and miscegenation, he creates a dramatic tension very similar to
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that in hia treatment of tlic lqack man d.4 a passionate and exotic

fii;nre. His treatment of Aaron, notwithstanding the role in which he

is cast, is, at worst, neutral; pad hi treatmlit of Othello is cer-

tainly favorable. One can arrive at a true picture of Shakespeare's

attitudes toward blacks and miscegenation only after a careful consid-

eration of his method of drnmatic portraiture. That method is very

complex, especially with the two characters with which we are con-

cerned. Shakespeare's juxtaposition of type and man, interweaving and

intertwining the two throughout his plays, has led to charges of

inconsistency in character portrayal.

Critics are right in raying that he is inconsistent in portraying

his characters, but it does not necessarily follow that the inconsist-

ency is a flaw. Shakespeare possessed a vision which allowed him to

peer deeply beneath the surface of things. Probably more than any

other dramatist, he knew that the only consistent thing about human

nature is its Inconsistency. This inconsistenc:, is probably nowhere

more clearly demonstrable than in the way critics have discussed Aaron

and Othello as black men.

The significance of Aaron's blackness, not whether he is black,

has been questioned. Those who have questioned its significance wonder

whether or not Shakespeare is concerned with his racial identity or the

color of his soul. N. V. McCullough believes that Aaron's blackness is

merely symbolic of his soul:

"Shakespeare no doubt was using the blackness of Aaron's complexion as

a symbol for the blackness of his soul; and the blackness of his off-

spring is to show figuratively and dramatically how black and vile evil

1 7 4

begets confusion, chaos, horror, and more evil.

seems to be concerned with the evil inherent in

racial characteristics; yet as black has universa
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first play of the York cycle, The Creation and th
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from 'brighteness' to 'blackkeste' (line 100)."16.

But McCullough's explanation does not comple
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"Shakespeare and the Elizabethan merely thought o

black, or off-colour as exotic, undesirable, evil

He does not think that there are overtones of rac

peare's portrayal of black men. "It is truly dif

conceive that twentieth-century race consciousnes

in the thinking of Shakespeare and the Elizabetha

McCullough says is true, then why does Shakespear

Act IV in Titus Andronicus with abusive racist di
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begets confusion, chaos, horror, and more evil. Shakespeare, then,

seems to be concerned with the evil inherent in Aaron, rather than his

racial characteristics; yet as black has universally been associated

with evil, Shakespeare does well to make Aaron black as coal."15

M, Cullough is right about the symbolic nature of the color black; popu-

lar lore during Shakespeare's time supports hia view:

"To the Elizabethan audience, the Moor was identified with the devil

because of his color. Reginald Scott states in Discoverie of Witch-

craft (1594) that 'Of all human forms that of a Negro is considered a

favorite one with demons.' Since the time of the mystery plays, the

traditional color of the devil on the stage had been black. In the

first play of the York cycle, The Creation and the Fall of Lucifer, the

Devil after his fall, bemoans the change in his physical appearance

from 'brighteners' to Iblackkeste' (line 100). "16

But McCullough's explanation does not completely explain the

significance of Aaron's blackness. He would have us believe that

"Shakespeare and the Elizabethan merely thought of that which was dark,

black, or off-colour as exotic, undesirable, evil, or of ill omen."17

He does not think that there are overtones of racial hatred in Shakes-

peare's portrayal of black men. "It is truly difficult," he holds, "to

conceive that twentieth-century race consciousness was a dominant trait

in the thinking of Shakespeare and the Elizabethan."18 If what

McCullough says is true, then why does Shakespeare thicken Scene Two of

At IV in Titus Andronicus with abusive racist dialogue--bandied back

and forth by Aaron, the Nurse, Demetrius and Chiron? It is sufficient

to note here that before any of the villainy that Aaron contrives is
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actually committed, Lavinia and Bassianus chide Tamara for her

involvement with Aaron in language which indicates that they are not

merely concerned with the fact that Saturninus is being cuckolded, but

also with the color of the one who is doing the cuckolding:

Lay. Under your patience, gentle Empress,

'Tis thought you have a goodly gift in horning,

And to be doubted that your Moor and you

Are singled forth to try experiments.

Jove shield your husband from his hounds today!

'Tis pity they should take him for a stag.

Bas. Believe me, Queen, dour swarth Cimmerian

Doth make you honor of his body's hue,

Spotted, detested, and abominable.

Why are you sequestered from all your train,

Dismounted from your snow-white zoodly steed,

And wandered hither to an obscure plot,

Accompanied but with a barbarous Moor,

If foul desire had not conducted ynu?

Lay. And, being intercepted in your sport,

Great reason that my noble lord be rated

For sauciness - -I pray you, let us hence,

And let her joy her raven-colored love.

This valley fits the purpose passing well. (II, iii, 66-84, emphasis mine)

McCullough's assertion that "The race concept, though probably

only incidental to Shakespeare and the Elizabethan, has been magnified

to major proportim, but this reaction is doubtless the result of

I. 7 6

modern-day Negrophobin'19 is at best only a hal

magnification of the racial problem has happene

time, simply if for no other reason than the fa

both the contemned and contemners has increased

the race concept is only incidental to Shakespe

is a gross exaggeration of the facts, both hist

We may gain some notion of the Elizabethan's se

by the action Queen Elizabeth took against them

There were so many Negroes in London by 1601 t

to be "discontented at the great number of 'N

which are crept into the realm since the troubl

and the King of Spain," and for her to appoint

Zeuden, merchant of Lubeck, to transport them

Statements that Shakespeare and his fellow dr

what Moors or Negroes looked like merely i nore

evidence.
20

This excerpt implies that Elizabeth's actions

than racially oriented, but the political impl

sarily negate racism since the popular lore,

theory of the humors had already conditioned at

The last sentence of the above passage is

reasons. First, underscoring it fulfills my p

of this paper to show that Shakespeare probabl

observe blacks. Second, it conveniently leads

the attempts of some critics to change Othello'

racial identity. The words of McCullough are
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modern-day Negrophobia"19 is at best Only a half-truth. No doubtSoMe,

magnification of the racial problem has happened since Shakespeare's

time, simply if for no other reason than the fact that the number of

both the contemned and contemners has increased. To'say, however, that

the race concept is only incidental to Shakespeare and the Elizabethan

is a gross exaggeration of the facts, both historically and literarily.

We may gain some notion of the Elizabethan's-eentiment regarding blaos

by the action Queen Elizabeth took against them:

There were so many Negroes in London by 1601 that Elizabeth had cause

to be "discontented at the great number of 'Negars and blackamoors'

which are crept into the realm since the troubles between her highness

and the King of Spain," and for her to appoint a certain Caspar Van

Zeuden, merchant of Lubeck, to transport them out of the country.

Statements tlwx Shakespeare ani his fellow dramatists did not know

what Moors or Negroes, looked Like merely ignore the available

evidence.
ZO

This excerpt implies that.Elizabeth's actions were politically rather

than racially oriented, but the political implications do not neces-

sarily negate racism since the popular Lore, books of travel, and the

theory of the humors had already conditioned attitudes towards blacks.

The last sentence of the above passage is italicized for two

reasons. First, underscoring it fulfills my promise at the beginning

of this paper to show that Shakespeare probably had the opportunity to

observe blacks. Second, it conveniently leads into my discussion of

the attempts of some critics to change Othello's, but not Aaron's,

racial identity. The words of McCullough are illuminating here.
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some scholars . . . sal. that Uthello is not a Negro; others contend

that he is; ani even sure insist that he is white. Seemingly the gen-

eral approach to 'hakespeare's use men of colour is emotional and

based upon the culture attitude toward race. Cthello's marriage to

Desdemona naturally canaes nausea to all who fear miscegenation of the

races; but since the marriage is a fact, it is more convenient for some

to say that Othello is not a Negro, thus alleviating, somehow, that

which is considered repugnant

McCullough is undeniably right that the approach is "emotional and

based on the culture attitude toward race."

A. C. Bradley demonstrates very pointedly how differently critics

view the two black characters we are considering. The following pas-

sages indicate that some critics have attempted to whitewash Othello to

make his hue more acceptable:

There is a question, which though of little consequence, is not without

dramatic interest, whether Shakespeare imagined him Dthelloj as a

negro [sic'; and not as a Moor. Now I will not say that Shakespeare

imagined him as a negro and not as a Moor, for that might imply that he

distinguished negroes and Moors precisely as we do; but what appears to

me nearly certain is that he imagined Othello as a black man, and not

as a light-brown one.

In the first place we must remember that the brown or bronze, to

which we are now accost- =mod in the Othellos of our theatres is a recent

innovation. Down to Edmund Kean'a time, so far as is known, Othello

was always quite black. This stage-tradition goes back to the Restora-

tion, and it almot settles our question. For it is impossible that

the colour of the original Othello should have be

after Shakespeare's time, and most improbably tha

changed from brown to black.22

Yet in 1941 G. L. Kittredge asserted unequivocall

Moorish noble of royal lineage. . . . Shakespeare

oriental."23

Let us now return to Bradley to get to the h

attempts to bleach Othello, but not Aaron:

No one who reads Tstus Andronicus with an open m

Aaron was, in our sense, black; and he appears to

The horror of most American critics (Mr. Furness

at the idea of a black Othello is very amusing, it

highly instructive. But they were anticipated, I

Coleridge, and we will hear from him. ["No doubt

Othello's visage in his mind. Yet, as we are cons

surely as an English audience was dispdsed in the

seventeenth century, it would be something monstr

beautiful Venetian girl falling in love with a ver

would argue a disproportionateness, a wai-lt of bal

which Shakespeare does not appear to have, in the 1

Ah, there's the rub: Had Tamora merited the sympa

merits and had Aaron been noble, then attempts wo

whitewash him. Rega ding the absurdity of Coleri.

continues:

Could any argument be more self-destructive? It d

Brebantio "something monstrous" to conceive his di

1 l;3
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into believing; his charge because he knows that Cassio is loose in his

sex life, Because he is loose in that respect, Logo is able to engi-

neer the device by which Othello is given the "proof" he needs to

believe Desdemona has been false to him (cf. IV, i).
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craft to seduce Desdemona. Ingo reiterates those charges to Roderigo
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invokes these words Othello is determined to see

once doubting prove. He is so shaken by the powe

he doubts before he sees, and the "proof" turns o

light as air" (III, iii, 322). Thus, we see clea
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In a sense there is a "marriage of true mind

Aaron too. Though they are not married in a legal

are one in villainy, and they deserve each other

Desdemona do. Taking into consideration the prey

towards blacks during Shakespeare's time, his trea

lary themes of racial hatred and miscegenation in

is not only favorable, but very objective as well.

keep in mind that the greatest degree of objectivi

tivity minimized.) No one who has read Othello wi
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rlaiely portrayed when compared to Shakespeare's
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1.1U(:11 abused

to :sreow it a little. (11. 335-330

he surf- thou -drove my love a whore,

it ;.i.ve me thr occular prcof. (11. 359-360)

bla c. mric that lago works in the transformation scene, then, iv

heavily dependent upon his invoking Brabantio's admonition. Before he

invokes these words Othello is determined to see before doubting and

oT,,c ItullitItT, prove. He is so shaken by the power of Iago's words that

:1, doubts before he sees, and the "proof" turns out to be "T'oifles

light as air' (III, tii, 322). Thus, we see clearly how the "marriage

of true minds," between Othello was destroyed by racial hatred.

In a sense there is a "marriage of true minds" between Tamora and

Aarun too. Though they are not married in a legal sense, their minds

AFC one iu villainy, and they deserve each other as much as Othello and

De5demona do. Taking into consideration the prevailing at

lards biacha during Shakespeare's time, his treatment of the corol-

lary themvs of racial hatred and miscegenation in Titus and in Othello

ia not only favorable, but very objective as well. (We Must always

evp in mind that the greatest degree of objectivity is but subjec-

tyity minimized.) tt) one who has read Othello with some knowledge of

ma'aespraze's artistry and with careful attention to detail can deny

that ello anythi.v, except noble and heroic. Aaron, though rather

portraveJ when compared to Shakespeare's other villains, i5

oertainly nu more ignoble than they. To be sure, he possesses almost

1h, if not a5 much, humanit:t as his later counterparts. And if

irnyone belietes t:.at Aaron is 1: liked by Shakespeare because he is

187
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s ame thing ns label nikespeare a racist). Neither Othello nor

Aaron can he fully appreciated if the effects of their being black in

white societieo art oot taken into CCU5 deration. E. W. Evan:: is abso-

lutely right to his aosegsment of Renaissance dramatists' use of

African characters:

Dramatists nsit: African characters could play upon certain social and

religious prejudices, and these characters also ministered to a taste

fur the strange and esotic. The tare taken to distinguish white from

black Moors probably indicates that the former were regarded as inter-

mediate, in colour and civilized refinement, between the negro

and the European, The white Moor was half- civilized, at to speah, and

might at any time relapse into the barbarism of his darker ccuoin.

These circumstances left the dramatist free to manipulate such diverse

reactions as wonder, fear, revulsion, ahisement and even qualified

respect in constructing a particular tfricon character. It weold,

tnough, he very difficult to produce a fully sympathetic Moo ,

portrait.

resently, the present alitHor wishot not only to buttress the assertion pares himself to a "black dog" C ', 122).

When Desdemona tells thello that he is "

oo" (V, ii, 37-38), it seems that Shakesp

reference to his "deadly-standing eye" while h

cation" (II, iii, 32 & 36) and Lucius' referenc

eyed slave" (V, i, 44). When the Nurse calls t

(IV, ii, 64) and "A joyless, dismal, black and
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(I, i, 88-91). When trying to convince Roderig
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Iago speaks of the couple in this manner:
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Devil? (II, i, 227-229, emphasis mine)
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lemoun tells ethelle that he is "fatal" when his "eyes

, Li, 37-35), it seems that Shakespeare has in mind Aaron's

.?!.;:ence to kis "deadly-standing eye" while he is plotting "fatal exe-

,:,.!icn" (II, iii, 32 & 36) and Lucius' reference to Aaron as a "Walled-

.ed i, 44). When the Nurse calls the black child a "devil"

Li, nnl "A joyless, dismal, black and sorrowful issue" (IV,

) Neitt k,r11, %cr i, 6t,) 5he sounds, like Iago telling Brabantio "an old black ram/ is

appreciated if h r otfects Lair t_up, I your white ewe/ . . . the Devil will make a grandsire of you"

not taken int., . W. ±;.,n,: is ral i, l). When trying to convince Itoderigo that he still has a

assessmect of ; Ottasat 1.st .1 chant of winning Desdemona in spite of her being marriqd to Othello,

Lao speaks of the couple in this manner:

rican char,n-ter 5 coold t"- air: fal eyes must be fed, and that delight shall she have to look on the

, and theqe r3.te 110 vrpd rite bevil? (II, i, 227-229, emphasis mine)

exotic. The ire t
Lucius refers to Aaron as "the incarnate devil" (V, i, 40).

indicates that he frr Roderigo describes Othello's lips as thick (cf. I, i, 66).

nd etim eh ':-,ot-depl) 11; "thick- lipped" (IV, ii, 175) son certainly did not inherit his,
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elapse into the hattlf
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and

, fear, revul5ion, inh5eracs.t .ani ±7V-11

tro Innora. Moreover, Aaron calls his son a "tawny slave, half

tLe and half thy dam" (V, i, 27). Nowhere in Othello is there any indi-

cattoa that othello is a "tawny" or half-white Moor. Numerous times he

assc,ciaterl with the devil, whose color, as we have seen, is tradi-

tins a palji.1111. AtrH, to black. 5rabantio says that athello's bosom is "5ovty" (1, ii,

ficult to a He 1.it.',11 t::.)yq, "I am black" (Ill, iii, 263). ii earlier coun-

,erpart i. likened to a "hlach i11- favored fly" (III, ii, 66) and com-

nt aut , t_ht .1,;ctt,-11 par,- hfts>elf to a "black deg" tV, i, 122). Emilia describes Othello

ack Moor, but a1,: 'thy bargain," ",:,u11," "dolt," and "ignorant as dirt" (V, ii,

en he created ,,. , refienc. as made to the texture of athelle's hair--
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Aaro.h do ribes his a, -wadi,'" 34)--but in all other
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respects othello and Aaron share the same physical characteristics.

The ab> sense of any reference to that one characteristic which would

make +)thello an almost exact physical replica of Aaron certainly cannot

overwhelm the other evidence. Their moral fiber is, of course, another

matter; and, as already asserted, they both share a deep-rooted sense

of insecurity.

While Cthello's characterization is "certainly remote Lona

stereotyping," his "portrait draws heavily upon an established stage

tradition, and clearly Shakespeare could hardly have avoided such a

connection entirely. Even when it diverges from the tradition, atten-

tion is still directed to associated ideas. . . :61 There can be no

doubt, then, either for those who heed textual evidence and/or sound

critical judgment that cliaespeare draws heavily upon the prevailing

attitudes towards Moorishness in his treatment of the themes of the

black man as an exotic aad passionate figure, racial hatred, and

.miscocenaticn is Titus and Oihellc.

9
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1550-1312 (Chapel Hill, 1968). Jordan (pp. 1-43), because of the

nature of his 'study, gives a more extensive treatment to Renais-

sance travel literature than Jones. Jordan's treatment is

applicable to the drama.

2. Mandeville's Travels, which Jones characterizes as "the most

significant publication in the realm of regional and human geogra-

phy to be published in the fifteenth century" (p. acquainted

huglishmen (for the first time on a large scale), with the legend

of Prester John, a rich, white Christian king who lived in Africa.

Prester John was supposedly nine-hundred years old at the time

Travels was published, his longevity the result of his bathing in

a "miraculous stream." Travels also helped to create the notion

that all Africans were black, despite the fact that there were

many Africans whose complexional approximated that of Europeans.
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The iseue of race and sexuality -- usually the

of black sexuality--is one which mils through bot

erary documents from virtually the beginning of

"The Image of the Negro in Colonial Literature,'

out that, though the first blacks in America were

"slaves," because,blacke were immediately "set a

never treated as the equal of the white settler,

assurances that the discriminatory word 'slave'

the Negro in the early decades of settlement are

about the portrayal of blacks in literature, Cant

-"colonial literature touching on the Negro is expll

settlers viewed him as different and inferior. "2
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Like many of the issues which must be understood and subsequently

explained by humanists and social scientists, the relationship betan

race and sexuality in Am4rica is one which is, at best, ambiguous to

treat. Tbe ambiguity is the logical product of the nature of the rela-

tionship itself--a plethora of intersecting, intertwining, contra-
.

dieting, and infrequently harmonious human desires, cultural prejudices,

and historical accidents. While some of the facets of this relation.-

ship are not yet fully understood--or, as seems more often the case,

remain rather badly misunderstood-=a rapidly growing consensus of

opinion among social theorists indicates that the relationship itself

lies very near the core of that historical tangle called "American race '

relations." This fundamental poaltion in race consciousness explains,

no doubt, why the race-sexuality Subject is one of the most frequently

treated in American literature.

The issue of race and sexuality--usually the issue of the nature

of black sexualityis one which rune through both historical and lit-

erary documents from viitually the beginning of America. In his eaaay,

"The Image of the Negrcl in Colonial Literature," Milton Cantor points

out that, though the first blacks in America Were not technically

"slaves," because blacks were immediately "set apart from the first and

never treated at the equal of the white settler, free or servant,

assurances that the discriminatory word 'slave' was rarely applied to

the Negro in the early decades of settlement are-irrelevant." And

about the portrayal of blacks in literature, Cantor continues that

"colonial literature touching on the Negro is explicit: the earliest

settlers viewed him'ss different and inferior." 2
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Given this widespread assumption to Colonial America, then, that

blacks were different in kind from whitei, the corollaray assumptions

are, of course, predictable: namely that blacks therefore had "dif-

ferent"--i.e., more primitive--physical, social, and intellectual ideas

and impulses than their white Colonial counterparts. A summary of

these assumed impulses is found in the blatantly racist poem written by

John Saffin titled-"The Negroes' Character":

"Cowardly and cruel, are those Blacks Innate,

Prone to Revenge, Imp of Inveterate hate,

He that exasperates them; soon espies

Mischief and Murder in their eyes.

Libidinous, Deceitful, false and Rude,

The spume issue of Ingratitude."3

Of all the denigrating characteristics attributed to blacks,

however, by Saffin and by others, "libidinous" has proven to be the most

threatening, in day-to-day social situations as well as in the. white

reception to the literature of black Americans. ThomaseDetter,for,

example, the author of Nellie Brown, or The Jealous Wife, With Other

Sketches (1871), felt compelled by conventions of the time to have his

name appear on the title page of his book as "Thomas.Detter, (Colored)."

More important, he felt compelled to promise, immediately following his

name, This work is perfectly chaste and moral in every particular."

One.af America's finest authors, Claude McKay, found himself, a half-

century after Detter, facing assumptions similar to those which Detter

tried to allay With his title-page apologies. McKay describes in his

autobiography, A Long day From Home (1937), one'of the English reviews
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of his early collection of poems, "Spri in Ne

"Said the Spectator critic: 'S rin n Ne

extrinsically as well as intrinsically in rest

man who is a pure - blooded Negro . . . Per aps t

first impulse in realizing that the book s by

inquire into its°goold taste. Not until w are

does tot overstep the barriers which a not quit

instinct in us is ever alive to maintain can we

fairness. Mr. Claude McKay never offends out s

4oetry is clear of the hint which would put our

him, whether we would or not.'

So there it bobbed up again. As itiwas

class-conscious working class: the bugaboo of s

whether he is a poet or pugilist."4

McKay is right, of coursk; the critic's problem

first impulse") on the matter of "good taste,"

barriers," is indeed quite explicable: McKay is

as poet, must not reveal "distasteful impulses"

poetry.

One of the most useful theories for,, explain

black sexuality, hence the stormy relationship b

ality in America generally, is the archetypal sc

fragmented sexuality described by Eldridge. CleAr
4 _

Mitosis" section of Soul on Ice. Here Cleaver

"The Class Socjety projects a fragmented sexual

projects a sexual image coinoiding with its etas
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of his early collection of poems, "Spring in New Hampshire" (1920):

"Said the Spectator critic: 'Spring in New Hampshire is

extrinsically as well as intrinsically interesting. It.is written by a

man who is a pure-blooded Negro . . . Perhaps the ordinary reader's

first impulse in realizing that the book ib by an Aierican Negro is to

inquire into its good taste. Not until we are satisfied that his work

does not overstep the barriers which a not quite explicable but deep

instinct in us is ever alive to maintain can we judge it with genuine

0 .

fairness),./Mr. Claude McKay never offends our sensibilities. His love

0

poetry (is clear of the hint which would put oueracial instinct against

him, whether we would or not.'

So there it bobbed up again. As it was among the elite of the

class-conscious working class: the bugaboo,of sex--the African's sex,

whether he is a poet or pugilist."4

McKay is right,,of course; the critic's problem ( "the ordinary reader's

first impulse") on the matter of "good taste'," or not'overstepping "the

barriers," is indeed quite...explicable: McKay is black; therefore he,

as poet, muat not reveal "d.tstasteful impulses" in his love (sex?)

poetry.

One of the most useful theories for explaining the white.fear of

black ;exualirty, hence the stormy relationship between race and sexu-

ality in America generally, is the archetypal schema of class-

fragmented sexuaiity deacribed by.Eldridge Cleaver in the "Primeval

Mitosis" section of Soul on Ice. Here Cleaver postulates that
0

"The Class SOciety projects m fragmented sexual image. Each class

projects sexual image coinciding with its class-function in society.
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. . . The source of the fragmentation of the Self in Class Society lies

in the alienation between the function of man's Mind and the function

Of his Body. Man As thinker performs an Administrative Function in

society. Man as doer performs.a Brute Power Function. These two basic

functions I symbolize, when they are embodied inadving men .fpnctioning

in society; as the Omnipotent Administrator and the SupIrmasculine

Menial."5

In a class society, Cleaver posits,.the Omnipotent Administrator,

as he competes for power with others ilk* Himself, repudiates the "com-

ponent of Brute Power" in-himself, in effect abdicating the "doer," or

performer in himself as he becomes more exclusively concerned with his

role as thinker and power manager. In short, he turns the male body

functions over to the Supermasculine Menial in the socio-economic

classes under hiscontrol. On a strictly economic level, this Arrange-

ment is a satisfactory one for the Omnipotent Administrator, for he has

attained the power that he. aspired to, and he has, in the Supermasculine

M nisi., a strong and efficient work forceon which an economy thrives.

What has occurred, of course, is that the Omnipotent Administrator

as purchased his socio-economic power at the cost of his own sexu-
.

ality--And-it happens so gradually that he'is unaware of his owl. dimi-

nution of sexual power until it is impossible to reclaim the vital

loss. The lateness of his awareness of his own loss of body power,

Cleaver shows, is made poSaible by the woman who is5his counterpart in

the ruling class--the Ultr aeminine who, because shy senses the process

of self - emasculation, or "effeminizing," that her,man is undergoing,

"is required to possess and project an image that is in sharp contrast

193

4

. .

to his, more sharply feminine than his, so that t

her man can still, by virtue of the sharp contras

ninity, be perceived as masculine."6 The female

for the Ultrafeminine is the Subfemininl, the w

classes who gradually assumes more and more of th

of the Ultrafeminine. The result of this transfe

added to the Ultrafeminine's greater and greater

self, `is that the Subfeminine becothes a kind of d

the Ultrafeminine becomes something of a sexual ;

While Cleaver's claps-sex theory applies to

arrangements, from European class structures to F

tems, it is particularly informing to note its co

,history of the relationships between race and se

revealed in both the social theory and the literat

-Americans, Put simply, Cleaver's Omnipotent Ads

white'male; the Supermasculine Menial,becomes the

Ultrafeminine becomes the white female (especially

female); and the Subfeminine becomes the black f

Adding to Cleaver's foundatipn theorytthe con

. researchers, psychologists and psychiatrists, and

American authors of fiction, drama, poetry, and th

that clear answers begin to emergt. to'questions li

American males historically been paranoia%,about t

black males to white women? What-lies at the baser

repulsion sexual impulses of white women toward bls

at the base of the attraction/retribution sexual
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to his, more sharply feminine than his, so that the eff;:minate tillage of

her man can still, by virtue of the sharp contrast in degrees of femi-

ninity, be perceived as masculine."6 The female who serves as contrast

for theUltrafeminine is the Subfeminine,,,the woman of the lower

classes who gradually assumes more And more of the "bomestic Function"

of the Ultrafeminine. The result of this transfer of responsibility,

added to the Ultrafeminine's greater and greater effeminizing of her-

- self, is that the Subfeminine becomes a kind of domestic beast while

the Ultrafeminine becomes something of a sexual cipher.

While Cleaver's class-sex theory applies to various economic

arrangements,' from European class structures to Far Eastern caste sys-

tems, it is particularly informing to note its correspondence to the

history of the relationships between race and sexuality in America, as

revealed in both the social theory' and the literature prodOced by

Americans. Put simply, Cleaver's Omnipotent Administrator becomes the

white male; the Supermasculine Menial becomes the black male; the

Ultrafeminine becomes the white female (especially the white southern

female); and the Subfeminine becomes the black female.

Adding to Cleaver's foundation theory the conclusions of social

reseirchers,lpsychologists and psychiatrists, and literally hundredsof

American authors of fiction, drama, poetry, and the essay, one finds \

that clearl'answers begin to emerge to questions like: Why have white
.

American males historically been paranoiac about the sexual "threat" of

black males to white women? What lies at the base of the attraction/

repulsion sexual impulses of white women toward black men? What lies

at the<base of the attraction/retribution'sexual impulses of black men

16)
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toward white women? What are the fundamental differences between the

sexual impulses operating in the black man/white woman relationship and

those operating in the black woman/white man. relationship?

The first question must be answered before the others are

approached, for the momentum which drives forward many of the race-

sexuality tensions comes from the social projections of the white

male's.sexual- insecurity. Cleaver's Omnipotent Administrator suddenly

becomes aware that he has created, in the Supermasculine Menial, the

literal seeds of his own destruction--the miOless body which can, as

he fearfully sees perform indefatigably those basic human acts

which he, as bodiless mind, has largely lost the capacity for. Hence

the onset of paranoia; He must now through rationalization and sub-

limation, devise the Myths which either diminish his need for racial
0

competition In -sexual .performance or diminish the Supermasculine

.4 Menial's capacity for, or access to sexual, performance-.-it least with

White women. Ironically, the white male's persistent diatribes about

the threat of the black male to the white woman appears historically to

have provided in the mind of the white woman at least as much fascina-

tion as fear. In Blues for Mister Charlie, James Baldwin recreates

the 'pribcips1 myth in American race-sex relations when the character
1

Ellis admonishes several white women about the dangers of black-men:

"Ellis: Mrs. Britten, you're married and Sll the women in this room

,Are tarried and I know you've seen your husband without no clothes on--

but have you seen a nigger without no Clothes on? No, I guess you

haven't. Well, he ain't like a white man, Mrs. Britten.

George: That's right.

---

Ellis: Mrs. Britten, if you was to be raped by

the jungle or a stallion; couldn't do you 'no wo

wouldn't be no good for nobody. I've seen it.

George: That's right,

Ralph: That's, why we men have got to be so vi&

have to be away a 16t of nights, you know--and

taught her how to use it, too."7

Implicit in Ralph's declaration, of course

Susan joins him in the desire that the gun be

with sexual designs--an assumption that history

usually questionable and frequentlyfalse. Ind

sexual myth has backfired badly in all ways.

to frighten white women away from black men.

may, indeed, be true, he becomes neurotically c

sexual performande.° At this point it becomes

potent Administrator, or the white male, torinfo

barrier against black male/white female sexual

' Baldwin's characters with a'variety of legal and

It is interesting to dote that most of the legal

all of whichwere formulated, legislated, and en

have been aimed at /preventing interracial sexual,

activity from being initiated by either blacks o

in part, confirms the theory that white men have

scious that the black-sexual "threat" myths, whi

almost solely responsible for establishing, may,.

r

as much titilation in white women as terror.
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Ellis: Mrs. Britten, if you was to be raped by an orangoutang out of

the jungle or a stallion, couldn't do you no.worse than nigger. You

wouldn't be no good for nobody. I've seen it.

George: That's right.

Ralph: That's why we' men have got to be so vigilant. I tell you, I

have to be away a lat.of nights, you know--and I bought Susan a gun and

I taught her how to use it too."7

Implicit in Ralph's. declaration, of course, is the assumption that

Susan joins him in,the desire that the gun be tiled on any black man

with sexual designsan kssumption that history has demonstrated to be

usually questionable and frequently false. Indeed, Beth Day say;;7"The

sexual myth has backfired badly in all ways. Thl white man ,invented it

to frighten white women away from black men. But when he fears that it

may, indeed, be true, he becomes neurotically concerned with his own

sexual. performance."! At.this point'it becomes necessary for the Omni-

potent Administrator, or the white male, to inforce the psychological

barrier against black male /white female sexual- intima yreflected by

Baldwin's characters with a variety of legit and extra -legal barriers.

It is interesting to

all o which were formulated, legislated, and,enforced°by white males:

have been aimed at preventing interracial sexual and/or marital

note that most of the legal barriers--virtually

activity from being initiated by either blacks or whites--a fact Which,

. in part, confirms the theory that white men,havehistorically been con-
;

scious that the black sexual "threrit" myths, which they have been

almost solely resfgnsible for establishing, may, in fact, have caused

asmuclititilationinwhitebmmen as terror. \
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On June 12, 1.967, the U. S. Supreme Court, in the case Loving v.

Virginia, voided Virginia's 1691 law prohibiting interracial marriage.

("abominable mixture and spurious issue")9 andtheribY simultaneously

voided similar laws in sixteen other states as wel1.10 This legal

strdc? finally eliMinated the remnants of the volatile, patchwork of

white-male-designed laws against interracial sex and'marriage, the

first of which was legislated in Maryland in 1661.11 The following

year Virginia enacted a law 'prescribing a.heavy fine for "ipy christian

:who] shall committ fornication with a negro man or woman."12. And for

the next three hundred years,_in many sections of the United States - -\

thirty -one states in all--a complicated, And often contradictory, net-

:,

work of laws was designed to accomplish the widespread, and largely
0

'w whilte-male admonition about blacks expressed by Thomas Jefferson in

Notes on Virginia: '"When freed, he [all

beyond the reach of mixture."13

The price of interracial .sexuality,

Day says: "The state Miscegenation laws

blacksj0is to be.removed

in shorX, was very high. Beth

were aimed privarily'at pre-

venting black men from marrying white women. s The fines ranged

from $50 (Colorado) to $5,000 (Kentucky), and perull4ies.of imprisonment

II

1

from one month (Arkansas)to ten years (Mississippi, In iana, Florida;

and South Dakota)." She notes, incidentally, the legal difficulty

determining what exactly constitutes heing "black": -

"A glance through the wording of the irv.iyidual states' statutes shows

a certain confusion among the white lawmakers about precisely what the

definition of Negro. was. The prohibitioeof marriage of a white to a

black ranged from West Virginia's straightforward edict against a known

'Negro' to 'any, person pf African descent,' any

descent 'back to the third generation,' or anyon

fourth' or 'one - eighth' Negro. Louisiana sliced

judging' a person black wholwas'known to have 'o

ancestry. As to how the upholders of the law we

such a judgment, short of the accused's own.test

mother, the laws proVIdedir guidelines."14

This matter of defining what is "black," i

appeared in both serious and humorous literature

and it fs pointed out, rather amusingly, in-the

Schuyler's 'satiric novel, Black No More: "This

all Caucasians in,the great republic who can tree

ten generations and confidently assert that there

twigs, limbs or branches on their family frees."'

In addition to the white-Male-designed sexua

white-Male-legi'slated sexual laws, the white Amer

a plethora of "extra-legal hicrlers" for the prey

sexual, activity of the black male/white female kJ'

.nizing that his myths have caused considerable 'fa

male aeXuality,and that etxtainly'one of his fund

creating .1 strong anti-miscegenation legal netwOr
0

always many more laws barring interracial marriag.

racial sexual activity) was the Unspoken fear'tha

to be trusted in matters of inter6cial relations

riage is nearly always a voluntary relationship),

physically to eliminate the possibility of "violet

2 ,03
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'Negro' to 'any person of African descent,', any person of African
0

descent 'back to the third generation,', or anyone known to be 'one-
.

fourth!, or 'one-eighth' Negro. Louisiana sliced it4 rather fine by

judging a person black who was known to have lonersixteenth' Negro

ancestry. As to how the upholders of the,law were supposed to make

such a judgment, short of the accused's own testimony or that of his

mother, the laws provided no guidelines."14.

This matter of defining what ismblack," incidentally, has

appeared in both serious and humorous literature in the United States,

and it is pointed out, rnther amusingly, in the dedication to George S.
t -

Schuyler's satiric novel, Black No More: "This book is 'dedicated to

all Caucasians*in the great republic who can trace their ancestry back .

ten g nerations and confidently assert that there are no Black leaves,

twigs, limbs or branches on 'their family trees."15

addition to theyhite-male-designed sexual myths and the

white- .le- legislated ,sexual laws, the white American male has devised
\

pleth raof"extra-iegal barriers!! for the prevention of interracial

e sexual a tivity of the black male/white female kind.. Perhaps recoi=

nizing th t his. mythstave cat's d tonside ble fascinatlon about black

male sexuality and that certain y one of ill- fundamental impulses in

creating a\strong anti-miscege ation legal, network (and there were

always

racial s xual: activitY) was the unspoken tear that white women were not

ny more laWs barring interracial marriage than merely inter-

to 'be tr
I Isted inomatters of.interracial (after all, mar-,

riage is nearly.,always a voluntary relatiOndhip.), the white man set out

k f

physically to eliminate the possih,ility of "violation of his white
- ...,
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warnan."This,.atleast,seillis the most convincing explanation for the
h

otherwise rather unaccountable fact that, especialliY in the American

-South, sexual mutilation/so frequently accompanied the lynching of-

black

t
fi

men. Now, among Other things, the hanging, burning'., and msti-

41ating of human, beings, while it satisfied a whitermale sexual7 insecu:`-'

rity"so deep as to b properly termed pdranoiic, require4. a rationale iso'T r-
cogent as to convin literally millions of Individuals of their juati- 1

fication--and that 'rationale was what Laurence A: Baughman calls the

"Southern Rape C plgx."

In his boo of the same title, Baughman explains that the rape of

a white woman a black man
r 4

and was riot a bstantialty more

was extremely rare prior tp Reconstruction,

Pp
The fact of

c

nothing to

common even after that stormy period.

apt,however, as.taughtan points- out, had virtually'
\

-

o with the allegation of rape-an allegation, not surpris-.

ingly, maa4e far more Often by whig Men who assumed the frequency of
e

I

such actiVity thanby white women wijo:preiuMably would have been its

victims. With the rape-rationale (or, as was far moreoften the car,

the attempted-rape-rationale) established, however, bands of white
/

males,Lunder a variety of Christian, patriotic, and masculine vises- -

ajid tivated by the same nightmares, as well as daydreams, highlighted

by plerpetual clOse-up visions of black and white genitals in union--set.

out//to reassert their awn sexuality by literally denying blaCk men

theirs. I

This paranoiac impulse explains why thousands of black men,

/especially in the South, have been "lynched," why "lynching" is one of

the most common sub gcts treated by black (and, to a considerably
4 \

2U4

1
re

lesser extent, white)-southern wrfteps apdr Ve

sexual mutilation has been in evidence in such

in both- historical and literary accounts. (As

in his 'hovel, The Caries and Theii Friends),1.85

the northern penalty for "amalgamation"

,y_quently simply mob shooting or beating.) Fat

simply describing the inhuman'-details of the I

2. Richard Wright does itArilliantlY In what is p

...ary'work, a poem titled "Between the World and

have aiAuted to explain the far-reaching cult

Claude McKay, for example, in his short poem ti
n

says:

"His'Spirit in smoke ascended to h(igh heaven.

His father, by the cruelest way or pain,

Had biddLi him to his bosom onc, again;

The awful sin remained still 1 orgiven.

All night a bright and solitar)] star

(Perchance the one

. Yet gave him up pt

that ever guided'him,

last to Fate's ;did whim)

Hung pitifully o'er the swinging char.

Day dawned, and soon the mixed crowds came to v

The ghastly body swaying in the sun.

The women thronged to look, but never a one

ShOwed sorrow ift,her eyes of steely blue.

And little lads, lyncbers that were to be,

Danced round the dreadful thing in fiendighglee
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lie,explains'why thousands of black men,

have been "lynched," why "lynching" is one of

treated by black (and, to a considerably
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k-i
lesser extent, white) southern writers'and, very importantly, why

sexua, mutilation has bees evidence in sueha large number of cases,

P

in both histOrical and liiprary accounts. (As Frank J. Webb explains

in his novel, The Caries and Their Friends, 1857, set In Philadelphia,

the northern penalty f "amalgamation" was, instead of lynching, fre-

quently simply mob shooting. or beating.) Far more important than

simply describing the inhuman details of the lynch scene--though

Richard Wright does it trilliantly in what 0 probably his'finest liter-

ary work, a pOem titled "Between the Wood and Me"--a number of writers

.have attempted to explain the far - reaching cultural impact of lynching.

.dlaude'Mckay, for example, in his short poem titled "The Lynching"

says:

"His Spirit in smoke ascended to'high heaven.

His father, by the cruelest way of pain,

Had bidden him to his bosom once again;

1
'Thee awful sin remained still'unforgiven.

All eight a bright and solitary star

,(Perchance the one that ever guided himil

Yet gage him up at last to Fate's wild,Whim)

Hung pitifully. o'er the Swinging char, No
,

Day dawned, and soon the mixed crowds ,came to view

The ghastly body swaying in the sun.

The women' thrOnged 'to look, but never a one

Showed sorrow in her eyes of steely blue'.

And little lads, lynchers that were to be,
o.

a

Danced round the dreadful thing in fiendish glee. "16
i

,2 i1. 3
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Here McKay makes clear C.,stf'Thr:mare is at stake than the

dest6yed human life; fel- what is eing perpetuated by this southern

folk ritual is the systematic dehumanization of ,each coming generation,

as the " ejads, lynphers that were to be" are taught by their

society that it .is appropriate to dance "round.the dreadful thing in

fiendish glee." Their perception of their world is perverted virtually

from infancy. The most poignant illustration of what, these "little

lads" are to become is a character in James Baldwin's short story,

"Going to Meet the Matt." Jesse is6a middle-Age southern deputy sheriff

whose sexuality te4s shaped at age eight" when he was taken to his first

lynching. Here, as he, his parents, and most of his community breath-

lessIy watch the slow and calUlated torture and mutilationof a human

being; and as Jesie observe that his mother's "eS,es were very bright,
4

her mouth was open: sherWas,more beautiful than he had ever' seen her,

and more strange"; and, sitting atop his father's shoulders, as he
4

feels "his father's hands on his dpkles slip and tighten" as the tor-

cure progressesrand as'Jesse feels "a joy he had never felt before";

and, following the.inewitable castration, as his ',head, of its own

weight, :falls] downward toward his father's head "11- -as all of this

occurs, Jesse, a victim of his own Culture as surely as, though less

painfully tt'lan,:che man lynched, becomei a "man," that is, his sexual

nature As,tragically formed in such a way that he can never expiLenctd

sexual fulfillment without fantasies of the racial-sexual torture.

Many other'bizarre forms of racially inspired sexual development

in white men are recorded in the writing of such authors:as William

17clle.y a"d 'ldridge Cleaver.. In his novel pfm, Kelley treats

2`JG

the rather unlikely subject of "superfetundation"

a woman with spermatozoa from two men within

causing twins, each the product of a differen

Kelley's Mrs. Pierce, one of the fathers is. Mr. P

Mrs. Pierce's black lover -- hence, when born, one

and one is white. Mr. Pierce, having found himse

maneuvered by the power of black sexuality, Tever

at the nose of the novel as he "sank dawn deep i

and, on his side., his eyes clos*d and his/ hands c

thighs, he filled the darknesi with fan6tsies."18

the Black Eunuchs," Cleaver.has 'the Infid01" desc

tation of white male sexuality--in which.the white

potent Administrator no longer'capable of being,th

performer for hist female, can at least be the TOY

ecstasy: .

"There is a sickness in the whites that lies at th

madness apd this sickness makes them act in many d

there is one way it makes some of them act that SO

everything we know about whitey and Shakes many bl

first encounter it. .. . There are white men whb-

their wives. . . . There is a certain type who'wil

wife alone and tell you-tit pile her real good, .

t

some who like to peep at you through a keyhole and

woman. .1119

Interestingly, in such an arrangement the white ma

position--thalmaintain his Omnipotent Administrator

207
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the rathe unlikey subject of "superfecundation"--the impregnation of

a woman with spermatozoa from two men within a short period of time,

%r.. Pierce, one of the father's is Mr, Pierce, the other is

`causing tw ns, each the product of a different father. In the case of

Kelley's M

Mrs. Pierce', black lover - - hence, when born, one ()eche twins is black,
. .

and ong'is wh te. Mr: Pierce, having found himself constantly out

maneuvered by the power of black sexuality, reverts to fetal security.:

at the close of the novel as he "sank down deep into the hot water,

and, on his side, his eyes closed and his hands cla4ed between hid

thighs, he fillgd the darkness with'fantasies."I8 In "The Allegory of

the Black Eb,nuchs," Cleaver has "the Infidel" describe another manifes-/

Cation of white male sexualityin which the white man, though as Omni-

potent Administrator no longer capable of being the fulfilling sexual

performer for his female, can at least be the provider of her sexual

ecstasy:

"There is a sickness in the whites that lies at the tore of their

madness and this sickness makes'ttwm irct in many different ways. But

there is one way ipmakes some ofthem act that seems to contradict

everything we know about whitey and shakes many blacks up when they

first encounter it. . . . There are white men who will pay you to fuck

fheir wives. . . . There is a certain type who, will leave you and his

wife alone and tell you to pile her real,good.. . Then there are

some who like to peep at you throng] a keyhole and watch you have his

woman. . , .
u19

Interestingly, in such an arrangement the white male continues to /

gesCleaver,r In his novel Dem, Kelley treats taintain his Omnipotent Administrator positionthat is, oddly enough,
,
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he is still the manager of the sexual activity. It is, in short, a

power structure still controlled by the white male, just as the mythi-

cal, legal, and extra-legal sexual restraints have been controlled by

white men. Indeed critic Leslie Fiedler, in discussing primarily the

South, says that there is "no absolute distinction of black and white,

merely an imaginary line--crossed and recrossed by the white man's

1120
lust. . . .

f-

The second major question about race/and sexuality,in America,

"What lies at the bt6e of the attraction/repulsion sexual impulses Of

white women.tpward black men?" has been partly answered in the discus-
,

sion about the origins and manifestations of white-male paranoia on the

matter of black male/white female sexual relat6ns--the insecurity

-which has bled the myths, laws, and vigilante repression so widely

documented id American writing, The white female responses to the idea
U

of interracialqsexual intimacy, as reflected in American literature at

least, have predictably been ambivalent ones, and the attraction/repul-

sion designa,tion provides a fair though generS1 summary of these atti-

tudes. Interestingly, even in the writing of mid-nineteenth-century

white female authors of a clearly rdoist persuasion, such as Caroline.

Lee Hentz and Ars. Henry R. Schoolcraft, there appears a penchant for

lingering over thephysical"detakls of black men. ,In her novel, The

Planter's Northern Bride (1854), Mrs. Hentz, a pelf-styled authority on

black Americans, explains:.

You think, perhaps, it must be a curse Co work under the burning sun

of our sultry .clime: It would be for me; it.would be for the white man;

but the negro, native of a tropic zone, and constitutionally adapted to

20S

',its heat, luxuriates in the beams which'would

have studied Him physiologic ally as well as me

find some remarkable characteristics, perhaps

skin, upon minute examination, is very differen

respects as well as colour. It secretesa far

moisture, which, like dew, throws back the heat

could mention many more pecularities which prov

situation he occupie's, but I fear I weary you

To which Eulalia, as enthralled in,the subject

"Oh, no!" Though substantially more vicious in

Hentz, Mrs. Henry Schoolcraft, especially in he

Gauntlet. A Tale of Plantation Life in South Ca

betrays on occasion a suspiciously "unladylike"

physiology.

In twentieth century literature, the attri

of white women toward black men has been quite

Returning to Cleaver's archetype, briefly, we f

both the repulsion and the attraction. The. re
r

the culturally inspired disdain for close assoc

inferior'that is usually experienced by the all

yhe attraction, on the .other hand, is somewhat

origin and its manifestations. Cleaver explains

feminine [the white woman], in the continual pr

"masculinity"' of the Omnipotent Administrator b

effeminizing'of herself, becomes a "psychic celi

who, in sexual union with the OmnipoteniAdminis

2J9
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of the sexual activity. It is, in short, a
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1

its heat, luxuriates in the beasA which would parch us with fever. I

have studied him physiologically as.well as mentally and morally, and I

find some remarkable characteristics, perhaps unknown to you. . . . his

skin, upon minute examination, is very different from ours, in other

.

respects as well as colour: It secretes a far greater quantity of

moisture, which, like dew, throws back the heat absorbed by us.

could mention many more pecularities which prove his adiptedness to the

situation he occupies, but I''fear I weary you, Eulalia."21

To\which Eulalia, as enthralled in the subject as her narrator, cries,

"Oh, no!" Though substantially more vicious in her racism than Mru.

Rentz, Mrs.,HenrySchoolcraft,.especially in her novel, The Black

Gauntlet; A Tale of Plantation Life in South Carolina (1852-1860), also

betrays on occasion a suspiciously "unladylike" interest in black

physiology.

In twentieth century.., iterature, the attraction/repulsion impulse

9
of white women toward black men has been quite openly explored.

Returning to Cleaver's archetype, briefly,'we find an explanation for

both the reptilsion and the attraction. The repulsion, quite simply, is

the culturally inspired disdain for close aasoelation with the alleged

inferior that is usually experienced by the allegedly superior class.

The attraction, on the other hand, is somewhat more complicated in its

origin and its manifestations. Cleaver explains that the Ultra-

feminine [the white woman], in the continual process of protecting,the

"masculinitY" of 'the Omnipotent Administrator. by greater and greater

effeminizing of herself, becomes a "psychic celibate"--that is, a woman

who, in sexual union with the Omnipotent Administrator, cannot

2 J9
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coordinate, the impulses of 116th the mind and the body to achieve

*complete gratification. Though her class position has largely de-

sexed this woman,:it has not eliminated the need for sexual fulfill-

Ment; it has,Simply substantially reduced her access to that

fulfillment--hence perpetual frustration. At this point her fantasies

fix on the individual who, she imagines, can relieve her frustration,

as the Omnipotent Administrator cannot, and who can, at the same time,

restore her sense of sexual self- esteem, as the Omnipotent Administra-

tor dare not, lest he add to his already present burden of sexual inse-

curity and suspicion. Of the Ultra-feminine's attraction impulses,

Cleaver says;

"Though she may never have had a sexual encounter with a

Super-masculine Menial, She is fully convinced:thathe can fulfill her

physical need.\ But what wets the Ultra6feminine's juice is that

she is allure tortured by the secret, intuitive knowledge that he,

,her psychic bridegrboa, can blaze through the wall of her ice, plumb

her psychic depths . . . detonate the bomb of her orgasm,'and'bring her

sweet'release."22

A number of American authors--interestingly, mostly male authors--

have treated this "sweet release" of the white female which is alleged

to be possible through union with black males. In his autobiographical

Letters to a Black Boy (1969, Robert Teague'explores the pent4up fan-

tasies that some white women bring to an interracial sexual encounter.

Teague describes' an "interracial party"%that he attended in Milwaukee

shortly after he finished college at Which he met a young white

socialite whom he calls Paula Hotchkiss. He continues:

V

2 0

"And later--after some furtive necking in he kit

alone together in a guest bedroom upstairs. .

stepped out of her underthings, Piulaf.--threw her a

Her voice was intimate, warm and husky in my ear.

go easy with me,' she whispered. 'I understand a

make Negro men so much better--the way you tear in

animal.'

Well. Another one of those. As a matter of

. a little unsure of myself at that moment, and my

boudoir at that stage of my life was not impressiv

Her tongue darted into my ear. Then she bit

prrtend,' she said, 'that this is a rape.'

As it turned out, all I had to do was penetra

hair. Almost immediately, her body stiffened; she

her fingernails, moaned and quivered violently.

as I was getting started. Her vivid imagination h

potent than any expertise at m) command."23

An added dimension of white female attraction,

sexuality which is not revealed in the motivation

Hotchkiss"--though it Certainly may have bean prgs

punishment. In fact, one nay cogently theorize th

reasons for the attraction/repulsion ambivalencein

the desire. for "sweet release" described by Cleaver

because of the "haughtiness factor," intensified by

Victorian sense of sex guilt, which, at least Until

appears to have been commonplace in American women.,

2 u
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"And Later--after some furtive necking in the kitchen--we wound up

alone together in a guest bedroom upstairs. . . As soon as she

stepped out of her underthings, Paula threw her arms around my neck.

IHer.voice was intimate, warm and husky in.my-ear. 'You don't have to

go easy with me,' she whispered. 'I understand about the things that

make Negro men so much better- -the way you tear into a woman like an

animal:'

Another one of those. As a matter of'fact, I was feeling

a little unsure of myself at that moment, and my experience in, the

V:oudoirt at that stage of my life was not impressively extensive. . . .

Her tongue darted into my ear. then she bitrhe lobe. 'Let's

preehd,-, she said, 'that this is a rape.'

As it turned out, all I had to do was penetrate Paula's\ ubie

hair'. Almost immediately, her body stiffened; she clawed my ba with

her fingernails, moaned and quivered Violently. It Was all over j st

AS I was getting started. Her vivid imagination had been much more

potent than any expertise at my command."23

An added dimension of white female attraction -,to black male

sexuality which is not revealed in the motivation of Teague's "PaUla

Hotchkiss"--though.it certainly may -have been present--is self-

punishment. In fact, one may cogently theorize that one of the chief

reasops for the attpaction/repulsion ambivalence in white women lies in

the desire for "sweet release" described by Cleaver coupled with--and-,

because of the "naughtiness factor," intensified by - -the Puritan-

Victorian sense of sex guilt, which, at least until rather recently,
o A-

appears to have been commonplace in American women. Such a woman,
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then, may have the best of both pleasure and pain. The pleasuie

results from the physical-psychickfulfillment which Cleaver describes,

together with the sense of perverse joy which often accompanies per-

formance of some act culturally identified as "evil," and together fur-

ther, at least on occasions, with the satisfaction of "reVenge" for

wrongs, or imagined wrongs, perpetrated by her white husband or lover.

The pain, or guilt, on the other hand, can result from a personal sense

of unworthiness, which can be inspired by innumerable past acts or

impulses, reinforced by both the guilt about her sexual appetite itself

and the further guilt of having that appetite'sated by an individual

that heY culture has dictated to be inferior to her

In the heroine of his novel, Pretty Leslie;(1963), R. V. Cassill

well portrays the plethora of pleasure-pain impulses just described.

The frustrated and guilt-ridden doctor's wife, Leslie, has carefully

chosen for her lover a white man named Don Patch, who seduMed,

belittles, and physically punishes her hour after hour:

a

"He heard the woman groan in Misery and fulfillment. . . . Now her

guilts begged with her hungers, like novices soliciting beside the

tanks with the whores. Punishment and lust were simultaneous. There

was nd longer any limit, - within or without, which could enforce an end

to the looting or betrayal.

So .his refusal to stop became her leisure to enjoy--enjoy not

merely the stretch and impact of their bodies, so terribly expoSed,

but\also, in recollection, the cunning expedients of the day by which':

she had singled (chosen? Yes, chosen) this man from the crowd at
ji

him on to follow her even when the light part

was trying to squelch him?

[. . . Was she not now served as she loved

disguised as black?. Nigger, she gloated silent

the sweat of his back.Tale

Leslie, then, in the climactic throes of mooch

ultimate pleasure [and.guilt] by mentally trans

gable lover into a black man, An.interesting

transformation fantasy is found, incidentally,

"Going to Meet the Man," in which Jesse, the la

earlier as he came to perverted aexue

ing a lynching, finds that to achieve sexual fu

addition to creating fantasies about mutilation'

himself into a black man. Then, in a powerful,

nature of his own sexual needs, as well as thos

thought of the morning and grabbed her, laughin

laughing, and he whispered, as he stroked her,

on, sugar, I'm going to do you like a nigger,

on, sugar, and love me just like you'd love a n

There haye been numerous recent attempts to

hiatorical literature in which highly contempora

sexual behavior have been imposed upon character

or two centuries ago. One of the most striking

"contemporized" writing is Clifford Mason's play:

like the hisOrical event on which it is -based,

Bi n's farm. . . With a sure instinct of choice, she not goaded Virginia plantation of Charles Proseer.26 To th
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lly punishes her hour after hour:
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oan in misery and fulfillment. . . . Now her

r hungers, like novices soliciting beside the

Punishment and lust were. simultaneous. There

it, within or without, which could enforce an/end
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/

o stop became her leisure to enjoyenjoy/not

d impact of their bookies, so terrl.bly exposed,

tion, the cunning expedients of the day by which

en? Yes, chosen) this man froth the crowd at

With, sure instinct of choice, had she not goaded
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him on to follow her even when the light part of her mind believed she

was trying to squelch him?

[. . . Was she not now served as. she loved it by this man

''disguised as black? Nigger, she gloated silently, oiling her hands with

the sweat of his back.]"24

Leslie, then, in the climactic throes of masochistic abandOn, seeks her

ultimate pleasure [and guilt] by ment:klly transforming her indefati-

gable lover into a black man. An interesting variation of this racial-

transforMation fantasy is found, incidentally, in Baldwin's short story

"Going /to Meet the Man," in which Jesse, the middle-age white man

described earlier as he came to perverted.sexual.maturity while watch-
/

ing
/
/a lynching, finds that to achieve sexual fulfillment he must, in

addition to creating fantasies about mutilation, mentally transform

himself into a black man. Then, in a powerful admission about the

/ nature of his own sexual needs, as well as those of his white wife, the

thought of the morning and grabbed her, laughing and crying, crying and

laughing, and he whispered, as he stroked her, as he took her, 'Come .

, .

on sugar, I'm going to do you like g nigger, just like a nigger, come

on sugar, and love me justlikeyOu'd love a nigger.'"25

There have been numerous-recent attempts to write' "revisionist"

historical literature in-Which highly contemporary interpretations of

sexual behavior have been imposed upon characters and settings of one

or two centuries ago. Oneof the most striking illustrations of this

"contemporized" writing is Clifford Mason's play Gabriel (1968), which,

like the historical event on which it is based, is set in 1800 on the

Virginia plantation of Charlet Prosser.26 To the rather elaborate'

213,
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plans of insurrection laid by the slave Gabriel and his followers,

hoWever, Mason has injected the element of sado-masochistic sexuality
e
.between Gabfiel and his master's wife, Lucy Prosser. The rather

unconvincing lirst exchange between Gabriel and Lucy'reveal Mason's

purpose--to'portray.Gabriel as a disinterested sexual superman and Lucy

as a panting Victbrian nymphomaniac:

"Lucy: . . . YoU've got to coma tonight, Please, say you'll really

come.

Gabriel [moves away]: When I think of the days I've spent pleasing

missah and the nightsiI've spent pleasing you and'all the beatings I've

taken from the foreman in between.'. . .

Lucy: And you'll come early, please.

Gabriel: Just don't touch me; I'll come early and stay late if you

just don't touch me.

Lucy: 1\),n't.

o

Gabriel: I'm sick to death of you. I can't even stand the smell of

you, So<don't touch me. Even when you're getting undresaed don't

touch me. I d'on't want to'see your face until it's too black out for

it ta'Amake a difference what you look like.
,

Lucy: Yes. But I remember when you used to go on and on becduse you

enjoyed it so. I remember when you kissed me until my body was bruised

from kisses." I remember 'when 7 had to beg you to stop because the

pleasure turned to pain. [She,tries to touch him again.]"

The Motivation for the disdain felt-by black males such as Gabriel

for white women is central to zany attempt to answer the third race-

sexuality question; "What lies at the base of the attraction /retribution

I2 '

sexual impulses.of black men toward.white women?

I

not difficult to understand. It is in fact,,j th

sexual coin from the "repulsion" aspect of white

black male sexuality--both impulses are the loci

ture which for three and a half centuries halun

whitenebs with superiority and blackness with in

understandably enough, just as a part of many wh

toward black men is based upon the awareness of

least a pirt of many black male impulses toward

upon an awareness of "elevation." This black ma

laped by the character

Falconhurst (1964) [one

struction on anAlabama

child--his child--which

carrying:

"If Sophie

Drummage in .Kyle'04tottt

of the "Mandingo"

plantation, describes his'

Sophie, the lath masteelf

was completely indifferent o the life

'hernot so Drummage. All his pride, all his van

thought of fathering a child. by Sophie. Whatlf

hilaSeffo the necessary performanceii or if his f

Sophie was still a white woman and Ole daughter

still the'head of Falconhurst,, a member of that w
r

hoped to enter - -a white world wiliCh had been as f
i q

awn as earth,from heaVen. He wad/1 only Drummage,

Mixwell, with the blood of Maxwells and Hammonds.

While Kyle Onstott is a white novelist,29

1 1 \

been expressed by black'SOcialltheoristsandauth
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ber when you kissed me until,my body was bruised

r when I had to beg you to. stop because the

[She tries to touch him again.]""

the disdain felt by black males such as Gabriel

ral to any attempt to answer the third race-

at lies at the base of the attraction/retribution
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sexual impulses of black men toward white women?" The attraction is

not difficult to Understand. It is, in fact, the other side of the

sexual coin from the "repulsion" aspect of white female response to

black male sexuality--both impulses are the logical product of a cul-

ture which for three and a half centuries has unequivocally equated

whiteness with superiority and blackness with inferiority. And so,

understandably enough, just as a part of many white female impulses

toward black men is based upon the awareness of "debasement," so at

least a part of many black male impulses toward white women, is based

upon an awareness of "elevation." This black male attitude is articu-

lated by the character.Drummage in Kyle Onstott's novel Master of

Falconhurst (1964) [one of the "Mandingo" series], who, during Recon-

struction on an Alabama plantation, describes his feelings about the

child.--his child - -which Sophie, the late master's daughter, is

carrying:

"If Sophie was completely' indifferent to the life burgeoning within

her, not so Drummage. All his pride,-all his vanity was aroused by the

thought'of fathering a child by Sophie. What if he. had had to force

himself to the necessary performan- ce, or if his favors had been bought..?

Sophi'e was whit.woman and the daughter of Hammond Maxwell,

still the head of Faldonhurst, a member of that world he had never

hoped to enter--a white world which had been as far removed from his

own as earth, from heaven. He was.ohly Druicomsge, but she was Sophie

Maxwell,Aith the blood of Maxwells and,Hammonds in her veins!'28

While Kyle'Onstott is A white novelist,??'timilar attitudes have

been expressed by black social theorists and authors. In one of the

2
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most useful sociological works on the whole subject, Sex and. Racism in

America (1965), Calvin C. Hernton explains his own culturally inspired

awareness of, and fascination for, white women:

To every Negro boy who grows utr,tfie South, the light - skinned. Negro

woman7-the Thigh yellow,' the mula tto--incites awe. The white woman
\ i

incites more awe. As a boy I was, to 'say the least, confUsed. As I

grew older,. the desire to see what it was that made white women so dear

an& angelic became a. secret, grotesque burden t& my_psyche. It is that

to almost all Negri) men, no matter how successfully they hide and deny

it And for these reasons- -the absurd idolization of the white woman

and the equal absurdity of the taboo surrounding her--there arises

within almost all Negroes a eociosexually induced predisposition for

white, women. 00

Likewise,in the "Allegory of the Black Eunuchs" section. of Soul on

Ice, Cleaver records the nearly fanatical, and presently somewhat

dated, pronouncements of "the Accused" on his attraction to white

women:

"Ain't hb such thing as an ugly white woman., A white woman is

beautiful even if she's baldheaded and only has one tooth. . . It's

not just the fact that She's a woman'that I love; I love her skin, her

Soft, smooth, white skin. I like to just lick her white skin as if
N.

sweet', fresh honey flows from her pores; and just to touch her long,

soft, silkey hair. There's a softness about a white woman, something

'delicate and'soft inside her. . . . Ain't nothing_more beautiful th

7,

a white woman's hair being blown by the wind. The white woman is more

than a woman to me. . . . She's like a goddess, a symbol. My love for

2

her'iereligious and beyond fulfillment. I wor

white woman's dirty drawers."31

The "retribution" aspect of the ambivalent

retribution impulse toward whiteyoMen seems ,s

than the well-documented "attraction" aspect.

way to approach this impulse to punish is to ex

exploitation in the historical victor-conquered

Women in White America (1972), the editor, Gerd

practice of raping the women'of a defeated en

found in every culture. . . . It is 'the ultimat

for a defeated foe since it symbolises his help

any other conceivable act."32

Certainly the history and literature treat

defeated nation by victorious military forces ar

tions of the sexual abuse heaped upon the conque

useful to bring that military analogy to bear on

between black males and white females in a cult

as well as outright hostility, has historically

racial attitudes. Accepting Lerheesspretise t

ultimate expression of contempt for a defeated f

understand the posStbiiitien for-cultural reveng

and voluntary' interracial sexual encounters.

"There was a time when the.rape of a white vpuon,

s

unknown throughout the South"... During the entire

slavery, it did not, for all practical purposes,
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her is religious and beyond fulfillment. I worship her. I love a

white woman's dirty drawers."31

The "retribution" aspect of the ambivalent black male attraction/

retribution impulse toward white women seem6xsomewhat more complicated

than the well-documented "attraction" aspect. Probably the most useful

way to approach this impulse to punish is.to explore the use of sexual

exploitation in the historical victor-conquered relationship. In Black

Women in White America (1972), the editor, Gerda Lerner, says: "The
.

practice of rapinthe women of a defeated enemy is world-wide and is

found iwevery culture. . .. It is the u inmate expression of contempt

for a.defeated foi since it symbolizei'.his helplessness more fully than

any other conceivable act."32

Certainly the history and literature treating the occupation of a

defeated nation by victorious military forces\are alive With descrip-
_

tions of the sexual abuse heaped upon the conquered women. It seems

\.

useful to bring that military analogy to bear on sexuilactivities

between black males and white females in a culture in which Antagonism,

as well as outright hostility, has historically characteriztd
1 ,

racial attitudes. Accepting Lerner's premiss that sexual abuse -' "is the

ultimate expression of contempt for'a defeated foe," one can quickly

understand the possibilitiet for cultural revenge in both involuntary

g

and voluntary interracial sexual endounters. Laurence Baughman says:

"There was a time when the rape of a white woman by A Negro was_ almost

unknown thrOltighout the South.. During the entire period of Negro

lavery it,did not, for all practical purposes, exist. Noi did At

1

2j.1
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: exist to any great extent until some years after the Emancipation. But

I.

wtott\caseg there were were particularty'brutal."33

The question naturally arises as to how exactly either the

'involuntary or the voluntary sexual activity between a black male a

white female can constitute cultural "retribution." The answer to the

question cannot emerge until there is an understanding about the naeuere

of the relationship between the American white won1.n barticularly, but

by no means exclusively, the southern white woman) and American cul--

tural values (again, particularly southern values).* This relationship

has been x lored in at least two significant ways. _On one hand, J.

Cash asserts that the settling dust of the Civil War, any attempt

on the part of the Negro to iterate his new equality was not just a

simple' aggression against Southern ideology but was an attack on South-.

ern womanhood, as surely as if she were indeed physically(violated,"34,

,Richard Christy, on the other hand, reverses the causal order of the

relationship by claiming, more convincingly, it seems, that!

"the Southern White womanyas a symbol of Southern ideology, not vice

versa. She meant less than nothing without the ideal of the South.

When a Southerner. was chivalrous to hia woman, 2.2. was Raying homage to

the South. The woman meant no more to his ideal than p rosary to a
'

diocese. The violence of the Southern mind was greater not when a

Southern ideal was attacked and he associated it with his woman butt

rather, when his woman was attacked and he sutiOnsciocialy related it to

his ideals."35

Regardless, however, of the actual first cause of.this

chicken-and-egg relationship,.the fact remains that white American

2 .8

women (again, particularly southern women), and t

-sexuality, are inextricably associated with Amerie

southern) values, and, therefore, any assault on

(even a voluntary,.flassault") has become, for tiny

taneouslyan assault on the "ideals" whichrAmerica

And unlike the black-revolution literature of aut

Bontemps (Black Thunder, 1936), Imamu Baraka The

Styron (The- Confessions of Nat Turner, 1966), Sam

Who Sat by the Door, 1969), and John A.. Williams

SOns of Light, 1969), in which open go-far-broke

made by blacks upon the actual Physical ineititutl

sexual assault allow, in addition.__ gratific

culturally "forbidden fruit," the relative securit

retribution which may be repeated!many

An'interesting corollary of the whiteLetale-
,k

equation emerges in any attempt to answer the.fina

question posed early in this article: "What are th

ferences between the sexual impulses operating.in

woman relationship and thoge'operating in the bla

relationship?" Interestingly, in the-first black

Clotel or, The President's Da hter(1853)r-anov

legend of,Thomas Jefferson's quadroon daughtersr-

in describing a stave auction at which ClQtel: (Jef

being sold, reveals that Clotel's value is enhance

tionas she refleOts such fundamentally Aterian 5'43
- -

a gentle temper, Christianity, and chastity;

2 9
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ally arises as to how exactly either the' southern) values, and, therefore, any assault On white female sexuality

tary sxual ectivity between a black male.and a (even a voluntary "assault") has becoMe, for many black males, simul-

tute cultural "retribution." The answer to the eaneously an assault on the "ideals" which America holds most dear.
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ked and he'associated it with his woman. but,

And, unlike the black-revolution literature of authors like Arna

Bontemps (BlackThunder, 1936), Imamu Baratta (The Slave, 1964), William

.Stgron (The Confessions of Nit Turner, 1966), Sam Greenlee The Spook

Who Sat byrhe'Door,.1969), and John A. Williams (Sons of Darkness,

Sons of,Light, 1969), in which open go-for-hrokeimifitary attacks are

made by blacks upon the actual physical institutions of Amerlta, the

sexual assault allows, in addition to'the gratification of experiencing

culturally "forbidden-fruit," the relative security of acts of covert

retriOtion which may be repeated many times.

An interesting corollary of the white female-cultural values

equation emerges in any attempt to answer the final race-sexuality

question posed early in this article: "What are the fundamental dif-

ferences'between the sexual impulses operating in the black man/white

woman relationship ancPthose operating in the black woman/whit man

relationship?" Interestingly, in tht first black novel written,

Clotel; or, The President's Daughter (1853)--a novel based upon the

7

legend of Thomas Jeferson's quadroon daughters--William Wells Brown,

as attacked add he subconsciously related_ it to in describing a slaVe auction at which Clotel (Jefferson's daughter) is

being sold, reveals that cictel's value is enhanced in direct propor-,

, of the actual first cause of this 7 tion as she reflects such fundamentally American values as light skin,

(

ship, the fact remains that white eiiCan
'
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a gentle temper, Christianity; and chastity;
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"Gloter had been reserved for the las

valuable. 'How much gentlemen? Rea,'

any one. She enjoys good health, and

you say ?' Five hundred dollars.' '0

as this? GTnte.22he is worth a de
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, because she was the most

1.1.ino, fit for a fancy girl for

aS a sweet temper. How much do

sly five hundred for such a girl

1 more than that sum; you cer-

ly don't know the value of the article you are bidding upon. Here,

gentlem n, I hold in my hand a,paper certifying that.she has a good

moral character.' 'Seven hundred.' 'Ah, gentlemen, that is something

like. This paper allo states that she is very intelligent.' 'Eight

hundred.' 'She is a devoted Christian, and perfectly trustworthy.'

'Nine hundred.' 'Nine fifty.' 'Eleven.' 'Twelve hundred.'

Here the sale came to a dead stand. . . . 'The chastity of this girl is

pure; she has never been from under her mother's care; she is a vir-

tuous creature.' 'Thirteen.' Fourteen.' 'Fifteen.' Fifteen hun-
,

dred dollars,' cried the auctioneer, and the maiden was struck for that

sum. This was a Sputhern auction, at which the ,bones, muscles, sinews,

blood, and nervea,of a young lady of sixteen were sold for five hundred

dollars; her moral character for two hundred; her improved intellect

for one hundred; her Christianity for three hundred; and her chastity

and virtue for four hundred dollars more."36

The more common portrayal of black women in American literature,.

however, is one which emphasizes their difference from white women,

rather than their. similarity. Again, of course, the white superiority-
,

black inferiority attitudes are operating, with the effects nowhere

better articulated than in the book by psychiatrists William H. Grier

and Price M. Cobbs titled Black Rage (1968), Among the many case

220

'studies outlined in the book is that of a black

-sums up her perception of the sexual role assign

history: "I know I am a whore at heart--socie

know I am suitable only for casual sexual use--e

Bertha here reveals the devastating residue of

process like slavery, and later institutional di

female psyche. In theii) chapter titledy'Achiev

and Cobbs state: "In the world of women an ab

cissism is not only)a cheerful attribute but v

tional well-being."38 But it is exactly this c

Bertha has been denied.

The hundreds of thousands of Berthas have b

the result of a conspiracy among white males - -a

tacit approval of white females. To makeher c

social niche which was to be her lot; Bertha had

of that sense of feminine self-esteem whichGrie

essential to sound emotional adjustment. She be

master, as'well as for his "cracker" neighbor,

of the sexual gratification which he could not

dared not request, at least not too often) with

"Going/to Meet the Man," Jesse, unable to Perfo

wife, thinks: "He could not ask her to do just

just to help him out, just for a little while, t

nigger girl to do it."39)- Black ,femajes became,

through which white male sexual fantasies could

master's and cracker's twentieth- century counter
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en from under her mother's care; she is a vir-

rteen.' 'Fourteen.' 'Fifteen.' 'Fifteen huh-

he auctioneer, and the maiden was struck for that

rn auction, at which the bones, muscles, sinews,

young lady of sixteen were sold for/five hundred

racter for two hundred; her improved intellect

hristianity for three hundred.; and her chastity

dred dollars more."36

ortrayal of black women in American literature,

emphasizes their dtfferencefrom white women,

larity. Again, of course, the white superiority-
,

tudes are operating, with the effects nowhere

n in tfle'book by psychiatrists William H. Grier

led Black,Rage (1968).. Among the many case
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studies outlined in the book is that of a black woman named Ber

sums up her perception of the sexual role assigned her by American

history: "I know I am a whore at heart--society confirms it. . . . I

know I am suitable only for casual sexual use--society confirms it."37

Bertha.here reveals the devastating residue of a cultural conditioning

process like slavery, and later institutional discrimination, upon the

female psyche. In their chapter titled "Achieving Womanhood," Grier

and Cobbs state: "In the world of women an abundance of feminine nar-

cissism is not only a cheerful attribure but a vital necessity to emo-

tional well7being:"38 But it is exactly this characteristic which

Bertha has been denied.

The hundreds of thousands of Berthas have been created largely as

the result of a conspiricyamong white males- -and with. at least the

tacit approval of white females. To make her compatible with the

social niche which was tit be, her lot, Bertha had early to be stripped

of that sense. of feminine self-esteem which Grier and Cobbs describe as

essential to sound emotional adjustment. She became for the slave

master, as well as for his "cracker" neighbor, the "animal-like" source

of the sexual gratification which he could not achieve (or which

dared not request, at least not top often) with his white wife. (In

"Going to Meet the Man," Jesse, unable to perform sexually with his

wife, &inks: "He could not ask her to do just 0 little thing for him,

.just to help him out, just for a little while, the way he could ask a

nigger girl to do it."39) 'Black females:,becate, then, .the objects

through which white male sexual fantasies could be acted out The

master's and cracker's twentieth-century dounterparts are, in addition

2 °'1.
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to Southern white men of all classes, urban landlords, employers, and

an almost endless variety of others whose superior social and economic

poiition makes many black women, like Lutie Johnson in Ann Petry's The

Street (1946) automatically vulnerable. 4.

The most fundamental diffetence, then, between the historical and

literary treatment of the black man/white woman relationship and that

of the black woman/white an relationship is that the first has always

been considered taboo (at the present time even more in-the_ black com-

munity than in the white), while the second has been covertly toler-

ated.
:

The qualifications imposed upon that toleration, however, are

revealing. In viewing the black woman/white man re iationship from the

white woman's perspective, Beth Day, not altogether accurately, says:

"It forces her to live'`S:lie in regard to her own position in life and.,

her relationship to her husband. For him, black sex is always availa-

Yarnell: You've heard the expression, sowing '1.

I II

men we know sowed a lot of wild oats before t

and gbt'married.

Lyle: That's right. Men have to do it. The

And here is the crux of,bhe entire.race and

America--the glib and simple vision of a nail on

what they perceive as the obvious differenc s in

beings and human needs. Black men simply lltin't

Black worien-liain't like" white women. Men i'

most.central to the,rice-sexuality issue, black

white people. With such a simplistic and

only boundaries for the behavior, prejudi

Lyle Brittens -- attitudes and actions.shap d by th

sophisticatift and superiority and black nimalis

/ ble, regardless of her feelings. For her, the door of sexual choice ,is _ there is little reason to marvel'*t the

closed."40 This sexual double-standard problem, intensified by the

rLial factor, is treated by Baldwin in Blues for. Mister Charlie, in

which the murder Lyle Britten, his wife Jo, and his friend Parnell

discuss what, for Lyle and Parnell at least, is the obvious difference

in the two kinds of relationships:

"Jo: It's not different--how can you say that? White men ain't got no

more business fooling around with black women than--

Lyle: Girl, twill you stop getting yourself into an uproar? Men is

'different from women--they ain't as delicate. Man can clo a lot of

things a woman can't do, you know that.

,

debasement and bitterness recorded so tragically
6

America

-
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hey ain't as delicate. Man can do a lot of
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Parnell: You've heard the expression, sowing wild oats? Well, all, the

men we know sowed a lot of wild oats before they finally settled down

and got married.

.,Lyle: That's right. Men have to do it. They ain't like women."41

And here is the crux of the entire race-and-sexuality issue in

America--the glib and simple vision of a nation of Lyle Brittens about

what they perceive as the obvious differences in kind:among human

beings and human needs. Black men simply "ain't like" white men.

Black women "ain't like" white women. Men "ain't like" women. And,

most central to the race-sexuality isaue, black people "ain't like"

white people. With such a simplistic and inhumagag4c de serving as the

only boundaries for the behavior, prejqclices, and laws of the nation's

Iyle Brittens--attitudes and actions shaped by the myths of white

sophistication and superiority and black animalism and inferiority--

there is little reason to marvel at the legion illustrations of racial

debasement and bitterness recorded so tragically in the literature of

America.
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I wonder where I'm gonna die,
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whole, and,: as such, its action and interest ci

life of the heroine, Helga Crane, to an !spec

-Helga does in a physical sense is largely the

,thinks and feels. Any ultimate assessment of

then, hinges, upon a detailed evaluation of the'
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The last stanza of the Ungston Hughes poem which bears the richly

ambiguous title "Cross" contains a succinct expression of the quandary,.

/

traditionally confronting the person of mixed blood as he is portrayed

throughout much of American'literatur:

My old man died in a fine- big house

My ma died in -a shack.

I wonder where I'iegonna die,

,Being neither white nor black?1

The fictionalized mulatto, torn b tween the racial polarities of a

society which divides itself pri rily into the mutually. .exclusive
4sa

categorietf.white and black, s a character -type rich with the poten-

tial for inner dramatic confli t, and a substantial literary tradition

has grown up around his attempts to find himtelfand his proper place

larger community from/Which'he Is estranged as a result of the

genetic "cross" he is foiCedlto bear. In attaching the above quitrain

from Hughes to the beginn g of her first novel, Quicksand, Nella

Larsen Immediately signals her reader that she is working'within pre-

cisely this same tradition, and it is against the backdrop of the

"tragic mulatto" tradit/On that her novel should be understood. But it

should also be noted that Quicksand is a psychological novel on the

Whole, and, as such,its action and interest center'sround the inner

life of the heroine, Helga Crane, to an especially marked degree. What

Helga does in a phytical sense islargely the expression of what she

thinks an feels. Any ultimate assessment of the novel's meaning,

then, hinges upon a detailed evaluation of the Character of Helga

2'8 8
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herself, as well as-of the way in which she both resembles, and differs

from the "tragic mulattos" who proceed her in Black fiction.

Hugh Gloater has suggested Rena Walden, the heroine of Charles W.

Chesnutt's The House Behind the Cedars!, as a representative prototype

of Helga Crane.2 But for purposes of /contrast, perhaps a better choice

would be the title character in Mrs. Frances E. W. Harper's 1893 novel,

Iola Leroy, or Shadows Uplifted. Iola, like innumerAble of her fic-

tional counterparts, is the child of a white planter and a quadroon

woman. Her black blood is physically indiscernable, and she is raised

as a white girl until, as a consequence of her father's untimely -

detbise, she is sold into slavery. Of particular interest to us here,

however,' are Iola's actions once she is free to exercise her own will

in determining the course of her Fife. Rescued by the Union army, she

., contributes to the winning of the war and the liberation Of the black

race by nursing wounded soldiers with tireless selflessness. Her

beauty and devotion attract the attention of a white physician, and

.gradually command his love. In the best sentimental tradition loye

wins out over all obstacles, including the physician's racial biases,

and the white lover proposes. A white writer, like George Washington

Cable in "T'te Poulette," might well have been content to end his

narrative on tt-As happy, note. But Mrs. Harper carries-the story con-

siderably further. Iola refuses to live as a white man's wife out of

a sense of loyalty to the black race. Education, she believes, is the

key to racial !'uplift," and she accordingly becomes a---teacher, rewarded
c,

at last for all her sacrifices with marriage to a brilliant mulatto

2 z,", 9

physician who shares her determination to disper

ignorance and poverty alluded to in the novel's t

For Mrs. Harper, who inIthe years prior to

a leading black abolitionist, the role of ;Itovelia

nate to that of spokeswoman for the grievances a

black Americans of her day. Nella Larsen is, on

product of another age and literary inheritance.

realist with a prondunced penchant for irony, a

minded writer for all the quiet gentility of her

fact that accounts for her success in creating.ou
a

and melodramatic stereotype of the "tragic mulatt

compelling female characters to-emerge from the

As Quicksand opens, Helga Crane, the issue o

marriage between a white Danish woman and a-black'

the black Southern college, Naxos, a school which

stands as a "monument to one man's genius and Vie

Naxos with a sense of mission worthy of Mrs. Harp

dream of black education that Iola pursued has be

pictures it, a nightmare in which a respected in

.learning is,,in reality, a "machine" teler,ating "

individualisms" and systematically turning out ye

ance with the expectations of the white powers-th

of Naxos in Quicksand points toward the travesty

Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man,rand the reader sym
. ,

Helga's wish to'disassociate herself from the sch

siveness of her departure, marked as it Is by last
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physician who shares her determination to disperse the "shadows" of

ignorance and poverty alluded to in the novel's title.

For.Mrs. Harper, who in the years prior\to the Civil War had been

-A leading black abolitionist,,the role of novelist is wholly subordi-

nate to that of spokeswoman for the grievances and aspirations of the

black Americans' of her day. Nella Larsen is, on the other hand, the

product of another age and literary inheritance. She is a fictional

realist with a pronounced penchant for irony, a particularly tough-

minded writer for all the quiet gentility of her style. And it is this

as acconsequence of her father's untimely fact that accounts for her success in creating out of the overworked 1

.

. .

o slavery. Of particular interest to us here, / and melodramatic stereotype of the "tragic mulatt-.3" one of the most

tions once she is 'free to exercise her own will

rse of her life. Rescued by the Union army, she

ing of the war and the liberation'of the black
a

soldiers with tireless selflessness. Her

tract the attention of a white physician, and

love. In the best sentimental tradition, love

cles, including the physician's racial biases,

poses. A white writer,, like George Washington

" might well have been content to end his

note. But Mrs. Harper carries the story con-

la refuses to live as a white man's wife out of

the black race. Education, she believes, is the

' and she accordingly becomes a teacher, rewarded

rifices with marriage to a brilliant mulatto
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compelling female characters to emerge from the Harlem Renaissance.

As Quicksand opens,'Helga Crane, the issue of a'short -Jived

marriage between a white Danish woman and a bltick man, is a teacher at

the black ,Southern college,, Naxos, a school which, like Tuskegee,

stands,as a "monument to one man's genius and vision."3 .Helga came_td

Naxos with a sense of mission worthy-of Mrs. Harper's Iola. But the

dream of black education that Iola pursUed has becoMe, as Miss Larsen

pictures it, a nightmare in-which a respected institution of higher

learning is, in reality, a "machine" tolerating "no innovations, no

individualisms".,and systematically turning out young blacks in accord-

ance with'the expectations of the white powers.;that-be.4./(he portrait

of Naxos in Quicksand points toward the travesty of Tuskegee we see in

Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man, and the reader sympathi'zes fully with

Helga's wish to disassociate herself frOm the school. .But the impul-

siveness of her departure, marked as; - -it is by last minute wavering, and

2 3 0
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the apparently inexplicable ambivalence she manifests toward Dr.

Anderton, Naxos' chief administrator, are the first positiveOgnS' the

reader has of Helga's psychological instability, the flaw in her per-

tonality that will piove her final downfall. Her vehement determina-

tion to leave-the South and never retutn becomes bitterly ironic in

view of the novel's conclusion.,

Helga arrives in Chicago, paradoxically her home -town (though she

feels that she has never had 2r home), and goes to her white uncle Peter

for help, only to be turned away by his new wife during the uncle's

absence. In her rage and shame, Helga loses herself in the. anonymity

of a black crowd 'and suddenly feels that she has come flume at last.

This desire to lose herself in identification with her father's people

is one of the most powerful, albeit at times unconscious, motives in

Helga's behavior, and, in Harlem, living with the pretty and cultivated
,

Anne Grey, she believes that she has finally "found herself."5 'Charac-

teristically, howeVer, Helga's happiness recedes and'she begins to suf-

fer again the old sense of "estrangement and isolatinn."6 Her initial

pleasure in the company of Harlemites changes to "aversion," and she

recoil's from the sight of "the grinning faces" and from the sound of

the "easy laughter" of Harlem blacks. She insists to herself, "They're.

.my own people." Yet she.dels "yoked" to them through no choice of her:,

awn.,
7

Deus ex machina, in the form of a letter from her uncle with a

sizeable check, provides her with the chance for a new life with her

white aunt in Denmark, and Helga determines to take it. Prior to

departing, however, she. undergoes,an experience of a highly symboliC

nature.
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Helga and a group. of friends go to a Harle

one of those places.which respectable people, a

"hell."
8

Miss Larsen's choice of words here is

Helga's descent into the nightclub is suggestiv

descent into Hades. At first, Helga feels sing

everyone around her until she is overcome by th

"She was drugged, lifted, sustained, -by the ext

put, ripped'out, beaten out, by the joyous, wil

essence of life seemed bodily'motion."9 Helga

her own unconsciousness, the dark, i'rrat7'.onal,

her nature she associates with her black blood.

music is broken and the Ance arnbolit)

her being, coldly rational'and repressive, real

she been to the jungle, but that she had enjoye

the idea of being "a jungle creature" and is hA
A

escape to the white world of Europe. Suddenly,

beautiful light-skinned girl, Audrey Denney, in

Anderson. himself now a refugee from Naxos, and

of them together virtually hyphotizes Helga.

Audrey, filled with an "envious admiration"lOr

described later in the novel as "poised, serene,

fect foil to Helga,Il for she is in actuality al

be. United with Anderson in the rhythm of the d

effect, as Helga's alter tail, for Hel a has hers

desired a union with Dr. Andersoh froi the begi

of'the two dancing together is an image of self-
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I
licable ambivalence she manifests toward Dr. Helga and a group of friends go to a Harlem basement nightspot,

of administrator, are the first positive signs the one of those placeswhich respectablepeople, she reflects, call a

3 psychological instability, the flaw in her per- "hell."
8 Miss Larsen's choice of words here is significant, for

roVe her final downfall. Her vehement determina- Helg&'s descent into the'nightclub is suggestive of an archetypal

uth and never return becomes bitt rly ironic in descent into Hades. At first, Helga fpels singularly detached from

conclusion.

Chic4go, paradoxically her home-to (though she ."She was drugged, lifted, sustained, by the extraordinary music, blown

ever had a home), and goes to'her white uncle Peter out ripped, out, beaten out, by the joyous,'wiild, murky orchestra. The

turned away by his hew wife duridg\the cle's esaerce of life. seemed bodily4motion."9; Helga,has been plunged into
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everyone around her until she in overcome by the spell of dance music:

. ,

and shame, Helga loses herself in the an nymity her own andemoorraYide of-

suddenly feels that she has come home at last.

erself in identification with her father's people

6rful, albeit at 'times unconscious, motives in ,

in Harlem, living with the pretty and cultivated

es that she has finally "found herself."5

, Helga's happiness recedes and she begins to suf-

,
se of "estrangement and isolation."6 Her initial'

ny of Harlemiees changes to "aversion," and she .

t of "the grinning faces" and from the sound of

f Harlem blacks. She insists to herself, "They're

she feels "yoked" to them through no choice of her

a. in the form of a letter from - uncle with a

her nature she associates with her black blood. When t e spell of the

' music is broken and the dance (itself symbolic) ends, t e white side of

her being, coldly rational and repressive, realizes "th t not only had

she bebn to the jungle, but that she had enjoyed it."1° She revolts at

the idea of being"a jungle creature" and is hardened in her resolve to .

escape to the white world of Europe'. Suddenly, however\ she_ spots a

beautiful light-skinned girl, Audrey Denney, in the company of Dr.

Anderson, himself now a refugee from Naxos, and the vision of the two
f.

of them together virtually hypnotizes Helga. She is fascinated by

Audrey, filled with an "envious admiration" for her; and Audrey,

described later in the novel as "poised; serene, certain"' is the per-

fect foil to Helga, 11 for she is in actuality all that Helga longs.to

des her with the chance for a new life with her be. United with Anderson in the rhythm of the4fifite, Audrey serves, in

, and Helga determines to take it. Prior to effect, as Helga's alter ego, for Helga has herself subconsciously
0

he undergoes an experience of a highly symbolic desired a union with Dr. Anderson from the beginning. Yet the vision

231 7>

rof'the-two dancingaogether is an image of self-realization and
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fulfillment that Helga cannot come to terms with. It is at unheeded

epiphany. Here, as is. oftentimes the case elsewhere in imaginative

literature, the descent into the Underworld, that is, into the psychic

depths of Self, is a distressing experience for the 'protagonist, and ,

Helga flees up a flight'of surrealistically "endless" stairs until at

last "pantiog,'confused,but.thankful to have escaped," she finds her-
r

self once again "out in the dark night alone, a small crumpled thing in

a fragile black and gold dress, "12 In fleeing the nightclub, and in

subsequently fleeing Harlem and America, Helga is futilely attempting

tojlee heraelf.

After two years with her aunt and uncle in Copenhagen, Helga is

`again the victim of; an "indefinite discontent." 13 The promise of self-

fulfillment she sought in Europe, the same promise she had earlier

sought at Naxos, has proven to be illbsory..,, The racial oppression. of

America has merely been replaced with'the benign racial preconceptions

of Scandinavia. where Helga is'less important as a persoh than as an

object,,.albeit an exotic and prized one. Smug in their European confi,

dence that they are above the racial misconceptions that lie at the

basis of American raeisM, Helga's Danish lelatives, the Dahls, are, as

the author is careful to show, not abovelexploiting their niece for

their own purposes. Helga's alleged negi.itude Makes of her a social

drawing-card, and the primitive power the Danes attribute to her, an

inexplicably sensual mystique, acts asia magnet in attracting the favor

of the lionized artist, Axel Olsen, wHo paints Helga's portrait,

investing it with a barbaric beauty. which Helga prudish-1y-disclaims.
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For Mrs. Harper's Iola Leroy, the refusal of
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advantages of living in the white world, is preSen
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It is quite characteristic of Neils Larsen's breadth of vision as

a novelist that she is capable of satirizing the more obvious absurdi-

ties growing out of the cult of the primitive while at the same time

demonstrating the inadvertent value certain of its assumptions hold for

her heroine. Helga's fastidious revulsion over the antics of black

vaudeville performers at the Circus gradually becomes a fascinated

obsession for her as she realizes that the Danes, for all their fool-

ishness, somehow understand the valuable emotive unde -currents pecul-

iar to Black American cultural expression. Her realiz tion of the

unique aspects of her heritage, however unconscious, le ds to a psycho-

logical reconciliation with the figure of her errant fa her, whom she

once hated for his desertion of her mother and herself. It is at this

point that Helga feels a homesickness, not for America ar se, but for

those same black people she came to Europe to escape. Significantly,

it is during this same period that Helga rejects the proposal of her

white suitor, Olsen, ostensibly for reasons of race.,

For Mrs. Harper's Iola Leroy, the refusal of marriage to a

successful white man, with its implicit rejection of all the supposed

advantages of living in the white world, is presented as a reasoned

step in the direction of the heroine's ultimate self-fulfillment as a

"black" woman. Like Iola, Helga feels the tug of racial loyalties, and

she drapes her refusal of Olsen's proposal in the croak of rationality.

But whereas Iola's act, is the symbolic gesture of an idealized charac-

ter, Helga's act is governed by a complex set of emotions and ambiva-

.

lent attitudes appropriate to a character of her convincingly

well-rounded dimensions. Iola Leroy belongs to a tradition of heroines
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who find virtue and virtuous choice an easy matter, in spite of all the

perils placed in their way by external circumstances. .Helga, on the

other hand, belongs to a tradition of heroines represented by charac-

ters like Jane Austen's Emma Woodhouse, He Ary James' Isabel Archer, and

Gustav Vlaubert's Uadame Bovary, ladies who are all-too-human in one

respect or another and whose limited Vision and lack of self-

understanding complicate their decisions and influence their lives for

better or for worse. Accordingly, Helga's refusal of Olsen's proposal,

however laudable it might be in an abstract sense, is presented as yet

another irrational and instinctive reaction on her part. Behind

Helga's talk of race there is the same fear and resentment, vanity, and

the same perverse desire to wound evident in Helga's earlier encounters

with men like Anderson and James Vayle, her ex-fiance from her days at

Naxos.

It is an index of'Helga's inner confusion and ambiguity of motive

that it is not long after her return to the black world of Harlem that

she half-wishes she had married the Danish artist after all, simply

because such a course of action would. shock and punish her friend,

Anne, whom Helga unfairly resents for having married Dr. Anderson, the

man whose earlier overtures in her on direction Helga had repulsed out

of vanity and self - defeating petulence. In fact, the only "stable"

aspect of Helga's personality and of her consequent actions is her emo-

tional instability and recurrent restlessness, her habit of taking

flight from one set of circumstances only to find herself dissatisfied

with another. Nella Larsen implicitly suggests a naturalistic basis

for the self- divisions at the core of Helga's prob,ems. Her heroine is

2 3 5
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the produgt of an "unloved" and "u16.iing"'childhood,14 which, ialong

with the Schizoid role society prescribes for h r,.accounts infpart at

least fort her inner turmoil and her inabilit to break out of the crip-
..

pling shell of her ego-centrism. ' Helga's atural urge to lov, Which

would nornally have been directed outsi e herself, has instead been

directed inward,, resulting in a narc ssism which.is ail-consuMing and

which makes the objective self-criticism and evaluation Helga so

desperatpy needs a thing beyond her,

Vaious critics have suggested that a failure or refusgl to know

one4 Self, to understand and acknowledge one's weaknesses tend limita-

I

trons, is the precipitating cause behind the fall of many, if not most,

/of the tragic figures in Western literature. Given such a .riew, a case

4 can be made for Quicksand aS' a tragedy of sorts. Helga, Eal we have

seen, flees from the imperative of self-knowledge, seekinglto allay the
NJ

disghtiafactions which arise'from within her with a change of scene and

society. Her refusal to face the reality about herself in turn dis-

torts her perception of the reality around her, finally breeding tragic

consequences. Toward the end of the novel, when Helga gets religion

after literally picking h'erself up out of a gutter, there. is a transi-

tory hope that she is at last on the road to finding herself through

losing herself in a life of faith. But the hope is shorr-lived. While

it was possible For Mrs. Harper's Iola to find happiness in marriage to

a man of her own race and in her devotion to the black "folk," Helga's

attempt to find meaning for her life in a similar course of action is

merely another effort at escaping herself, an effort in which, ironi-

cally enough, she is lost once and for all. As the wife of the
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semi-ignorant Reverend Pleasant Green, a black fundamentalist preacher

who, like Samuel Johnson, is not overly fond of clean linen, the fas-

tidious and cultured Helga is trapped once again in the South she swore

to leave forever'after the frustiations of Naxos. Life immersed in a

tradition-centered black community in and of itself offers no solution

to the quest for self-fulfillment.
Instead, it becomes, for Helga at

,least, a veritable life-in-death, and there is an almost Sophoclean

irdny in the fact that the girl who boasted earlier in the novel that

she felt it was sinful to bring black children into a world of poverty,

0ignorance and racial discrimination now finds herself caught up on a

treadmill of seemingly ceaseless'pregnancies, labors, births, and

pregnancies.

Hiroko Sato is right in taking issue with Robert Bone who maintains

that Nell* Larsen is passing puritanical judgment on her heroise.15 In

Bone's view, Helga is presented as the victim of her own sexuality; her

natural sexual appetite is made to bear the blame for her eventual

downfal1.16 Such a reading dbuld not be further from the truth. Bella

Larsen gm' to great length to demonstrate that sexual repression,

reflected in Helga's refusal to gee the, sensual side of her nature m 4-

roved in Olsen's painting, is one of the misjorources of her protege-

,

nist's. discontent. But it should also be noted I at, beyond certain of

the Freudian assumptions which inform her novel M s Larsen is 'no

Laurentian romantic. Helga and the Reverend Gre n hardly Constance

Chatterley and M011ors.: Their sexual union is indeed the fatalistic

source of dangerous pregnancies, net of self- fulfillment. Quiti:

likely, Bone's failure to arrive at a satisfactory understanding of
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Quicksand is the result of his tendency as a critic to work within

easily-defined categories, to reduce the problems raised in fiction to

easy answers. In the world as Nella Larsen envisions it in Quicksand,

there are no'easy answers. And it is this fact, in the final analysis,

that accounts foi' the major deviations from the "tragic'mulatte" norm

the novel itself entails.

Nella Larsen's sensibilities are thoroughly, contemporary; in her

world-view, "freedom," which is but another term for the'"happinei"

her heroine seeks,
17

is not, as it was for He.lga's kotcitype, Iola

Leroy, simply a matter of education, economic security and civil liber-

ties. It rather depends upon coming to authentic'terms with the Self.

Nor is a sense of selfhood, of identity, simply a consequence of'decid-

ing to be either ethite or black. It results from an inner psychic bal-

ance which tends increasingly to elude white and black alike. The

racial polarities around which the novel is structured ultimately-func-

tion-ihsuch a way as to suggest parallels between the inner tensions

and despair peculiar to Helga's experience and the plight of contempo-

rary man himself. I submit that Nella Larsen succeeds in transforming

stereotype into credible symbol. In the character of Helga Crane, the

tragic mulatto figure evolves into a representation of an existential

Everyman; the alienation and self-uncertainties of the fictional mixed

blood become recognizable aspects of ourselves. Later in the course of

American fiction, two white Southern writers, Will4m Faulkner in Light

in August and Robert Penn Warren in Band of Angels would do much the

same thing. The success of their efforts, however, should in no way

negate the remarkable accomplishments of4Tella Larsen in her first,
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novel. Quicksand, like Miss Larsen's second novel, Passing, deserves

more readers and more criticalatterition than it has heretofore

received.
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When.Rosa P ks in 1955 refused to give up hei bus seat in the Jim

Crow section of the bus she was riding to a White passenger, she did

more than start the ntgomery, Alabama, bus boycott. Symbolically as

well as literally she e resse4 the effort to bring linority Americans

out of the backwater into he mainstream of American life. -That par-

ticular incident ended in s cess: it broke the dim of segregation in

publip transportation, thus o fling the way to further action. Proba

bly more significant, it challe Social patterns that had \

established themselves in most:Ame cans'. minds.

There. have been other starts, false, some true,. some leading\

to deadends, others opening-on horizons Other groups have taken up

the challenge so that awareness of the f. gotten and mistreated. is now

on the land. But we should not be bemuse Aiy succoises which seem

large when measured against the humanistically disastrous past: there

are changes, there are breakthroughs, one being our vet,: awareness.

But the reality of our slow pace and the limited extent of success is

put clearly into focus by recalling that it was in May, 1954, that the

United States Supreme Court handed down its "all deliberate speed"

ruling againstrsegresated schools. Instead of speed one gets the

impression of treading water.

It is in this general context of humanistic challenge to and

change of social patterns sad attitudes and the specific context of

\education that minority literature for adolescents /lust be reviewed--

both it to its nature and content and its potential impact. Admittedly

2impact is difficult if not impossible to assess but it -relates to the

availability and content of materials and thus to their use. While
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interactions and responses of renders are individualistic and

relatively unpredictable, they do depend upon the materials chosen.

Thus on this basis,, the analysis of patterns of availability it

suggestive of impdct and content criteria.

The Christian Science Monitor in January published a brief but

telling survey of the place being given to blacks in school textbooks.

The conclusions, stated in the lead paragraph, are instructive in them-

selves but also referential to.the current situation is literature;

"Blacks today are taking their place beside whites in American school

textbooks bUt in some texts they still are relegated to the back of the

chapter."' A quantitative accomplishment ii evidenced: breaking into

the "all white" textbooks. However, the inclusion of photographs of

blacks and information about them in separate sections is a half-way

measure at best. Even this much has not been accomplished for other

minority groups, as suggested by Dr. James. Squire, editor-in-chief of

Ginn & Company, who is quoted in the article. Qualitatively, the texts

also vary ranging from "neutral" statements -- students are supposed pre-

sumably to judge the good and bad aspects of slavery--to those with

strong moral judgments against slavery. 2

Squire's estimate of'the situation is borne out by several other

studies,. notably Textbooks and The American Indian by the American

Indian Historical Society, and Searching for America, publication of

the National Council of Teachers of English Task Force on Racism and

bias in the Teaching of English. The former, which contains evalu-

atione.of over 300 school textbooks, found "not one that could be

approved as a dependable source of knowledge about the history and
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culture of the Indian people in America. Most contained misinformation,

distortions, or omissions of important history."3 For example, the

books relating moat closely to 'the present subject, those representing

iAmerican heroes, represent but two Indians--Sequoyah and Will Rogers.

The second resource reviews college-level American literature texts
_ .

with regard to their inclusion of ethnic and racial groups, notably

blacks, Chinese Americans, Indian Americans, Chicanos and Puerto

Ricans. "Using the framework explicitly stated by the editor. and

authors of these books, the reviewers have disclosed irrational inclu-

sion and culturally damaging omissions.i4 Members of non-white

minorities were inadequately represented in general anthologies or were

represented with material which is demeaning, insensitive, or unflat-

_

tering. The-study of high school texts of,NCTE's Committee on Minority,

Literature is revealing parallel patterns of omission or limited image.

.
This evidence suggest! that one cannot rely on history textbooks

and literature anthologies to accomplish such,goals as realistically

repreienting our multi-ethnic, multi- cultural society, or amplifying

the definition,of the "world" or creating positive identification of

ethnic-racial individuals for themselves or other!. Nor will there be

created-any sense of the inter-ethnic conflicts or contacts that exist;

Certainly the simply literary task of representing 'fully the literature

of America will not be met either. At least until those material'

change we must turn to fiCtion. This is not suggested as second best

for it is.in the intensity of, interaction with people, situations and

issues found in fictional literature that the adolescent can gain a

large measure of his learning about the world and his place in it.
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Comparable to textbooks, the world of adolescent literature has:

been essentially all white, too. Nancy Larrick in 1965 cited- extensive

evidence to support this,asaertion, establishing "the almost complete

omission of Negroes from books for children." The situation has

changed markedly for some groups; there is,'however, a note of

reservation to be made both in relative and real terms.

In terms of general availability we can happily point to the

:increased numbers of books about-minority peoples as well as to 'their

ready identification. This can be verified in part'by the existence of

numerous specialized bibliographies in contrast to the meager offerings

often years 'ago; additionally the listings within these have been

expanded., For example, the Nev York Public Library's 1963 list; Books

About Negro Life for Children edited by Augusta, Baker) contained

twenty-nine adolescent fiction titles as compared to eighty-four in the

1971 edition, retitled The Black Emperience in Children's Books. In

recent years we have at our disposal the NCTE's Negro Literature for

High School Students (by Sarbara Dodds, 1968), The ,American Federation

`of
/

Children's Interracial Fiction (by Barbara Jean GlanCy,

1969), NCTE's Literature by and about the American Indian (by Anna Lee

Stensland, 1973), the BureaU of Indian Affairs' An Annotated Bibliogra-

Tthyof Young People's Books on Am4ican Indians by Sandra J. Fox,

1973), the Seattle PublicSchool's rulti-ethnic Books Tranacend tar-

-riers (by Marilyn Cambell, 1972), and many others. Each contains many_

This data is positive and reassuring, but brief analysis of

non-specialized bibliographies is less so. The NCTE's recently revised

i2 it 5

Books For-You I. Iroise in point. Comparing seleFt

"normal" human interaction from the 1964 and 1971

that in the "Adventure" section of some 100 titles

minorityoriented books listed in either edition.

Circle" section the minority selections double.from

of forty-six and sixty respectively),:but the addit

on poor whites. The.reverse.pattern is seen in the.

section, the ratio dropping from four\to two out of

Minority peoples, primarily blacks, do a ieve grey

recognitionthe "Sports"wnd "Interesting eople

being from 10 to 15 percent. In "Sports" all bus

phies. It is only in the "Man and Society" iection

representation is evident*from 22 to 36 percent

attention is on blacks. Indiana, Mexicans, and Ori

inclusion. COmparably NCTE's Hi ,h Interest - -tag

and Senior High School Students includes only about

titles in over 400 selections.

In this "back of the bus" situation-, inorit.

presented ',pirate and unequal. Despite the Worth

cialized bibliographies we should integrate inorit

general bibliographies as well so 'that these charac

"place alongside white tines. This is especially nee

likely that such a bibliography will be used to f

special interests of readers. The student should

expect to find minority characters Iwthese categor

bibliographers have some justification for missions
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Books For You is a came in point. Comparing selected section of

"normal" human interaction from the 1964 and 1971 editions, we discover

that in the "Adventure!' mention of some 100 title. there are but two

minority-oriented,books listed in either edition., In the "Fakily

Circle" mention the minority selections double from four to nine (out

of forty-six and sixty respectively), but the additional titles focus

on poor whites. , The reverse pattern is seen in the "Love and Romances"

section, the ratio dropping from four to two out of about fifty titles.

Minority peoples, primarily blacks, lo achieve greater proportioual

recognition in the "Sport." and "Interesting People"sections, this

being from 10 to 15 percent. In "Sports" all but one title are biogra-

phic.. It is only in the "Man and Society" section that large scale

.1

representation is evident--from 22 to 36 Percentbut again the primary

.

attention is on blacks. Indian., Mexicans, and Orientals get minimal

' inclusion. Comparably is Hi h, Interest-AasyReading for Junior

and Senior High SchoolStudedis includes only about forty minority

titles in over 400.seleAns.

/n this "back of the bus" situation, minority literature is

presented separate and unequal. Despite thetworth and seed of the spe-

cialised bibliographies we should integrate minority materials in the

general. bibliographies a well so that:thesecharacters can take their

,place alongside white ones. This is'especially necessary when it i

likely that such,t bibliography wilt be used to find stories to match

special interests of readers. The student should be able to find and

expect to find minority characters in these categories: Of course,

bibliographers have some justification for omissions, Sariesf

2
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featuring minority characters have not been written in any great

numbers in categories such as romance, mystery, and adventure. This

ki
Ze,

excuse does not apply, however, to categories like "lastly circle."

rt is not surprising that a major focus of recent black books

represent tensions with the white world This is also so of earlier ,

booki, but there are interesting differences. Among the widely circu-

lated earlier, books, 6
white settings predominate and problems are

handled rather easily. A Cap for MAI:x111i. (by Hope Newell, 1953)

takes the heroine who shows few racial'characteristics out of Harlem

which we visit briefly and superficially to a nursing school; she and a

friend are its first black students. Despite preliminary fears of

racial hostility, very little occurs; personal adjustment problems are

more severe than racial ones. This might well be realistic; however,

the racial issues that exist seem simplistically resolved. In Call Me

Charley (by -Jesse Jackson,

Charley, who is the son of

submissive character seems

1945) the all white\community rejects

servants. Prejudice is real, and Charley's
O '

quite possible, especially given the time

and place. The situations are solyed by the intervention of several of

the white characters, thus projecting both a paternalistic white world

and a relatively incapable and inactive black character despite the

author's stated code of work and upward mobility; The popular Lilies

of the Field (by William Barrett, 1962) has a single black in a white

community helping some immigrant German.nuns. He at least has a sem!

Hance of pride aad decision. 'A group of girl's books focus on school

situations-.-white schools; Julie's Heritage (by Catherine Marshall,

1957), Masquerade (by Dorothy Butters, 1961), Hold Fast to Your Dreams

247

Li

(by Catherine Blanton, 1955), and The Barred R

1954); these too often offer strong white charge

solutions. Even the well-receive&To Kill a No

Lee, 1960) for older audiences is essentially wh

view.

Books like,Lorens Graham's South Town (1958

Street (1946), and Gordon Parks' The Leatin Tr

exceptions among ecily books focusing as they es

experiences and lives of,placks in a black c

disallow the white conflict but pose it from an

This new emphasis is strikingly evident in

after 1965. The point of vieis markedit black

ally within the black communitror revealing of

urban settings predominateHarlem in Kristia H

and Sister Lou (1968), Chicago in Ronald Fair's

the rural South is represented in Sounder (by Wi

and Jubilee (by Margaret Walker, 1966). The 1st

the Wind, represents a shift in time focus as we

'books for adolescenti'set in a slavery enviroome

Black point of view is represented variousl

(by Robert Lipsyte, 1967) several types of life

are depicted from among which the'hero must choo

Between (by Melissa Mather, 1967) the blaik comae

with that of a white family. In both of these

the characters must come to terms with themselves

with the white society. Similarly' n Nary Vroman
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(by Catherine Blanton, 1955), and The Barred Road (by Adele DeLteau,

1954); these too often offer strong white characters or fairy godmother

solutions. Even the well-received To Kill a Mockingbird (by Hager

Lee, 1960) for older audiences is essentially white in its point of

view.

Books like Lorenx.Graham's South Town (1958), Ann Petry's The

Street (1946), and Gordon Parks' The Learning Tree (1963) are key

exceptions among early books focusing as they essentially do on the

experiences and lives of blacks in a black community. They do not

disallow the white conflict but pose it from an internal point of View.

This new emphasis is strikingly evident in the books published

after 1965. The point of view is markedly black; the settings are usu-

ally within the black community or revealing of them. Contemporary

urban settings predominate--Harlem in Kristin Hunter's Soul Brothers

and Sister Lou (1968), Chicago in Ronald Fair's Hog Butcher (1966)--but

a
the rural South is represented in Sounder (by William Armstrong, 1969)

and Jubilee (by Margaret Walker, 1966). The latter, a black Gone With

the Wind, represents a shift in time focus as well--there are too few

books for adolescents set in a slavery environment.

Black point of view is represented variously. In The Contender

(by Robert Lipsyte, 1967) ieveral types of life styles and attitudes

are depicted from among which the hero must choose. In The Summer In

Between (by Melissa Mather, 1967) the black consciousness is contrasted

with that of a white family. In both of these books, it is clear that

the characters must come to terms with themselvesnot solely or mainly

with the white society. Similarly in Mary Vrosan's Harlem Summer
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(1967) the rural Mississippi-bred hero is finding himself as well as

understanding the Harlem life style and codes which are different from

\ his own. In Beetlecreek (by Willies Denby, 1967) it is evident that

the frustrations and tragic consequences relate to black-white ten-

sions, but the hare's prinary focus is on his development and his

interaction with his own society. In thieAight can also beseen such

'diverse works as Jubilee, the Civil War novel, and Blueschild Baby,

George Cain's Merle* streets novel (1970).

The tensions developed, however, do not sidestep the social

issues; indeed these are frequently central. The effects of slavery

and reconstruction upon, the characters of Jubilee are not mutedi

despite the shred of hope expressed at the conclusion1 Andre Schwarz-

Bart's A Woman Named Solitude (1972) graphically recounts slime.

rebellion and the conditons leading to it. The Soul Brothers and

Sister Lou as well as Nog Butcher include police killings, this being

the centre

coTruptioo

develop-th

1 incident in the latter. The author includes the impact of

, the pressure of fear and conflicting values so as to

e ethics and behavior of his characters.

The e characters come scram as stronger, less submissive; even

when they're despised as in Sounder or thwarted as in Louise

Neriwether's Daddy Was a Monier Baser, or self-destructive as in

Warren Miller's The Cool World (1959) or George CaiONINElueschiliSsby,

they emerge as individuals with pride and purpose.

These brief notations express too the wide variety of story types

available. They range from the semi-sport situation of The Contender

and Jan Hartman's Joshua (1970), the romance of June Jordnn's Sig Own

2

Where (1971), to the intonation conflict of Bella

the Way (1966) and social drams of goo Butcher.

Fiction of the American Indian for adolescent

and fewer in number; however, it follows a general

tern. Bibliographies tend to list historical fist

@upbeat/ling the pre rbite period. Ms. Steuslandes

a cansiderably wider percentage of selections deal

contacts both historical and current. This ditto

paucity of such materials though general bibliogr
,

than they have done, as Ms. Stensland proves.

Contemporary time settings though not always

present focus on culture conflict situatimns,Shr

Indian protagonist. These, most of which were wet

for more mature audiences, evince the turmoil and

Indian caught between two worlds. But this is net

altogether identical. Dan Cushman's Ste Awe J

comedy amid struggle, while Mitchell Jsyne's Old

expreeses pathos'. Both are drinkers: Joe is liv

most of his air hero status and youthful virility

alcoholic, escaping from his sense of loss and deg

Hal Borland's When the Legends Die (1972), Thomas

Running Standing (1971), and N. Scott Memsday's

(1969) refleet the crisis of identity; their lives

'tors asunder by the divisive demands and counsels.

There are identity crisis books written about

too, notably Oliver Lafarge's Laughing Soy (1929),
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in Sounder or thwarted as in Louise
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express too the wide variety of story types
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(1970), the romance of June Jordan's Nis Own
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Where (19 ), to the integration conflict of Bella Rodman's Lions in

the Way (1966) and social drama of Nog Butcher.

Fiction of the American Indian for adolescents is less widespread

and fewer in number; however, it follows generally comparable pat-

tern. Bibliographies tend to list historical fiction, Numerically

emphasising the pre-white period. Ms. Steaslaad's bibliography offers

a considerably wider percentage of selections dealing with interracial

contacts both historical aod current. This deficiency results from the

paucity of such materials though general bibliographers can do better

than they have done, as Ms. Stensland proves.

Contemporary time settings though not always in the immediate

present focus on culture conflict situations through the trials of its

Indian protagonist. These, moat of which were written in recent years

for more mature audiences, evince the turmoil and frustkation of the

India* caught between two worlds. But this is no to say that they are

altogether identical. Dan Cushman's Stay Away, Joe (1968) evokes

comedy amid struggle, while Mitchell Jayne's Old Fish Nawk (1971)

expresses pathos. loth are drinkers: Joe is living high, making the

most of his war hero status and youthful virility while Fish Hawk is

alcoholic, escaping from his sense of loss sad defeat. The heroes of

Hal Borland's When the Legends Die (1972), Thomas Fall's The Ordeal of

Running Staadin (1971), and N. Scott Misdayls House Made of Dawn

(1969) reflect the crisis of identity; their lives and psyches being

torn asunder by the divisive demands and counsels.

There are identity crisis books wilt,* about earlier period.,

too, notably OliverWarge's laughing Boy (1929), Ravin Corle's
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Tree John (1935), and Fruit Vaters' The Man Who Killed the Deer (1942).

These, written earlier, feature Indian characters who are more imbued

with their own culture but still must face the pressures of an encroach-

ing society. Benjamin Cape.' The White Man's load (1972) is a recent

book which sympathetically express,s the search of a young man to find

a way of establishing his manhood once the traditional methods have

been wiped away by reservation life.

Hany:of the earlier books, while largely sympathetic to the Indian

point,of view and effectively representing their,culture, nevertheless

utilise white characters. These include highly reputed "captive" books

such as Conrad lichter's Li ht in the Forest (1953) And Wayne

Dougherty's Crimson Mocassins (1966) as well as the recent Little Bi

Han (by Thomas Berger, 1969) and Komantcia (by Harold Keith, 1965).

Etch of these characters semahow manage to be adopted by a chief.

There are other books which follow a white character's introduction to

Indian life such as Moccasin Trail (byEloise McGraw, 1952), Rifles for

Watie (by Harold Keith, 1957), and Johnny Osage (by Janice Giles, 1060).

These comments are brief and do not deal with the novels of the

past, these being more.familier. Concentration on blacks and Indians

is necessary because they are most frequently represented in adolescent

fiction and thus illustrate the problems and criteria more fully. The

limited numbers of books about other minority groups increase the diffi-

culties of selection, problem that is magnified by the existence of

mediocre books; they stand out in a relatively barren field.

-In the selection of minority fiction for adolescents, close

scrutiny of materials in relation to objective, is a necessity. Since

251
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readers themselves, priority is that the ficti
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Literature.

Further, in addition to the individuality

characterisation, it is necessary to provide a
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, -

butes and aspirations that mark human intercomr

of this criterion is the'need for variety in set

activities'and situations.' We cannot lima Ulm

or integration crises any more than Indiana shot

campfire and the buffalo hunt. Books should mot

tactics in relation to social issues, nor shwild

them. In short, an tamest representation demands

The need to integrate bibliographies was not

concluding point is to underscore the parallel

riculum materials. Again this is equally sigitifi
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mainstream and acceptance in it will become more

senttion in it is the norm. Thus while special

pertinence, even necessity, they seem to me to si
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tion and developing impressions of people are a primary concern,

espcia ly for non-minority audiences, but no less so for the minority

reader. themselves, a priority is that the fiction locum fully and

honestly on the minority peoples in terns of point of view and eisperi-

/aces. This does not bar integrated book., obviously, nor books in

which minority characters are in secondary or background roles.

Indeed, this is necessary to reasonably express a multi-racial and

multi-ethnic society; more minority character, should appear in white

literature.

Further, in addition to the individuality and humanity of the

characterisation, it is necessary to provide a mid* range of personali

ties, concerns and behaviors, while retaining those universal attri-

bute and aspirations that mark human intercourse. A natural adjunct

of this criterion is the need for variety in setting. and periods,

activities and situations. We cannot linit,blackm to gangs or sports

or integration crimes any more than Indiana should be relegated to the

campfire and the buffalo hunt. Books should not practice avoidance

tactics in relation to social issues, nosheuld they be limited to

then. In short, an honest representation demand. a more total reality.

The need to integrate bibliogiaphies was noted earlier. The

concluding point is to underscore the parallel need to integrate cur-

riculum 'materials. Again this is equally significant in its applica-

tion to minority and non-minority students. Participation in the

mainstream and acceptance in it will become more possible when repre-

sentation in it is the norm. Thum while specialised courses have

pertinence, even necessity, they se!m to me 1 signify separatism
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unless integration is also mccompliwhed. It is a divisiveinage

reminiscent of the back-of-the-bus/back-of-thc-chapter practice. Worse

.till,/given the adoption by rainy school sisteas of elective.piogramm,

it is' quite possible for students to miss or avoid the specialised

course--thus the contact.--altogether. With appropriately selected

entertain, this'need not happen;, through literary experiences, students

can be led to find themselves, to interact with others like.and unlike

themselves, and,to explore the real World around them.
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It mattered little" whether Afro - American Is

asoinilationistic or-black nationalistic duriag

since the extreMists in neither camp were to ate'

slice, and the atderates, being moderstes", more

practical considerations than by ideological pre

assinilationists and the nationalists tended to

many of the prejud ces of the Anglo4nerican,ou

.American leaders as different as Booker T. ilashi

l'\

and Mary Church Terre I agreed upon one point - -t

Improvement." Not onl should the conditions

\\
lived be improved, they ople themselves should

\
radical integrationims black nationalism per

goals via the sane means, ich was the uplift,

"civilisation" of all of the sons and,daughtera

It was generally accepted by von the proudest

spokesmen that if black people
I

were going to
/

to improve. /

The black bourgeoisie have usually felt ohl

sasses for at least the following reasons: firs

lack of "civilisation" among the masses; second,

with the masses- -for the bourgeoisie are any al

than they to institutional racism and to the at

lets; third, the realimitio that the bourgeois*

become more Secure as their race became more

toward the civilising of Africa and the uplift

masses, sever too far removed from each other,
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It mattered little whether Afro-American leadership was

saoimilationistic or black nationalistic during the years 1895 to 1925,

since the extremists in neither camp were to see their visions materi-

alize, and the moderates, being moderates, were more influenced by

practical coniitieracioa. than by ideological prejudices.. Both the

asiimilationista and the nationalists tended to accept Without eustion

Many of the prejudices of the Anglo-American bourgeoisie. Afro-

American leaders as different as Booker T. Washiigton, Marcus Garvey,

and Mary Church Terrell agreed upon one point - -the Tired for "Negro

Improvement." Not only should the conditions under which the *masses,

lived be improved, the people thesselt should be improved. loth

'radical integrationism and black natioiillsm pursued their dissimilar

goals via thersame means, which was the uplift, the improvement, the

"civilisation" of all of the some and daughters of Africa, everywhere.

It was generally accepted by even the proudest and most militant

spokesmen that if black people were going to survive, they would have

to'improve.

The black bourgeoisie have usually felt obliged to uplift the ,

masses forit%least the following reasons: first, embarrasemeat by the

.lack of "civilisation" among the masses; secomd, a gamuiae sympathy

with the rises- -for'the bourgeoisie are only slightly less vulnerable

than they to institutional racism and to the attacks of individual rac-

ists; third, the realisation that the bourgeoisie themselves would

become more secure as their race became more powerful. The impulses

toward the civilising of.Africa and the uplifting. of the blackAmericaa

masses, sever too far removed from each other, becsie logical
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extensions of each other when viewed is this way. The iplurpse of this

study is to describe the domestic program for uplift as an element of

Afrs-American bourgeois thought in political ideology, woman's

activism, religious leadership and literary endeavor.

Recent authors concerned with the study of nationalism have

recognised that black nationalismIn the United-States is stetter to

other nationalistic movements, Zionism,(,for example. Specialists is

Afro-American Studies have often been concerned with the description

and definition of black nationalism. Howard Brotsf.for example,

divided Afro-Amarican social and political thought into two categories--

assimilationism and blaek nationalism)" Black nationalisi could be

divided into two sub-categories--cultural nationalism and political

nationalism. Assimilationism was represented by some of the writings.
.J.

of Frederick Douglass, Henry Highland Garnett, and Booker T. Washington.

Political nationalism, which !rots discussed in its broad connections

With the colonisation movement and other fora of migrationism, was

represented by some of the writings of Alexander Cromwell, Idward

Wilmot Bilden, James T. Holly; and Marti* R. Delaney. Brote's exces-

sively rigid definitions of black nationalism and assimilationism led

to his overlooking such documents as the perennially popular David

Walker's Appeal; it also overlooked the implications of Walker's having

employed the rhetoric of black messiasic natievalism in a diatribe

against African repatriation. There were, after all, some black nation-
., t

alists who opposed territorial separatism.4 It was his tendency to

overlook complexities such as these that weakened Brots's introductiom

to a useful collection of documents.
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John R. Bracey proposed a more diversified

nationalisms in his "Black Nationalism Since Ca

nonic nationalism, political !utilisation, and cut

he did not recognise that black sationalim since

be less assimilationistic than it was before him.

'the classic example oepolitical ad racial Ipar

-cultural assimilationiss). While Bracey descr
4
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of WI II B. DuBois were characterised asimbival

imply that DuBois was atypical or that ambivalesce

characteristic of most black nationalists.*

Ambivalence seems to have been present is moo

thought, but especially during the years 1890 to 1

nationalism during those years was undergoing a gr,

older nineteenth century Christian civillaationist

ent day twentieth century secular culturalist patt

lizatioeist black nationalise, before World War

uplift, industrial amusement, sexual reetraiat, t
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',the 20's, would-glorify ghetto life, hard drinking
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when viewed lb this way. The purpose of this
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thought in political ideolory, woman's
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John B. Bracey proposed more diversified range of black

.nationalisma in his "Black HatiOsialism Bile* Garvey," and included.eco-

.nomic nationalism, political nationalism, and cultural nationalism, but

he did not receipts* that black nationalism since Garvey is inclined to

be less ssimiltionistictthan it was before him. Indeed Garvey was

the classic example of political and racial separatism (combined with

cultural assimiltionism). While Bracey described several varieties of

black nationalism, he did sot define black nationalism ii the genie of

distinguishing it from other farms of black political.activity.3_ In a

recent antholopplasek Rationalism in America, Bracey, and his co-

editors, Professors' August Heber and Elliot Indwick, tried to keep the

definition of black nationalism fairly broad, including among the

nationalists such names as Frederick Douglass and Booker T. Washieston,-

wham. Brots excluded from the nationalist category. The early writings

of W. Z. B. DuBois wire characterised as ambivalent which seemed to

imply that DuBois Vas atypical or that ambivalence:was not

characteristic of most black nationalists.*

Ambivalence seems to have been present in most black nationalist

thought, but especially during the years 1890 to 1925, for black

nationalism during those years was undergoies a great change fromAts

older nineteenth century Christian civilisationist,pattern to its pres-

'ent day twentieth century secular culturalist pattern. Christian civil.

lisationist black nationalism, 141ore World War I glorified effiCiency,

uplift, industrial management, sexual restraint, temperance, aad,mili-

tary efficiency. Secular culiural black nationalism, during aid after

the 20's, would glorify ghetto life, hard drinking, fast dancing,
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primitivism, exotic fantasy, awl erotic escapism. The inability of

old-school cultural nationalists, like DuBois and Garvey, to understand

the *onager nationalists, like Claude McKay and Rudolph Fisher,

resulted from the secularisation of black life. World War I had accel-

erated the rate...of seculsriaation and urbanisation as black people

streamed into the cities in what has been called the great igration.5

Butamblvalence characterised the pronouncements of black

--nationalists long before the generational conflict of the twenties. We

observe a persistent uneasiness cropping up in black nationalistic'pro -.
nouncements daring the progressive era. At is present in the utter*

sates of looker T. Washington, who publicly said that the races should

continue to exit as separate as thi fingers.of.the head in all thins

purely social, and privately wrote letters te radical Saito& white

Women saylog: "If anybody understood as as Inman& that riding is the

same railroad car or sitting is the same room at a railroad stating is

social intercourse, they certainly get a wrong idea of my position. "6

We see this ambivalence in the thought of ,dlebtader Cromwell, who

alanewl a great respect for the indigenous meaners and metals of the

native West Africans,; but sever gave. up his idea *f endwise them with

Christianreligisa,, English language, fad American coastitationaliom.7

We recognise this ambivalence in the thought of Nurse Garvey, whe

spoke of civiliaisg Africa and, as he described them, "the hatband,

tribei."9 And, of course, W. K. S. DuBois displayed such ambivalence

when he spoke of his "two fouls, two thoughts, two unreconciled

striving.; two warring ideals in one dark body. "9.
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The black natiOanli t has always been pulled in two directions at

once; wishing, on the one hand, to exalt everything that is black or

African, but recognising, on the other hand, the need for black people

to acquire some of the values and skills of the white world. The pat-

tern of a:bivalence hae-not prevailed in all areas of black bourgeois

life, however. It was not particularly evident in the pronouncenents

of organised,mmen's groups, especially in the area of sexual morality,

Where attitudes were unequivocally conservative. The black community

was extremely sensitive with respect to this 1.1444 and with good

' reason. Slack women were victims of Victorian civilisation. In an age

that desmaded beauty and chastity of mimes, seeing these as the high-

est, indeed the only virtues to which semen slight aspir ., popular atti-

tudes allowed black vemen to be neither beautifil nor cheat,. Sven a.

sympathetic leader like Alessader Crunnell spoke in 1883 of the "gross

barbarism' under which the masses of Afro-Ame4ican yeses 68 histsri-

tally lived, which "tended tobluXt the tender sensibilities, to.oblit -

irate feminine delicacy and womanly shame, [and] came doom as her

heritage from generation to generatien."1°

During the progressive era, Afro-American wpm is organisations

tended to encourage acceptance of the-valms.of Amer can chili:gimlet

Whenever there seemed to be any-conflict between these Values and the

values of the Southern black culture: Theeoncere of the Motional

ASBOCiatfOli*ff Colored Women (MCI) darlasihe-111,01s with the isms of

social purity provides an illustration of this.11 The- Et was founded

in 18,5 in response to an attack by one Jonethas V. Jacks of Montgomery

City, Misaeuri, who wring a vicious letter attacking the sexual

(
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morality of black people to Miss Florence Balgarnie, an Inglish

cupparter of anti-lynching raform.12' Hiss Balgarnie sent a copy of the

tatter to The Woman's Ira, a libc:raltIoston newsmagazine, awned and .°

operated by Afro-American vo7,:en.1/ The NACW was formed ay.a result of

this incident, ostensibly to defend black nap and women from the kind

of slander being circulated by Jacks. As we night expect, however, the

H.A.CW affiliates devoted a large part of their energies to temperance

and social purity activitieo in addition to attacking the racism, both

institutional and petty, that levered the quality of Afro-American

life.
14

Their obsessida with social purity would seem to have been

A

during the; trent es, was typical of black intell

in his sprawling sterpiece, The African Abroad,

"I have come to t e conclusion that the Anglo-S

and womanhood is t highest the world has yet s

will ever be evolved in the history of the world.

the Anglo-Saxon theldominion of the earth, only

His moral laws, only because he has reverenced

purity and virtue

marriage tie."
16

an A statement

informal acknowledgment of the possibility that Jacks was right and

that the morality Of the black population - -of the black sharecropper

women, in particular--was so:nothing less than it should have been.

This suggests that some black leaders internalized Zuro-American racist

eand sexist values.

The circumstances under which black pebple lived in America could

hardly have produced lives characterized by Victorian ideals of genteel

coq rtship and sexual morality. Andlyet, black peasant life was not

rft7totally devoid of tenderness,1The poewa of Paul Laurence Dunbar often

deal with the staple joys of love, courtship and family life among the

black masses, who are often portrayed as 'releasing an unpretentious

natural gentility. 15 Generally ppewking, however, there Was little

appreciation among turn of the century bourgooLsrblacks of the idea

that the sexual morality of a black; sharecropper mightbe healthier and

more natural than that,of a middlq class Nigro. The Rev. William H.

Ferris, a Yale M.A. and a high ranking officer in the Garvey movement

Q.`
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of woman, and has respected the

Ill

such as,thii reveals the essent

character of traditional black nationalism in Ame

behind liberal movements in the endorsement of t

reform-minded actiyism, especially in the area of

Reactionism in the areas of sexual liberation and

cksracteristic of American blaq nationalism today

such extremely orthodox factions as the Nation of

Jews. It would be safe to say that contemporary b

women primarily as breeding stock, not as respossi

This ii one reason for the hostility of black nati

marriage. The inability of black nationalism to r

ingful way*to the challenge:of women's liberatioa

failure in the twentieth century. The inability

ation of Colored Women to liberate themselves from

lizing impulses, present in all _black institutional

their effectiveness as a voice for the liberation
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during the twenties, was typical of black intellectuals when he wrote

in his sprawling masterpiece, The African Abroad,

"I have come to the conclusion that the Anglo:Jr-Saxon ideal of manhood

and womanhood is the highest the world has yet seen, the higheot that

will ever be evolved in the history of the world.
. . . God has given

the Anglo-Saxon the dominion of the earth, only because he has obeyed

His moral laws, only because he has reverenced and held sacred the

purity and virtue of woman, and has respected the sanctity of the

marriage tie,"

statement such as this reveals the esse2\4ially reactionary

character of traditional black nationalism in America, which lags

behind liberal movements in the endorsement of truly revolutionary and

reform-minded activism, especially in the area o woman's rights.

Reactionism in the areas of sexual liberation an women's rights are

characteristic of ,61erican black nationalism t y, especially amass

such extremely orthodox factioni as the Nation ¢f Islam and, the Palasha

16

Jew*. It mould be safe to say that Contempora y black nationalists see

women primarily as breeding stock, not as rem

This is one reason for the hostility of blac

marriage. The inability of black natioaali

ible huiad beings.

nationalists to inter-

to respond in any mesa-

ingful way to the challenge of women's liberation is its most glaring
0

failure in the twentieth century. The i bility of the National Associ-

ation of Colored Women to liberate thous Ives from the Christian civi-

lising impulses, present in all black stitutional life, hindered

their effectiveness asa voice for th liberation of Afro-American
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Wg,::,-.11 at the turn of the ce*.eury. For ate en could not be liberated by

any philosophy that ignored their right to sexual freedom.

The Afro-American clergy, like the wa:Apn's refornars,.seened to

accept, without question, the values of'the world that surrounded them;

even so, they conceived of themJelves as servants of the black commu-

nity and guardians of its interests. Alexander Crummell, for example,

thought of himself as emizently black and on sore than one occasion

voiced his disdain for colored aristocrats and mulattos who bragged of

their stain oebastardy.17 tut, as has been said, Crummell had little

appreciation for the values of black sharecroppers. Described by one

. of his contemporaries as "conservative" and "somewhat punctilious"

Crummell it times impressed even other black intellectuals as somewhat

authoritarian. 18

It is interesting to note that the prihcipal lack religious

leaders to have endorsed political nationalism have not sprung fro: the

grass roots leadership of the Saptiot church, but from the elitist

Episcopalians. Not only was Alexander Crummell an Episcopal priest, so

were J. T. Holly, Bishop of Haiti, and George Alexander HcCuire, chap-

lain of the Garvey movement.19 Generally speaking, black nationalists

have been at odds with the Baptist church, and with enthusiastic reviv-

alism. It is common for leaders of the back nationalist urban reli-

gious cults to ridicule the ranting' of storefront preachers. The

Nation of Islam continue. to ridicule the storefront church, along with

the more "respectable" expressions of Christianity, as an Uncle Tom

institution."

The Afro-American church in the progressive

work as encompassing more than the saving of s

ber of blaCk clergymen demonstrated interest in

the here and now. It was, during the progressi

today, common for black clergymen to publicist b

well suited to the problems of Afro-Americans.

Manual, published by Sutton Griggs in'tht early

voluie and was intended as a companion piece to

Greatness and Science of Collective Efficiency.

,Christianity was a typically "progressive" if 0

to Social engineering.21

Christian Science is paralleled by the dove

Science under the leadership of Noble Drew Ali,

nen to appear during the years of the great star

that these holy men were able to compete so 'mac

Christian churches in attracting converts? Did

with them from the South, or people predisposed

possible that some forms of Islam had survived

Oheah and Voodoo ritual? What conceptions ofci

existed in the 'kinds of the poor black migrants,

Chicago in 1913, were appealed to by the words

and "Moorishi Since becoming a member of the

undergoing a change in status from Negro to Asia

anything about the attitudes of the masses and

and blackness? Slack religion, whether of the

tiara variety, tended to assume that there wee op
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The Afro-American church in the progressive era clear saw its

work as encompassing more than the saving of souls. A tnificant num-

ber of black clergymen demonstrated interest in apply ng religion to

the here and now. It was, during the progressive ra, and still is

today, common for black clergymen to pUblicise p iblical interpretations

well suited to the problem* of Afro-Americans, The Kingdom Builder's

Manual, published by Sutton Griggs to the eily twenties, was such a

volume and was intended as a companion piece_to his Guide to Racial

Greatness and Science of Collective Efficiency. Griggs' Scientific

Christianity was a typically "protreetive" if somewhat folksy approach

to social engineering.
21

Christian Science is paralleled by the development of Moorish

Science under the leadership of Roble Intl/Ali, one of many myatic holy

men to appear during the years!.of the great igration.22 yi it

that these holy men were able Ito c so-aucceptfullY with the

Christian churches in attracting converts? Did they bring followers

with them from the South, or people predisposed to accept Islam? Is it

possible that some forms of Islam had survived I. the South, along with

Obeah and Voodoo ritual? What conceptions .of civilisation must have

existed in the minds of the poor black migrants, who, arriving in

Chicago in 1913, were appealed to by the words "Asiatic," "Science,"

and "Moorish"? Since Vecoming a member of the Moorish Temple meant

undergoing a change in status from Negro to Asiatic, can we conjecture

anything about the attitudes of the massestand their.leaders to Africa

and blackness? Black religion, whether of the Muslim or of the Chris-
,

'tian variety, tended to assume that there wairsomething wrong with
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being a black African. The program for uplift proposed by

Afro-Arerican clergymen usually involved a renunciation of certain

values, historically asecoiated with the lifestyles of the Afro-

quotation, 'Princes shall come out of Egypt; Ethi

stretch forth liar hands untoGod" (ps. 58, 31).

ally translated to mean that Africa and the Afric

4114110an masses. Sourgeois clergymen attempted to stamp out those be upgraded, through both their own efforts and

..3

aspects of black mass culture that did not conform to mainstream cull- providence.24

ture, justifying their position by incorrectly attributing all African-

istic behaviors, of which traits they disapproved, to theheritnge of

slavery. 23

Before speaking to the question of literary traditions, it is

---
necessary to state a few critical assumptions: First, that we can

speak calmly and intelligently about an Afro-American literary tradi-

tion. SecoOd, that the term "literary tradition" has often been used

to describe the characteristic content of literature, and has not'

necessarily implied peculiarity of form or of language. Third, that

when we speak about the Afro-American or any other literary tradition,

we ought to be discussing cord specific manifestations of thought and

feeling, persisting long enough to be associated with the historical

self-conception of the people who have produced, it. Fourth, that while .

a literary tralition must, of course, find repeated expression in

literary fors., it need not be tranatitted through formal literature

alone.

Since the 1930's; specialists in black studies have recognised the

existence of a tradition that we now speak of as ethioptanien. Ethi-

°pianism is a religious, political, and literary tradition parallel to

and arising contemporaneously with the American idea of manifest des-
..

tiny, but not derived from it. It takes its name from they biblical

205

While protest has certainly been an important

writing, some of the best works of black literOtwe

the protest tradition. Black literature, before t

concerned primarily with protest and agitation,si

mainly at'an audience of sympathetic Whites. Dux

era, the best literature was directed at a raciall

the novels of Sutton Griggs, for example, there it

directed to the white reader, and messegssof uplif

black reader. As our knowledge and understanding

history increase, we discover that literary tradit

pronounced in black writing than many of the expo

themes of "Negro Improvement," whether moral or ma

temporal, dominate early black writing.

In summary, most black leaders, including bloc

tended to be assimilationistic at the end of the I

encouraged their people to accept the values of the.

gentry. The cultural disruption following World

the gentry class as an important element in Amori

secularisation and urbanisation of black life tak

same years caused the civilisationist pattern of hi

to break down. A new urban culturalismrbegan to
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quotation, "Princes shall come out of Egypt; Ethiopia shall soon

stretch forth her hands unto God" (ps. 58, 31). The passage was us

ally translated to mean that Africa and the African peoples would s

be upgraded, through both their own efforts and the agency of divine

providence.
24
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While protest has certainly been an important element of black

writing, some of the best works of black literature have been outside

the protest tradition. Black literature, before the Civil War, was

concerned primarily with protest and agitation, since it was directed \'

mainly at an audience of sympathetic whites. During the progressive

era, the best literature yes directed at a racially mixed audience, In

the novels of Sutton Griggs, for example, there are messages of protest

directed to the white reader, and messagasof uplift directed to the

black reader. As our knowledge and understanding of black intellectual

history increase, we discover that literary traditionalism is far more

pronounced in black writing than may of the experts have'asinmed.The

themes of "Negro Improvement," whether moral or material, mystical or

temporal, dominate early black writing.

In summary, most black leaders, including black nationelists,

tended to be assimilationistic at the end of the 19th century and

encouraged their people to accept the values of the Anglo-American

gentry. The cultural disruption following World War I, the decline f

the gentry class as an important element in Awetican life, and the

secularitation and urbanisation of black life taking place during these

same years caused the civilitationist pattern of black intellectualism

to break down. 'A new urban cultutaliem began to appear, and the black
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bourgeoisie began to look to the lifestyles of the masses as having a

validity of their own. But the civilisationist pattern still persists

in such groups as the Nation of !slim, whose leaders still reject the

values of the sasses and still espouse a doctrine of uplift.

When we recognise the ironic historical fact that black

nationalise has traditionally been an asainilationist doctrine and

that it has usually.attempted to impress upon its adherents the desire-.

bility of accepting the conservative values of mainstream American cul-

ture, we must wonder why block nationalism, in the fors of black
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Slack education has evolved, with the early assistance of Booker,

T. Washington and Carter G. Woodson, into an emphasis on the Black

Studies Programs of the 1970's. Black education began ap industrial

education promoted by Washington to help Blacks assimilate into the

"white mainstream," thereby becoming what Kenneth Stampp has called

"white men with black skins."1 Carter G. Woodson assisted the evolu-

tion of Black education by promoting an awareness of the Black histori-

cal tradition, thus laying the foundationa for the Black Studies

Programs of today.

The goal of Black education in the time of Washington was not

aimed at a restructuring of the methods, content, or purposes of educa-

tion but to achieve a greater participation in education by Blacks.

The major curriculum debate in Blac educatieu three quarters of a

century ago concerned the relative merits of academic,verius iadus-

C

2 72

for Black History, which was tgC change the content of education. The

Black Studies Programs of th 1970's have taken the initiative

restructuring the methods, ontent, and purposes of "American

Education." '
, .

This restructuring of "American Education" for i/acks has taken

many forms. Recruitment programs; remedial, compensatory, and tutorial

programs; courses in the standard curriculum dealing with the Black

experience; separate courses for Blacks on the Black experience; estab-

lishment of centers, institutes, departments of Black Studies; and

recruitment and assistance of Black graduate students have been a part

of the restructuring.
3

by
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This restructuring ofedCOneion has been faced with a great many

objections which range from academic to political considerations. Some

of the specific political arguments against Black Studies Programs are

that their purpose is the training of militant revolutionary agents;
V

they are racism in reverse, and they are chalknIstic to advocate Black

superiority. The academic argumonts are that hese programa attempt to

circumvent the conventional and more difficult performance standards of

higher education, and they "by ito very nature" lack intellectual and

academic validity.
4

The arguments for and against Black Studies Programs are not new:

A Black educator in Virginia wrote paper in 1876 entitled "Colored

Teachers for COlered S hool," which sharply criticised Hampton

Institute (Booker T. Washington's alma meter) for its shortage of Black

instructors. The per was endorsed by the Virginia Zductional and

Historical Assoc tion, Black organisation. A Black minister in an
4

American Nisei ry Association church at Mobile, Alabama, in the

1880's roper td disaffection among his flock because the Association's

school had no Black teachers. "This is the great reason for all th

prejudice that exists. The employment of a colored teacher would

increase the influence of the school and the church-end shut the mouths

of those who are murmuring." And finally,allinek lawyer in South

Carolina went the whole way in 1883 and demanded that "Negro teachers'

exclusively be employed t teach Nigro schoole."5

Laura Tonne, founder of Penn Scholl on St, Melons Island in South

Caplina,.wrote in'1873 that schools taught by Blacks on the Sea

Islands "are always in confusion,. grief, and utter want of everything.

2 7 ci
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1
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vA
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It is hard to imagine schools doing so little good." The president of

Straight Univetsity (a forerunner of Dillard) in New Orleans urged the

American Missionary Aasiciation.not to employ-Slack teachers in the law

and theological,dOpartments just because of "this clamor for colored

teachers. . . . We can't have any humbug about this department for the

sake of color. . . . Colored teachers are wet generally successful."

Blacks discounted this argument by insisting that Aaglo-Saxon academic

standards should not be the only criteria for hjring teachers'. ?Vaunt.,

Grimke declared in plp that.the development of race pride should be a

major objective of Black education. The low self.iivage with which the

PIE

ooBlack man hpd'emerged from slavery was perpetna44 by schools With

white faCultiee,'"The intellects of oar young ople are being educated

at the 'expense of their manhood. In the classy they see only thite

professors, whiih lead therm to associate these places mod the idea of

fitness for them on17 with white men.'% Grimke further stated that, in

their slowness to appoint Black professors, the schools "are failing to

use"one of the most effective means in their power, of helping on this

race."6

J. Willis Nenard, who had been the first Black elected to

Congress, Asserted in 1885 that while away white teachers were sincere

and dedicated, others were selfish hypocrites, and in any case, no

white teacher could achieve the rapport andempathy with Black students

that a Hack teacher could. "We demand educated'colored teachers for

colored schools, because their color identity makes them more inter-

ested in the advancement of colored c4ildren than white teachers, and

' "because colored pupils need the social contact of colored teach:mm."7
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Floyd B. McKissick, the fur National Director of the Congress

of Racial Equality, writing in 1967, stated that

"Black children must daily ace Black people in positions of authority

and power: Black educators fully knowledgeable cs their own hiotory

and values, must be visible and in close contact with Black children.

We cannot continua to blaze all the other forces'in society for the

failure of our educational ayotem: When that system is set ar"ht we

can begin to rid our other institutions of racism. But.11ublic educa-

tion is the guardian of our children's minds and is one of the first .

and paramount influences in their lives. We cannot afford less than

excellence."8

It is this excellence that the Black Studies Programs are

addressing themselves to by a restructuring of "American liberal educa-

tion." The "demands" for the establishment of Black Studies Programs

by Black students represent a constfUctive challenge to the educational

establishment within the institutions of higher learning to develop

programs that would truly function for the attainment of goals associ-

ated with the liberal arts; in other words, Black Studies Programs

represent a cry for the elevation of academic standards. Genuine aca-

demic standards can be measured by the extent to which there is inter-

action between students and teachers in the academicenviroament, the

degree to Which there is emphasis on learning, and the extent to which

teachers and students participate in a genuine search for truth.
9

This

search for truth is not the traditional uni -dimensional and limited

form associated with white scholarship but rather a multi-dimensional

form.

The.traditionel uni-dimensional form of liber

has been a total commitment to the propagation of

ideals. This commitment is'a narrow one in the tlll

the news iiedia and rapid modes of transportation c

awareness of other civilizations and cultures. Th

a multi-ethnic one or a multi-dimensional one. Th

awareness hopefully will develop into a pluralistil

reality whereby minority cultural and racial cliff

accepted and respected even by the dominant cultu

be dismissed as deviant or lacking in value.

Most of the "social problems" of the tweatiet1

that have bheir basis in attitudes that have bees

Western dualistic vision of reality. A simple

is that "white is right and black is bad."

James Baldwin, the writer, addresses himself

dualistic vision of reality by the following sat

"It is not really a 'Negro revolution' that is up

What is upsetting the country is a sense of its

example, one managed to change the curriculum in

that Negroes learned more about themselves and t

to this culture <American), you would be liberat

you'd be liberating white people who know nothing

hiitory.. And the teams- is that if you are comps

aspect of anybody'S history, you must lie about i

lie about my real rote here, if you have to prate
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The traditional uni- dimensional form of liberal arts curriculum

has been a total commitment to the propagation of Western ideas and

ideals. This commitment it a narrow one in the twentieth century with

the news media and rapid modes of transportation contributing to an

awareness of other civilisations and cultures. The world we live in is

a multi-ethnic one or 4 multi-dimensional one. This multi...dimensional

awareness hopefully will develop into a pluralistic perception of

reality whereby minority cultural and racial differences will be

accepted and respected even by the dominant cultural group and will not

be dismissed as deviant or lacking in value.

0 Moat of the'"social problems" of the twentieth century are ones

that have their basis in attitudes that have been nurtured by the

Westetn dualistic vision of reality. A simple example of this vision

is that "White is right and black is bad."

James Baldwin, the writer, addresser himself to this Western

dualistic vision of reality by the following statement:

"It is not really a 'Negro revolution' that is upsetting the country.

What is upsetting the country is a sense of its own identity. If, for

\

example, one managed to change the cUtriculum in all the schools so

that Negroes learned more about themsAlves and their real contributions

to this culture (American), you would be liberating not only Negroes,

you'd be liberating white people who know nothing about their own

history. And the reason ii that if you are compelled to lie about one

aspect of anybody's history, you must lie about it all. If you have to

lie about my real role here, if you havi to pretend that I hoed All
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that cotton just because I 1.4ud you, than you have done scathing to

yourself. You are mad." 10

This Western dualistic vision of reality as seen in America is one of

"whiteness." America has been "whitenized"11 from the very beginning..

Whit: people today argue, with 1101114 justice and great heat, that none

of them is old eno4h to have owned slaves and that, therefore, they

ought not to be held guilty for whatever damage was done the Blacks by

that "ancient wrong." A racist society?, The idea offen's them, par-

ticularly after a decade in which they had as they frequently said

"done so much for the Negro." Yet the middle-aged, middle-class and

thoroughly decent American of the 1960"Ygrew up in a culture whose

language itself identified white as good (white hopes, white hates,

Snow White, and the White tirmse) and' black as bad (blackmail, black

day, black mood, black magic); which, with endleminvention, referred

to Blacks as "nigger," "nigrs," "coon," "darky," "dingo," "evoke,"

"spook," "overlie," "shine," "jig," "jigaboo," "boot," 4 "boy," some-
.

times to their faces; which baked angel's food cake, which is white,

and devil's food cake, which is black; which populated its Africa with

"Tarxan and Jane," "Little Black Sambo," and cartoon cannibals stewing

alissionakiet in iron pots; which read its children those quaint old

Uncle Remus tales, rarely suspecting that Beer Rabbit was probably

America's first Black revolutionary; whose, history textbooks commonly,

insulted the Black man, when they mentioned him at all.
12

An example

of this portrayal is seen in the 1940 and 1950 editions of The Growth

of the American Rkpublic, by the historians Samuel Eliot orison and

Henry Steele Commager;

"As for Sambo, whose wrongs moved the abolition

there is some reason to believe that he suffer

class in the South from its 'peculiar institnti

the slaves were adequately fed, well cared for,

. . Although brought to America'by force, the

Negro soon become.ittached to the country, and

folks.'"13.

A culture whose public schools graduated

white, who could tell you with authority that

Up From Slavery sad that George Washington Ca

the Peanut" but were otherwise illiterate in II

tinguiahed those Black heaiyweight champions

their race" (Joe.Louis and Floyd Patterson) fr

(Jack Johnsoni' Sonny Liston, and Muhammad Ali);

white and undertaker, in black; which outgrew "

"darky" jokes; which sent a segregated army to f

Europe; which probably suspected all along that

stop grinning-but which managed nevertheless to

/

the "Movement," the riots and the judgment of th

we are/a nation decisively shaped by our racial

been /the "American liberal education."14

This restructuring of the "American liberal

way begun in-the late 1960's 'on the Southern Bla

These cempOses became the battliegrounds of thel

- sparks flew first on a series Of c& uses in "D

A F. I, Jackson State, and Texas Southern--in the
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foe, with some justice and great heat, that none

td hive owned slaves and that, therefore, they

guilty for whatever damage was don* the Blacks by

" A racist society? The idea offends them, par=

Meade in which they had as "ey frequently said

0 Negro." Yet the middle-aged, middle-Claas and

rican of the 1960's grew up Lida culture whose
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k magic); which; with endlew invention, referred

" "nigra," "coon," "darky," "dingo," "smoke,"

ins," "jig," "jigaboo," "boot," or "boy," some-
/

which baked angel's food cake, which 4 white,
-:L

, which is black; which populated its Africa ith

ittle Black Sambo," and cartoon cannibis'etewing

pots; which read its- children those'quaint old

rely suspecting that Brier Rabbit was probably

revolutionary; whose history textbooks commonly

n, when they mentioned him at al1.
12

An example

seen in the 1940 and 1950 editions, of The Growth

lic, by the historians Samuel Eliot Morison and

"As for Samba, whose wrongs moved the abolitionists to wrath and tears,

there iseome reason to believe that he suffered less than any other

class in the South from its 'peculiar institution.' The majority of

the slaves were adequately fed, well cared for, and apparently happy.,

. . . Althcugh brought to America by- force, the incurably optimistic

Negro soon became attached to the country, and devoted to his 'white

folks.'"
13

A culture whose public schools graduated generations, black and

white, who could tell you with authority that Booker T. Washington came

Up Priem Slavery and that George Washington Carver was the "Father of

the Peanut" but were otherwise illiterate in Black History; which dis-

tinguished those Black heavyweight champions who were's "credit to

their race" (Joe Louis and Floyd Patterson) from those who were not

(Jack Johnson, Sonny Liston, and ?Whammed Ali); which dressed brides. in

white and undertakers in tileck; which outgrew "coon" songs but not

"darky" jokes; which sent a segregated army-tolight Nazi racism in

Europe; which probably suspected all along that "Saabo" one day would

stop grinning but which managed nevertheless to be surprised in turn by

the Movesient," the riots and the judgment of the Riot Commission that

we are a nation decisively shaped by our racial prejudices. Such has

been the "American liberal education.
"14

This restructuring of the "American liberal education" by Blacks

was begun in the late 1960's on the Southern Blatt College campus.

These campuses became the battlegrounds of the slack revolt. The

sparks flew first 00,A series of campuses in ' ixit"--Fisk, Tennessee

A & I, Jackson -State-,_andTexas.-56UE5iii--in the spring of 1967. It
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continued in Orangeburg, South Carolina, the following winter, when

state troopers fired into a crowd of demonstrating South Carolina Stater

and Claflin College students, killing three and wounding twenty-seven.

The rebellion sooa spread to the mostly white ctmpuses of the North and.

West as well. necks led the long strike that afflicted San Francisco

State College for most of the 1968-69 school year. Black demonstra-

tions closed 'City College of New York'briefly and set off'three days of

brawling between white and Black students. Blacks at Brandeis and at

Duke occupied buildings and proclaimed thee Malcolm XUniversities

(MXU); Brandeis' MXU departed peaceably after eleven days of negoti-

ation but Duke's was evicted by court order and, routed by police with

the use of tear gas. A classroom boycott at Wisconsin started to

develop into violence, and the National Guard was ordered in to break

it up at bayonet point.I5

One possible reason for this attempted restructuring of American

education to fit the needs of BlacleAmericans lays in the recent seta

to independence.by Black Africa's thirty -four countries." This inde-

pendence from colonial rule affected all of those who were port of the *

"African Diaspora":
17

Blacks in the New World as well as Africa.

It has been said that "so long as the African is regarded as a man

without a history and without a culture, doubts concerning his ability

to govern himself will find credence. 1,18
The racist and the imperi-

alist speak to whereas, the teach'r of African history speaks

to mere hundreds. And so the myth and the doubts persist. The first

task is to set the record of,history straight. "The point is not that

Africans have no history but that-there is profound ignorance

2 80

concerning it, and an almost pathological unwill

evidence of it when presented."I9 AA the status

Continent" changed so did that of all Blacks in

Malkolm X, speaking at the Organization of Africa

Cairo, July 17-21, 1964, stated:

"We, in America, are your long-lost brothers and

only to remind you that our - problems are your pro

Americans 'awaken' today, we find ourselves in a

rejected us, and like the prodigal son, we are t

brothers for help. We pray our pleas will not fa

-America is still in a quandary in its effort

its Blacks. Today the factors involved are more

days of Booker T. Washington and Carter G. Woods

America failed to provide its Blacks with the ass

citizenship, and first of all the right to a rel

Americans have the legae; of Washington a, Woods

through this quanda6. The example of theae two

an education for Blacks somewhere between their

can utilize the best of Washington, his "educati

all of Woodson. This'resolving of America's educ

Blacks themselves will eventually add a greater d

liberal education for all citizens -- Blacks, Br

Whites.
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d of history straight. "The point is not that
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concerning it, and an almost pathological unwillingness to believe the

evidence of it when presented. fl19 As the status of this once "Dark

Continent" changed so did that of all Blacks in the New World.

Malxolm X, speaking at the Organization of African Unity Conference in

Cairo, July 17-21, 1964, stated:

"We, in America, are your long-lost brothers and sisters, and I as here

only to remind you that our problems are your problems. As the African

Americans 'awaken' today, we find ourselves in a strange land that has

rejected us, and like the prodigal son, we are turning to our elder

brothers for help. We pray our pleas will not fall upon deaf ears."20

America is still in a quandary in its efforts towards educating

its Blacks. Today the factors involved are more perplexing than in the

days of Booker T. Washington and Carter G. Woodson. Post-bellum

America failed to provide its Blacks with the assets of first-class

citizenship, and first of all the right to 'a relevant education. Black

Americans have the legacy of Washington and Woodson to guide them

through this quandary. The example of these two men will lead toward

an education for Blacks somewhere between their two approaches. They

can utilize the best of Washington, his "education of the hands," and

all of Woodson. This resolving of America's educational quandary by

Blacks themselves will eventually add a greater dimension to American

liberal education for all citizens--Blacks, Browns, Yellows, and

Whites.
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We are on a collision course in that as. the

system pushes more and more toward.,the

"liberal" philosophies and practices of education

problems for the educator of black students as we

ability of the black student to adapt to the real

conditions in American society. The recent s

efforts of the "compensatory educition"-strategy-

In this instance it is clear that certain white v

in conflict with black socialization practices

the black existence.' But of course much of the

programs was that they merely served a "symbolic

"This symbolic attack on a social problem . . .

assuaging lingering doubt that we are not doing

and disadvantaged, but it also guards against ask

tions that Might upset the status-quo interests."

Perhaps one of those hard questions that might be

should be the role of the American Educational S

hlack individual's path toward freedom?

Before answering this question, let us first

been the function of modern education. to imbue in

virtues of individualism and self - determination as

'achievement of life goals. Such a philqaophy of

aims with the Industrial Revolution at the turn

the maximum output by each citizen was Wits'

nation. This nation, perhaps, could not ; eve

the assistance of an educational system which soc
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We ire on a collision course in that as the American public school

system pushes more Ind more toward-fhesowcatitdIlpermissive" and

"liberal" philosophies and practices of edu tine, it will create more

problems for the educator of black students as well as frustrate the

ability of the black student to adapt to the realities of oppressive

conditions in Aiericansociety. The recent someehatunsucctssful

efforts or-the "compensatory education" strategy is a case in point.

In this instance it. is clear that certain white value assumptiOns were

in conflict with black socialisation practices and thus the reality of

the black existence.
1 But of tour*, much of the value in these

program was that they merely served a "symbolic function."

"This symbolic attack on a social problem . . . serves the purpose of

assuaging lingering doubt that we art not doing enough tb help the poor

and4isadvantaged, but it also guards against asking those hard ques-

tion* that might upset the status-vio interests."
2

Perhaps one of those har questions that might be asked is: What

should be the role of the American Educational System in cutting the

black individual's path toward freedom?

Before answering this question, let Us first agree that it has

been the function of modern education to imbue in Euro-Americans the

virtue, of individualises and self - determination as a means to personal

achievement of life goals. Such a philosophy of education was harmo-
n

nious with the Industrial RevOlution at the turn of the. century when

the maximum output by each citizen eras vital to the growth of the

nation. This nation, perhaps, could not have developed so well without

the assistance of an educational system which socialized pupils toward
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the national objectives. And then again, in more recent times, the

educational system has been utilized to buttress a slightly different

euro- cultural need. The American middle And upper'class white rift-
-

zenry over the past two decades or so has been burdened with the task

of rationalizing a behavior that one psychologist has termed the "psy-

chology of more," that is, during the recent decades/of relative pros-

7
perity, Americans have consumed goods and services at an unprecedented

rate. Individuals "hence acquire teliefs.concerning consumption."'

And as Looft has noted:

As in all societies, formal education in America is the process of

transposing an economic and social ideology into an individual

internalized, personalized matrix of values and self-referenksystem.." 4

I
The formal educational process of socialization has then developed

a

a philosophiCal model of an which legitimizes him as a (to use Looft's

voids) "consumptive and reactive" creature. This author would. argue

that such a need as described above has pressed certain educators to

adopt and adapt the writings of such thinkers as A. H. Maslow and Carl

Rogers. Maslow's'concept of the*"selfl-actualized:loma5 lends itself to

/a bastardized "do your own thing" model of man. The . self-actualized"

an has been misconstrued in order to appear consonant with the bihav-

0

for of many a "consumptive and reactive" American. Carl Rogers, per-

haps our leading living humanist, has stated that the hummmrorganism

ham, an inherent-tendency to "actualize," i.e., to grow spontaneously

and to develop. However, Rogers has also emphasized in his writings

that selaCctualization is subject to the aerial environment. Often

the 'charismatic, would-be followers of Maslow and'ilogera pay too little

28,3

.7

attention to the social environmental contingent

Perhaps dominant white culture can afford,to blu

between the "self-actualiZed" man and the "do y

However, such a casual and "spontaneous" approac

incongruous to the constraints placed upon the

self4ctualizer in his purist form recognizes

and the weakness in his culture; this idealist

sued by many middle class white Americans, howl,

and recklessly detached from the true nature of

whose modus o erandi is to make obsolete that wb

s able Black people are undesirable in Americ

undes r le, but hive survived. This survival

benevolent dominant culture; neither has it been

Many of the assertions mmde above permeate

and because they do so in such magnitude, couple

view is beyond the scope of this paper. AlthOug

paper is the effect the'modern school has upon

the black person, there are very real implicatio

cation in general._ During the height of the Ida

the late 60's and early 701s, the phrase "the st

was coined.' Parallels between white radical st

validly be made. In the case of the "radical vb

establishment, the educational prOCess far Imre

society to deal with this optimally "liberated"

In this sense, education failed the student.
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attention to.the social environmental contingencies Rogers spoke about.

Perhaps dominant white culture can afford to blur the distinction

between the "self-actualized" man and the "do your own thing's' concept. 6

However, such a casual and "spontaneous" approach to developient is

incongruous to the constraints placed upon the black life. The true

self-ectualizer in his purist fora recognizes the sickness Of society
0

and thi weakness in his Culture; ihis'idealistic response to life Out-

sued by Many middle lass white Americans, however, is.too a-political

and recklessly detac ed from the true nature ofrAhis social system

9

whose modus operandi is to make obsolete that which it considers
J

sirable. Black peopl ate undesirable in America, and have lways been

undesirable, but have survived. This survival has not been ue to a

benevolent dominant cu ture; neither has it been an,acc ant..

Many of the mailer iqns made above permeate the whole of society

and because they do so 'ranch magnitude, complete explication of this .

view is beyond the scope of this paper. Although the focal of this;

paper is the effect thacdern school has upon personal de*elopment of

the black person, there re very real implications forsd4iety and edu-

cation in general. Durin

the late 60'a and early 7

was coined. Parallels be

validry be lode. Id the

the height of the white student activism of

s, the phrase "the 'student as-the nigger"

een white radical students and blacks can

c se of the "radical white" student vs. the

establishment, the educatio 1 process far exceeded the capacity of

. o

society to deal with this. o timally "liberated" young white American.

In this sense, education. iai ed the student. Black America has always
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been aware of the danger's of Such precociousness. Now we threaten to

have this 300 year old wit- -this reality, avareness7-"educated awayil"

The intent of this essay is toauggest that we do not know enough

about the black psyche (specifically, achievement motivation and

aspirations) to .guide the -black youth through this new maze of educa-

tional reform. Or, perhaps enough is known,and the. political.'

strategical questiod is: Should black students'run the risk of becoming

' innocent casualties in a "family squabble" between .the disillusioned

"haves" and the survival demands of their economic culture?

THE GENERAL CONTEXT: WHITE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS

MOVING TOWARD A DUBIOUS "SELF-ACTUALIZED" SOCIETY

Educational philosophies and practices are, ofcOurse, no good

unless Alley serve the society and culture within which they exist. .Th

traditional educational'system was established and functioned by a/

of values SupportiVe of. an economic-industrial society. Two pr,i ciples

which AMericana have learned to value (inculcations processed/chiefly
/

by the choo system as mentioned above) are an appreciarAn for the

Ntdemor.:ratie,process" and individualism. Postman and W4gartner, in

the ffrist chapter of

'democrati process,' and how Americans have val
0

problem: one of the tenets of a democratic ',Mil

allowed to think and express;themselVes freely on

the point f speaking Out against the idea ¢f

the extent that Our schools are instrument of s

omit develop in the yoUng not only an Ewa enesl

. --
will tu.exercise it, and ThiFintelleCtual paver

so effectively.:Ihis is necessary'so that the

.change and modify toseet unforeseen threats,"

ties. TbUe,!we can achieve what John Garner call

sociej. So goes the theory.

Intentional, of course, is a degree of cynic

d

/Weingartner wished to Convey-in-the above excerpt.
/-

their book entitled Teachin as/4 SUbversive

Activity stated in their first paragraph of the ch Otezi:"Crap

Detecting," the. following:

"'In 1492, Columbus discovered America.' . . Starting from this

disputed fact, each one of us will describe the history of this country

in a somewhat different way. NOnetheless, it is reasonable to assume/

that most of us would include something about what is called the

however, are demonstrated a-bit of the old assump

1
Of education aawell as the new liberal and comb*

educational philosophies. As unwholesome as the

some, the socialisation of youth toward unquesti

American society and culture and the roles they

merits, provided one wishes to suspend ethical Jud

eases. Skinner made the point that the effective

Survive is'dependent upon the'"measures used by

its members to work for its survival." In aaditi:

a capitalistic or socialist culture suggests a dos

practices associated with "compatible practices of.

This writer would consider, as part of the of

practices," the educatiOnal.system which. until /es
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'democratic process,' and how Americans have valued it. Therein lies a

problim: one of the tenets of a democratic society is that men be

allowed to think and express themselves freely on any subject, even to

the point of speaking out against the idea of a democratic society. To

the extent that cur schools are instruments of such a society, they

must develop in the young not only an awareness of this Freedom but a

will to exercise it, and the intellectual power and perspective to do

so effectively. This is necessary so that the society may continue to

change and modify to meet unforeseen threats, problems, And opportuni-

ties. Thus, we can achieve what John darner calls an 'ever-renewing

society.' So goes the theory."7

Intentional, of course, is a degree of cynicisM Postman and

Weingartner wished to convey in the above excerpt. In these remarks,

however, are demonstrated a bit of the old assumption' of the purposes

of education as well as the new liberal and perhaps quasi-revolutionary

educational philosoPhies. As unwholesome as the thought may be to

some, the socialization of youth toward unquestionable beliefs about

American society and culture and the roles they must assume has its

merits, provided one wishes to suspend ethical judgment of such proc-

esses. Skinner made the point that the effectiveness of a culture to

survive is dependent upon the "measures used by the culture to induce

its members to work for its survival."8 In addition, he asserted that

a capitalistic or socialist culture suggests a dominant set of economic

practices associated with "compatible practices of other kinds."9

This Writer would consider, as part of the other "compatible

practices,"(the educational system which until recently,insured a high
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degree of dependency of its students on the economic system while at

the same time fostering what could be considered a healthy illusion of

freedom and self-determination.

Now something has gone "wrong" between youth and the American,-

culture. And, perhaps, it is not just the fact that more educators are

leading their students to reassess their relationship with their cul-

ture. For as Postman and Weingartner pointed up, teachers have acted

"almost entirely as shills for corporitte interests, shaping students up

to be functionaries in one bureaucracy or another.
.10 It would appear

perhaps that s radical shift in the practices of economic institutions

has upset the education process. Alvin Toffler has suggested that:

"Ever since the rise of industrialism, education in the West, and

particularly in the United States, has beea organized for the mass pro-

duction of basically standardized educational packages. It is not

accidental that at the precise moment when the consumer has begun to

demand and obtain greater diversity, the .ame moment when new tech-

nology promises to make destandardization possible, a wave of revolt

has begun to sweep the college campus. Though the connection is seldom

noticed, events on the campus and events in the consumer are intimately

connected."
11

The white students' illusion of freedom and self-determination has

been shaken. In growing numbers, the white student is experiencing

"future shock," i.e., they are being "confronted by the fact that the

world they were educated to believe in doesn't exist.
"12

Many educe-

tors are not responding to the crisis very well. Too many educators

are not responding to their dilemma at all. Some educators are pushing

29

their students far beyond the bounds of the cul

the answers lie somewhere between the super-sel

"Disneyland."

Although this dilemma will be discomforti

culture and society will work out an agreement

and disenchanted (the student included). In t

ation, there will be a degree, of risk taking

of each party to lessen permanent impairing c.

white culture society and its white youth Timed

But as Samuel Yette and Sidney Willhelm have,te

again, this culture no longer needs black peopl

BLACK SOCIALIZATION AND PERSONALITY

EDUCATIONAL IKPLICATIONB'

Essential to the argument being advanced it

mcot social scientists and educators lack an u

feei for the kind of world view held by black

misunderstanding of the way the Afro-American

relation to the rest of the social environment

efforts to develop suitable educational program

nent gap between black and white students. Wit

"where the person is," we cannot properly defin

him or her to learn. Equally unsuitable *ducat

be dysfunctionil to a "black agenda."

Our psychology of an in the western cult

host of assumptions about human behavior that a
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their students far beyond the bounds of the culture, suggesting that

the answers lie somewhere between the super-self-actualised self and

"D'sneyland."

Although this dilemma will be discomforting for a while, American

culture and society will work out an agree nt with the disillusioned

and disenchanted (the student included). In the process of negoti-

ation, there will be a degree of risk taking but it is to the advantage

of each party to lessen permanent impairing consequences. For both the

white culture society and its white youth need each other to survive.

But as Samuel Tette and Sidney Willhelm have recently pointed out to us

again, this culture no longer needs black people.l3

BUCK SOCIALIZATION AND PERSONALITY DEVELOPMCNT:

EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

Essential to the argument being advanced here is the fact that

moat social scientists and educator* lack an understanding or even the

feel for the kind of world view held by black people. Given a basic

misunderstanding of the way the Afro-American perceives the self in

relation to the rest of the social environment of course hinders

efforts to develop suitable educational programs to close the achieve-

ment gap between black and white students. Without the knowledge of

"where the person is," we cannot properly define that which motivates

him or her to learn. Equally unsuitable educational philosophies can

be dysfunctional to a "black agenda."

Our psychology of man in the western culture is dominated by a

host of assumptions about human behavior that are compatible with our
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culture as it exisp...pr we desire it to exist. American culture is

considered an "advanced," "complex" arid technological culture. The

associated concept of the ideal man in "complex," "advanced" and
a

technological culture' is the Horatio Alger type, the individualist who

can effectively manipulate his complex environment and reach success.

Related also is western man's concept of development. Development car-

ries with it such concepts as "advancement," and "good" in addition to

change. Cultures then that do not fit criteria of a developed western

America then are considered "primitive" and undesirable, need altera-

tion or adjustment, and in this context, need to be made white middle-

class western American. A good example of how this western American

view of the world and concept of man permeates our study of human

behavior is the discussion in Sechrest and Wallace on "survival"14 as a

criterion for what constitutes adjusted behavior. Conveniently enough

also, as it turns out, a significant difference in black American

behavior as opposed to white is what this writer calls a "survival men-

tality." Sechrest and Wallace dismissed survival as kcriterion of

adjustment in the following fashion:

"A serious criticism of survival as criterion of adjustment is that it

is inadequate, even irrelevant, in many of the situations that confront

us in everyday life. In the highly socialized, industrialised, and

technologically advanced cultures of today, very few people are faced

with decisions involving physical harm or a threat to life itself.

Thus the concept may be said to have a narrow range of convenience.

"15
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At least two important assumptions are implicit in the' above

reference, first that the individual is the reference point and

secondly thaJall people within geographical confines of this advanced

society are at liberty to feel beyond the "survival"\Aataie of societal

and cultural development. Such is not the case for the black man in

America. To illustrate the point, the followint excerpt from Joseph

White's "Toward a Black Psychology":

"Many of these sale so-called culturally deprived youngsters have

4eveloped the kind of mental toughness and turvivil skills, in terms of

coping with life, which make them in many ways superior to their white

age-mates who are growing up in the material affluence of Little League

suburbia.. These black youngsters know how to deal effectively rith

bill collectors, building superintendents, corner grocery stores,

hypes, pimps, whores, sickness, and death. They know how to jive

school counselors, principals, teachers, welfare workers, juvenile

authorities, and, in doing so, display a lot of psychological clever-

ness and original4ty--They recognize very early that they exist in an

environment which is sometimes complicated and hostile. They may not

be able to verbalize it, but they have already nattered what existen-

tial psychologists state to be the basic human condition; namely, that

in this life, pain and struggle are unavoidable and that a complete

sense of one'_a identity can only be achieved by both recognizing and

directly confronting an unkind and alien existence."

Although, perhaps, the above statement of perionality development

of the black youth is offensive to the conventional white social scien-

tist in that it smacks of black ethnocentricism (romanticized at that),
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specialists in the study of Afro-American behavior, however, are

4hcoming increasingly appreciative of efforts to develop what is being

called,a "Black Psychology." Also, in an effort to determine the

uniqueness of a "black world view," researchers are going beyond the

context of the black man in America and studying the black ethos as

rooted in African religion and philosophy. In a short sumMnry of Wade

W. Nobles' paper entitled "African Philosophy: Foundations for Black

Psychology," Nobles stated:
gt

"Black Psychology must concern itself with the question of 'rhythm.'

It-must discuss, at some length, 'the oral tradition.' It must unfold

the mysteries of the spiritual energy now known as 'soul.' It must

explain the notion of 'extended self' and the 'natural' orientation of

African peoples to insure the 'survival of the tribe.' Briefly, it

must examine the elements and dimensions of the experiential

communalities of African peoples."
17

In spite of the fact that some social scientists, black and white, have

negated the possibility of African heritage having been transmitted to

contemporary black Americans," the issue is still very much alive.

One indication of its feasibility is the continued eff,ctiveness of

white prejudice and discrimination in keeping the black man "in his

place" and unassimilated in American society. Personally, this writer

finds the notion plausible in that his grandfather was only nine years

or so from being born in slavery and died but a few years ago. Our

wretched past is still very much a part of our present.

We have dwelled upon the collectiveness of the black ethos in

order to demonstrate that a significant determinant of a behavior, in

2 9
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this instancegblack culture, is a viable rationale for a difference in

behavior, once assuming differences in world views. Attempting to

explain the behavior of blacks in this modality would be as unsatisfy-

ing as attempts heretofore exploring black behavior in the context of

the white American ethos. Of real promipe to this approach iu the

notion advanced by Charles Valentine with respect to a "bicultural"

explanation of black behavior. briefly, the proposition ptates that

"blacks are simultaneously committed to both black culture and main-

stream culture, and that the two are not mutually exclusive as genv-

ally assumed."19 Each system or socialisation, i.e., Afro-American and

Euro-American, continues throughout the individual's life to'be of

equal importance.

The research in the areas of duo-socialization is fir from being

completed. Robert Staples has given us sootipaghtlrito the diMeti-

sions of the theoretical and methodological problem in understanding

20 1 '

/4
the role of the black family. The work of Joyce Ladner (1971),

entitled Tomorrow's TomorrowT provided an illuminating social -

psychological treatment of the bicultural personality development of

the black woman.
21

One implication that might logically be derived

from the black duality is an appreciation for the American cultural

value of "get all you can"; and while on the other side: "but don't be

Vturprised when you don't" attitude. The writer will attempt to illumi-

nate this position in the following discussion of the apparent anomaly

of black high aspirations and low achievement.

In other areas of the socialization process, we are in need of

interdisciplinary research methods to study, e.g., black peer group
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relations. Social peer group phenomena such-as playing "The Dozens" is

often cited as personality deve9lopment.22 There are a number of other

such attitudejshaping rituals.

THE APPARENT ACHIEVEMENT-MOTIVATION AND ASPIRATION

"ANOMALY": CASE IN POINT!

Over the past fifteen years or so an increasing amount of

attention has been paid to the achievement-motivation-aspiration phe-

nomenon and what accounts for by achievement of blacks in both the

classroom and on the job. A good sample of the literature as well as

interesting comparative analysis and int.rpretation is given by

Guterman.
23

It quickly becomes apparent in the review of the litera-

ture (eomeof which is referred to as "internal-,external jqcge=of,

control" research) that the present understanding of he phenomenan

leaves the educational planner on questionable grounds when attempts

are made to increase classroom performance of seemingly unmotivated

black youth.

The complexity of the issue is increased when additional research

finds that black school children express high occupational goals,24 and

thatiAack mothers have comparable value orientations in regard to

their children's future.25 A statement made by black psychiatrists

William H. Grier and Price M. Cobbs in their book, "Black Rage,"

commands attention:

"Although education may in the long run be an important instrument for

black people, children may have clearer vision when they see the class-

room as immediately irrelevant. Their vision is clearer than that of

men who plead for black people to become educate

all blacks as bondsmen temporarily out of bonds*

Here again we note the "reality awareness" in bl

appears to guard againit a: pathological pursuit

Dream. As educators of black children, is it it
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an alien environment?
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men who plead for black people to become educated 4n a land which views

all blacks as bondsmen temporarily out of bondage.o26

Here again we note the "reality awareness" in black children that

appears to guard against a pathological pursuit of the evasive American

Dream. As educators of black children, is it ethical to "radically"

tamper with the black personality's adaptational developmental processes

until the threat to black survival is removed? $ould it not be more

humane to work within limits of the black's world view and help to

crystalize a value system that is more compatible to his existence in

an alien environment?

the issue is increased when additional research

I children express high occupational gogiTs,
24

nd

e comparable value orientations in regard. to

e.
25 A statement made by black psychiatrists

rice M. Cobbs in their book, "Black Rage,"

y in the long run be an important instrument for

may have clearer vision when they see the class-
,

relevant. Their vision is clearer than that of
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

ite writer nas briefly presented a few considerations which

hopefully will encourage the educators of black students to view some

of the newer notions for educational reform from a black perspective.

One must first recognize that the purpose of any educational system

within a society is to be supportive of its cultural philosophy.

'The question of what kinds of values are to be taught and how", is

indicative of the dilemma educators have found themselves in. It is

obvious that values are and have always been taught by the school as.a

mend e from the American economic culture." The conflict between
)L

I

middle-class students, educators, and schools over what degree of per-

sonal values are tolerable within the cultural and social context of

this advanced cybernetic and technological society is something its

respective constituents will have to resolve. The development of black

culture is at another stage requiring a different Agenda.
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Although the intent of John E. Churchville's remarks in his essay

entitled "On Correct Black Education" were intended as a rebuff to

"super black" revolutionaries, the sentiment is appropriate in this

larger context. He stated:

"It is especially important that we raise the standard of correct

discipline against the decadent cries of 'freedom of self- expression,'

and 'freedom of the individual.' We must raise our children in an

environment which demonstrates the power and purposefulness of the/

disciplined life of correct revolutionary strugle."28

The above words are perhaps too harsh for the average middle-class

individual socialized in America to accept easily. And perhaps for

/bicultural Afro-Arnericanathey_are half 3i hard to r,rpr

View of the harsh realities of the black experienCes and the person-

develosiant of blacks, which has always been survival oriented,

it may be a wiser course to follow than khose proposed which have

questionable appropriateness.

In view of the character of the educational system Which has been

depicted above, the author sees releva ce .of public school education as

better capable of "training" black stu ents and letting other black

institutions integrate those skill ac,Asitionsinto his personality,

A
as Bereiter suggested as a role for all schools.29

In addition, the public school should have a curriculum which will

encourage the black student to be "instruenGal" in his t her behav-

ior. The motivation to achieve skills must Alginate from the black

family and community. "No school program can tap child potential in

depth, without attention to totality of elements.""

2 03

This writer iuggeits that one of the belie

other" might inculcate into the value system of

his first obligation is tO act in some way town

black people and the value of his self-esteem is

quality of his efforts.
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